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Following an examination of the assumptions
underlying different theories of the Thematic Apper¬
ception Test, two general approaches, using attitude
and formal variables were selected for empirical
analysis.
A review of studies of the characteristics of
counsellors indicated that, although certain differences
in personality and behaviour had been found between
those Judged to be good and poor counsellors, there was
no evidence of a unitary good counsellor profile,
She relevance of various attitude and formal
measures on the TAT to the selection of Marriage Gui¬
dance Counsellor© was studied j
1) by comparison of candidates who had been accepted
and rejected for training as counsellors on these
measures,
2) by cluster analysis of the interrelationships
between the candidates resulting in profiles of
various types of candidates,
3) by cluster analysis of the TAT and other psycho¬
logical and sociological measures resulting in an
empirically based classification of thematic
measures.
The results of these studies indicated that both
attitude and formal measures are related to the.
4.
decisions of the selection board but since there is




complex relationship between the TAT responses and the
criterion* Secondly, differing TAT measures were seen
to have widely varying characteristics and the validi¬
ty of some of the current generalizations and assumptions
about TAT measures are open to doubt* Thirdly, the
interrelationships between the TAT measures obtained
from this population indicate the need for a system of






The Thematic Apperception Test is one of the most
widely used ways of measuring personality in general
and motivation in particular (Mills,1965). Every year
the stream of publications and articles continues.
However, despite the large body of published research
on the TAT its usefulness (along with that of other
projective techniques) is still open to challenge.
Zubin, Eron and Schumer (1965) in a sympathetic account
of projective techniques have commented t"Projective
Techniques were once young and promising. Today they
are only promising.a (p.610)
Although there are several reasons for this situa¬
tion, one of the most important must be the lack of
standard methods of scoring the TAT. Although Zubin
and his associates were exaggerating slightly when they
commented that there were nearly as many scoring methods
as there were studies (Zubin et al,1965)» the number and
variety of approaches is immense.
Devised by Morgan and Murray in 1935 as a way of
investigating fantasies, the TAT has been used by clini¬
cally oriented psychologists as a means of gaining access
to conscious and unconscious dynamics (Shneidman,1951»
Bellak,1950) and by methodologically oriented psycholo¬
gists who find a challenge in unravelling the dynamics of
the test performance itself (Klinger,1966; Murstein,1963),
by general psychologists to whom it is but one way of
7.
measuring particular motives in which they are inte¬
rested (Atkinson,1958j Atkinson and Feather,1966), as
well as other investigators with differing aims and
approaches.
This variation in intention has given rise to very
different methods of interpretation, so that Fisher
(1967) has commented that different methods of scoring
the TAT may be more similar to those of other tests
than they are to each other,
One important dimension on which TAT studies differ
is the extent to which they make use of a "Sign" or
"Interpretative" approach. Some researchers have scored
thematic protocols according to the presence or absence
of certain well defined cues, A score based on the sum
of these indices is then regarded as a measure of some
personality attribute such as adjustment (Dana,1959a),
or need for affiliation (Shipley and Veroff,1958), This
approach has been criticized on the grounds that no
single index has an invariant meaning (Henry,1961) or
that such indices may not be valid in a different popu¬
lation while a more theoretically oriented approach may
be (Lindzey,1961 { 1965). However the more intuitive
approaches are open to the usual criticisms of not being
(1) "To assume underlying unity is as unreasonable as
lumping together a series of phenomena because they have
been studied with the same technique (e*g. tachis-
toscope, memory drum)", (p.166).
8.
objective and also that the interpretive process is not
made sufficiently explicit. The approach used in the
empirical studies reported here falls somewhere between
these two extremes. Although specific indices were
used to distinguish between candidates who had been
accepted or rejected for training as Marriage Guidance
J 4 «,
Counsellors, the process of analysis did not stop there.
The interrelations between the TAT scores and their
connections with other variables were also analysed
by means of inter-subject and inter-variable cluster
analyses. In this way it was possible to throw some
light on the kind of processes being tapped by these
scores. In addition, the great majority of the signs
used were conceptually related to the criterion, v J
so that predictions as to the direction of the diffe¬
rences could be made.
(1) That is, the outcome of the Selection Board. The
decision of the Selection Board should not, in the strict
sense of the word, be called the criterion* as there is
no independent evidence for its validity as a measure of
the candidate^ potential ability in counselling. The
value of the outcome lies rather in the fact that it
provides a useful source of information about the perso¬
nality of the candidates. For the sake of convenience,
the example of many of the previous studies of counsellors
has been followed and the Judgement of the Board has





The TAT shares with other ways of studying
personality a number of common empirical and concep¬
tual problems.
Pour of the problems most salient for the TAT are
discussed in this section. They are i
1) the nature of protective techniques}
2) the relationship between theory and method}
3) the idiographic-nomothetic distinction;
4) the clinical-statistical distinction.
The Nature of Protective Techniques.
One of the most widespread distinctions in the
field of personality assessment is that made between
protective and other techniques. Despite this, there
is a tendency for reviewers to object to this dichotomy
and substitute their own distinctions instead (e.g.
Wing,1968; Watson,1959} Cattell,1951)»
This may in part be due to the ambiguity of the
terms objective and protective.
Objective.
One of the most common meanings of obtective is that
of reliability of scoring, or zero examiner effects
(Watson,1959)* However, if this distinction is used
then a projective test will be a subjective test when
scored intuitively by a skilled clinician (e.g. Lindzey
1965» Murray,1945) but objective when scored for a par¬
ticular variable according to a conventionalized manual
giving a high degree of interscorer reliability
(Atkinsont1958| Biroey, Burdick and $eevan,1969)#
A different approach has been taken by R#B#
Cattell (1951) who has suggested that an objective test
is one in which the subject does not know what the
"correct'response is# Again this runs into difficulty
because, with the TA3J, there is evidence that with
certain measures, in particular situations, the subject
has a good idea of what the correct response is
(Murstein,1965| Megargee,1966a) while in others it
would be exceptionally difficult to know what the exa¬
miner had in mind (Epley and Ricks,1965)*
Projective#
Lindzey (1961) has pointed out that the term pro¬
jective has been used in essentially different ways#
Prom an analysis of Freud's writings, Lindzey has con¬
cluded that he used the term in two senses# What
Lindzey terms "Classical Projection" refers to "an un¬
conscious and pathological process whereby the indivi¬
dual defends against unacceptable impulses or qualities
in himself by inaccurately ascribing them to individuals
or objects in the outer world# The second usage, which
might be called generalized projection, refers to a
normal process whereby the individual's inner states or
qualities influence his perception and interpretation
of the outer world." (Iindzey,1961,p.31) It is
often the first sense which is referred to in dis¬
cussions of "projection", (Bramel,1962, 1965| Holmes,
1968j llurstein,1963; Sechrest,1968). Ironically,
Frank, who popularized the term "projective technique"
makes little reference to Freud, but rather uses a
Field-Theory approach (Frank,1939; 194-3)*
According to Frank, "Basically a projective tech¬
nique is a method of studying the personality by con¬
fronting the subject with a situation to which he will
respond according to what the situation means to him
and how he feels when so responding." (1943,p*46).
This, as Idndzey (1961) has pointed out, is similar to
the concept of "generalized projection"* This defini¬
tion of projection has important implications, because,
as Frank notes, " any kind of test can be utilized as a
projective method if the subjects* performances or res¬
ponses are treated, not as products to be rated, but
as indicators to be interpreted." (1948,p.38) Conver¬
sely, this definition also implies that "Projective
tests are in fact, not strictly tests of projection,
(1) Bellak (1930) has noticed a similar difference,
but prefers the term "apperception" to "generalized
projection".
(2) "all behaviour takes place in a field and can be
understood as a function of that field as we are now
beginning to realize in the conception of the cultural
but tests of mental mechanisms or of personality dyna¬
misms including projection"# (Anderson,1951»PP*3»4)#
Lindzey (1961) has outlined four primary criteria
of projective techniques t
a) their sensitivity to unconscious or latent aspects
of the personality#
b) the multiplicity of response#
c) the multidimensionality of the device#
d) lack of subject awareness of the purpose of the
test#
However| of these four criteria the first and the
last are open to criticism, at least when applied to
the TAT, since they are characteristic of intention
and not of achievement# Soma of the systems of analy¬
sis of thematic protocols purport to measure variables
which their authors explicitly conceive of as not be¬
longing to the realms of the unconscious (Arnold,1962),
or else they are not concerned with this issue (Atkin¬
son et a}.,1958; Atkinson and Feather,1966)# ^ ^
field and social field#» (1948,p#19)
(1) To be precise, the 857 page volume on Motives in
Fantasy, Action and Society does contain one reference
by Atkinson himself t "The term motive points to the one
or more "meaningsw of the act for the individual, of
which meanings he may be completely unaware", p#602
The later volume, edited by Atkinson and Feather, has
no such references.
Turning to the fourth criterion, while this is a common
goal with, the TAT, there is evidence that it is not
always successfully reached (Megargee,1966aj Murstein,
1965,P«318| Blockjl964). Conversely, Cattell has
devised several non-protectivq tests in which, it is
unlikely that the subject is aware fcrhat their purpose
is, for example, Galvanic Skin Response measures
(Cattell,1965»P*106),
While it is true that the TAT satisfies the third
criterion, that of multidimensionality of response,
so do certain questionnaire measures of personality
such as the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory.
This then leaves the second criterion, the multi¬
plicity of response, which would seem to be an impor¬
tant distinguishing feature of protective techniques.
The richness of response which makes inference from
projective technique protocols possible is completely
unnecessary in most obtective techniques. However,
with the TAT it is this multiplicity of response which
makes the wide variety of ways of analysing the
response possible. (1)
(1) "It is hard to conceive of a psychological varia¬
ble that some investigator has not attempted to assess
by means of protective technique" (Lindzeyt1961,p.4-2)
"Apperceptive variables have shown significant correla-
Since a TAT protocol approximates a sample of
behaviour, it, like most behaviour, must be governed not
only by motivational forces (Holt,1960) but also by
perceptual processes (Klein, Barr and Wolitsl$y,1967)
and limitations of ability (Wallace, 1967). In fact,
as will be shown from the empirical studies, considera-
,\ ■
tion of the motivational factors alone, to the exclu¬
sion of other processes may well result in distorted
results for the former. Some of the theoretical and
methodological implications of the complexity of the
response and consequent multidimensionality for the TAT
are discussed in the next section*
Measurement and Theory*
One *enduring problem in psychology * is the
relation between theories of personality and motivation
and methods of assessment (Holzberg,1954)• Lindzey
(1961) has suggested four ways in which attempts have
been made to integrate theory and research in protec¬
tive techniques* These are the attempts to s
1) relate existing major psychological theories to
projective techniques (e*g* psycho-analysis and
-tions with such disparate variables as changes in
intelligence quotient, level of aspiration, overt
aggression, conformity, leadership in a group, grades
in school and anxiety over sexuality" (Kagan and Lesser,
1961, p.ix).
stimulus-responce theories) .
2) relate projective testing to a particular body
of empirical findings (such as those about per¬
ceptual processes)♦
3) develop miniature theories to account for parti¬
cular classes of findings (the most common of
all four approaches)*
4-) develop a theory specific to projective techni¬
ques (such as that of Lindzey himself,pp 14-5-
152).
However in discussing these approaches, Lindzey
is refer ing to explicit attempts to forge a relation¬
ship between theory and projective techniques. While
such attempts are of considerable importance, this is
not the only way in which theory and techniques are
linke-. Theory is also related implicitly to projec¬
tive methods of 'assessment through the assumptions
which the user of a projective technique holds about
the nature of personality and motivation.
Reference to the research literature on the iAT
indicates that many'of the researchers hold to the
assumption that personality can be analysed effecti¬
vely in terms of general motivational traits or needs,
such as aggressiveness, needs for achievement, affi¬
liation, novelty and so on. buch an assumption has
been criticised from a variety of viewpoints. Tho
heavy emphasis on motivation, to tho exclusion of
pure ptual processes (Hlcin, Larr and ./olotski,1967)
or ability (Wallace,1967) has been challenged. The
reliance on a few big units has been attacked by All-
port (1960) and recently from a learning theory view¬
point by Mischel (1968)#. j.HcV# Hunt (1965) has also
recently echoed Barker's (1960) earlier call for more
attention to be paid to environmental factors, and
George Kelly (1953) has queried the necessity of con¬
cepts of motivation# Furthermoret Kagan (1964) has
suggested that since cognitive studies have-become
respectable again more work will be centred on the
standards which people hold about their own behaviour,
and there will be a move away from the old concepts
about motives#
while it is impractical to carry out a thorough
discussion of this question in a £ew pages, some of
the implications of different models of motivation
for the analysis of TAT protocols will be discussed
in the next section#
The idiographic-nomothetic controversy#
The fact that the scientific study of personality-
is interested not only in the study of personality in
general, but also in the study of individual personali¬
ties (Allport,1962) has led to considerable controversy
over whether or not special methods are deeded for the
latter# This debate has often been termed the idiogra-
phic-nomothetic controversy (Holt,1962). ^ ^
Allport (1962) was of the conviction that special
methods were needed for the study of individuals#
Making an analogy with molecular biology, he suggests
that the building blocks of life turn out to be
strikingly uniform in terms of nucleic acids, protein
molecules and enzymatic reactions# Nevertheless
species of animals and plants differ widely from each
other in structure# The process of accounting for
pattern is called morphogenesis and as we can distin¬
guish between morphogenic and molecular (or dimen¬
sional) biology, so Allport suggests we can distinguish
between morphogenic and dimensional psychology# In
both cases Allport thinks that the former lags behind
the other*
Operationally, what Allport is arguing for is the
(1) The use of these terms has caused a certain amount
of confusion because they have meant different things
in earlier disputes# (Holt,1962)*
use of morphogenic methods of assessment which avoid
using units (traits, needs, etc,..) which are assumed
to exist universally, and which give results which are
only intelligible when compared with the norms of oth¬
ers.
At this level the debate would so^m to be a mea¬
ningful one. It is true to say that despite several
decades, of research there are few Generally accepted
units of personality.
The case against this view has been put forward
by Holt (1962) who argues that to describe an indivi¬
dual trait we have to create a new, unique word, or to
use a unique confiGuration of existing words.
This objection is based on a conceptual mistake,
however, as it confuses words with a set of scientifi¬
cally defined constructs. In assigning a label to a
person in a scientific manner we must do so according
to some kind of generally agreed rule. The question
is not one of coining labels, but of the rules which
must be used to affix them. The liiglish language con¬
tains a very large number of trait names. There are
sonething like 18,000 words, mainly adjectives, which
refer to distinctive forms of personal behaviour.
Perhaps between A,000 and 5»000 refer to permanent
traits (Allport,1961,p.353)• This should provide an
adequate list for the labelling of 'individual' traits.
A better question is, can we apply such individual
trait names reliably, and if so what use can we make of
these labels? As far as applied psychology in concer¬
ned, individual traits could have several possible uses
(Gathorcole,19SG). However the central problem remains.
Does the use of morphogenic methods enable us to build
up a cumulative body of knowledge, as part of psycho¬
logical science? At first it would seem not. A charac¬
teristic of science is abstractness. Suppose we know
that A has unique personality trait Y. Uhat should we
do with this finding? Can we do any more than put it
on a record card and file it away? Suppose nesct mor¬
ning A jumps out of a 10th floor window, or gets married
or quits his job-. How do wo relate this to his unique
trait? Add it to his card file?
Two ways in which morphO£rnic methods can be used
to give generalizable results arc appar:nt. The first
way is by using them in what could be called the pre-
scientific stage of theory development, as an aid to
the development of hypotheses.
A second way in which morpho, ;enic techni Lues could
be utilized is by using individual traits, constructs,
etc... as a basis on which a "second order" generali¬
zation might be made. This has been done on several
occasions, for e ample the seni-morphogcnic HIP test
can be used in order to calculate a completely dimensio¬
nal index of cognitive complexity (biori,1955» Jaspers,
196S) and the morphogonic "Golf Anchoring" Scale has
boon used by Oantril (1965) in order to make cr*osa cul¬
tural comparisons.
This concept of shifting of levels can bo applied
to the 'TAT, Rather than applying purely dimensional
content-analytical techniques it is possible to examine
the relationship between goals and actions where the
Goals are identified, but not classified, Methods of
analysis using this technique are discussed in the
following; and subse picnt sections.
One other controversy about assessment v/hich is
particul-- rly relevant to the TAT is the related d bate
over the efficiency of Clinical versus dtatistical
methods of prediction (Meohl,195^)«
Recently, Lindzey (1965) has published what Ilechl
claims to be the "first pood example" of "Geer" being
better tlrm nsiGn',(1)
In the first part of this study Lindzey, through
a "blind" scoring of the protocols was 95/' correct in
distinguishing homosexual from normal students. Twenty-
fnl indices (90, .correct) uero devised and functioned
nearly o.s well as the clinician. In the second part
of the study, the actuarial methods wore applied to a
prison population, but were totally ineffective, while
two clinicians wore more succesful.
Iiechl (1965) in a discussion of this finding,
accepts it as a genuine negative result for his propo-
Trrr -■-■■■■ ■ ■■
(1) "ltliou, h this claim is disputed by Holt (1970)» "ho
cites other examples of Clinical approaches yielding-
better results.
-sition that statistically methods of prediction aro
better than clinical methods, furthermore he goes on
to surest that the result was in part due to the skill
of the judges, and also to the fact that tlr.y were
using "signs" not reported in the research literature.
Two further propositions aro made. If some Judges are
occasionally or even consistently better than the
actuarial method then it is important not only to
select these judges but also to find out the process
by which they do it. Jecondly, in discussing the fact
that Judges may have used additional highly subtle
formalistic variables, x.echl explicitly argues ag .inst
the proposition that the two predictive methods do not
start from the sane data. Ilis argunuit is that "from
the mathematical point of view this amounts in effect
to the actuarial s.ethods assigning a zero weight to
those aspects (used by the clinician) and meanwhile
assi,, .inj non zero weights to other aspects which are
less predictive, or at least less generalizably so"p.30
However further consideration must cast doubt on
this interpretation. The crucial point is that it is
not the statistical process which is assigning the
*
zero weights, b^t the clinician. It is as if in com¬
paring, say, scores on the Hi il the clinician wore
allowed to specify which items could be used in compi¬
ling a regression equation while having full access to
all the items himself.
The awkward truth of tli: matter is that a THT
protocol is not equivalent to a set of M1PI responses*
The latter are &atat scores based on behaviour* The
former is in some ways a record of the behaviour
itself* It is closer to a film or a tape recording
of the subject than it is "to the former kind of test
score*
This is the reason why in the study discussed
the fact remains that the judges had more information
at their disposal than did the actuarial equation*
Furthermore the TAT with its psychometric refrac¬
toriness has provided other examples where clinical
judgements appear more useful than objective psycho¬
metric approaches (Dana and Cooper,1964),
Holt (1970) and Holt and Luborsky (*1958) have
differentiated between what they call the "naive" and
the "sophisticated" clinical approaches. The sophis¬
ticated clinician is the one who has internalized the
results of psychometric studies, including those of
his own behaviour.
This would seem to be a good model to use in
research studies in the TAT*
Without denying the usefulness of more complex
and intuitive methods of analysis in the present state
of knowledge it would seem to be fruitful in research
studies to analyse protocols in terms of simpler and
more explicit scores. This is not because such varia¬
bles exhaust the information available, but because
the information gained about the meaning of such scores
nan be used both in its, own right and also as an aid
to the development of more wsophisticated" clinical
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In the previous section the importance of the
richness of the response as a characteristic feature
of the TAT was noted* ^s a consequence there is a
larpo number of ways of analysing T IT protocols.
These different approaches vary widely in the kinds of
assumptions and hypothesis they incorporate. It is
therefore difficult to frame general theoretical ques¬
tions which are relevant to all methods of analysis.
For e;:arrple, Lindzey and Halin's (1952) test of the
"Hero Assumption" is relevant to the way in which the
TAT is used in m.-ny clinical situations. However, it
is not relevant to the methods proposed by Dana (1959)
or .ernold (1962).
For th: same reasons, it is difficult to pive a
meaningful answer to the question "is the TAT valid?"
(Goldfried,19C6; IlcParlane and Tuddenham, 1951)• He may
ask however "what kinds of useful information may we
(jain from the T AC?"
One (jenen.l theoretical question which it mi^ht
appear to bo worthwhile asking is about the validity
of the "Projective Hypothesis". However, if "projec¬
tion" is conceived as "generalized projection", then
the validity of this hypothesis v;ould seem to be a
matter of conceptual rather than empirical conside¬
rations.
The "Projective Hypothesis" only states that when
faced with an ambiguous situation the way in which the
(1)
person responds reveals his personality. v y
lindzey considers "The most general assumption
underlying projective testing is t If an individual is
presented with a stimulus situation permitting variable
responses, the particular responses he emits will
reflect his characteristic response patterns and
tendencies to response.* (1961,p.146)
In fact the theory from which this hypothesis is
logically derivable is simply that it is meaningful
to talk about personality. The argument is as follows.
Despite considerable theoretical divergence almost
all personality theorists make the common assumption
that there are important inter-individual differences
in behaviour in similar situations and that these
differences are also related to intra-individual
consistency.
In some situations the environmental constraints
may be such as to eliminate the inter-individual dif¬
ferences. Those situations which are ambiguous are
those in which the environmental constraints are not
so severe. Thus the assumption of "perscnality" is
that in ambiguous situations, personality will be one
source of variance (both directly, and in interaction
with situational variables). Since personality is thus
reflected in behaviour, it must be theoretically
(1) Frank puts it as follows t "Basically a projective
possible to infer personality from behaviour in ambi¬
guous situations. This, however, is the projective
(1)
hypothesis. v J
One way of obtaining some kind of order out of the
confusingly large number of approaches to TAT analysis
is by classifying them according to the assumptions
they make. Many of the research-based scoring systems
follow one of three different approaches.
The first, and most popular kind of assumption
is that the TAT is primarily a measure of the subject's
motivation (Zubin, Eron and Schumer, 196$,p#399)« In
addition many studies have also assumed that the content
of the TAT will directly reflect the storyteller's
needs and that these can thus be measured by systems
of content analysis for the "needs" in question.
technique is a method of studying the personality by
confronting the subject with a situation to which he
will respond according to what that situation means
to him". (1948,p,46)
(1) In similar vein Bellak has proposed: "If we accept
the hypothesis of determinism of psychological beha¬
viour, it follows that deductions concerning the per¬
sonality of an individual can be based upon any kind
of performance. Similarly, nearly any test can be
analyzed for a great many different aspects, and since
each dimension is by necessity a function of the tes-
tee's personality, one is bound to have results.(1994
P.42)
(Iiindzey,1961 ,p.161| Iazarus,1961). In this case there
are three additional assumptions. First, it is implied
that it is possible to account for a person's motiva¬
tion in terms of varying levels of needs which are
common to all subjects. Secondly, that there is an
isomorphism between the storyteller's needs and the
content of the thematic protocol, and thirdly, that
content analysis is an adequate way of summarizing
the content.
Despite the fact that all these additional assump¬
tions are open to criticism, a very large amount of
systematic research work has used the TAT in this
way, the best known example being the work of
McClelland, Atkinson and their associates on the "need
for achievement" (or n-Ach, to use the common abbre¬
viation), (Atkinson,1958; Atkinson and Feather,1966}
McClelland,1961).
In addition, the implicit assumption made in a
great number of studies that the TAT is primarily a
measure of motivation can also be criticized on con¬
ceptual grounds. Given that the TAT protocol repre¬
sents such a "rich response" or a "sample of behaviour"
it seems a priori improbable that it should be governed
only by motivational considerations, and that
processes of "apperception* and ability do not
(1) "The process by which the apprehended qualities
of an object are articulated with similar, or related,
enter into it, (Tomkins,1961j Lindzey,1961,p,147} Holt,
1960,1961),
A second approach assumes that although the content
of a IAS protocol may not be isomorphic with the per¬
son1 s motivation, by analysis of the relationships
between aspects of the content, it is possible to gain
evidence about the storyteller^ attitudes, assumptions
and belief system, This assumption is more in accor¬
dance with the notion of "generalized" projection than
the previous approach, which corresponds more to the con¬
cept of 'blassical" projection.
However the correspondence is an incomplete one,
because, as Bellak (1950) has pointed out, the projec¬
tion of motives which the subject has no need to guard
against cannot be an example of "classical" projection,
This approach has been adopted most explicitly by
Tomkins (194-7), Arnold (1962) and Shneidman (1961) but
is made explicitly or Implicitly in a range of other
systems of analysis, (e,g# Smail,1966} Coelho et al,1962)
The third approach has been in the use of formal
aspects of the TAT story. It is less clearly based on
any one set of assumptions, some of the research having
been based on a "sign" approach. However, one assump¬
tion in several studies is that the ability and willing¬
ness to carry out the complex set of instructions given
already existing knowledge and attitude in such a way
as to be understood". (English and English,1958)•
in the TAT is itself an index of some kind of adjust¬
ment * (e.g. Baxm,1955i1996&»1996b,1996®f1999*1960)«
A second broader kind of assumption is that the
way in which the subject behaves in the storytelling
situation reflects the way in which he copes with other
similar problem situations* Ton example* aggressive
behaviour in telling TAT stories has been used in an in¬
dex of aggressiveness <liursto:infT963tP*313}#
This approach could also be subsumed under the
rubric of generalised projection*
No separate grouping has been given for psycho¬
analytic approaches to the TAT. This is because there
is no single identifiable "psycho-analytic" method of
analysing the TAT and indeed Lindsay (1961 ,p.123) has
argued that psycho-analytic theory has not yet been
X
fully applied to the analysis of thematic protocols#
This has resulted in work with a psycho-analytic orien¬
tation being found under all three approaches.
The complex scoring systems designed for individual
clinical use (e.g. Bellakt195^t Heary»1936| Pine,1960)
have also been omitted, as these systems, devised as
a guide for the analysis of individual protocols, are
usually too complex for direct research use in their
entirety and have not given rise directly to a groat
number of recent etudes# The one exception is /.'yatt's
(134-7) system which has been adapted by Cemeonoff (1996,
199-3,1999) and was used in this study.
A® the content-analytical, of all the raotiva-
-tional approaches to tho -TAT, have been among the aoat'
carefully developed said have been replicated under a
wide range of circumstances, discussion will be focus-
sod upon these as they constitute the "mainstream'* of
recent research in this urea. In particular, as the
work on n-uch provides one of the most comprehensive
bodies of reseur .h and theory, considerable attention
will bo paid to it, as a model, in order to examine the
kinds of problems this approach faces.
Content Analysis i othods of Scoring; the TAT
Content analysis is a well established tochiii>,iue
used wi&uly in the social sciences, and has been applied
to a wide variety of material, froia newspaper editorials
to popular plays (Krech,Crutchfiel& and Ballachey,
1962,pp 360-363)."" •
Its main characteristic, as applied to the TAT is
the emphasis oh scoring according to the presence or
absence of specific categories of behaviour in the
story. ..no of the most widely used of these approaches
is for measuring n-Ach (Murstcin,1963,p»84-) and methods
have been devised for measuring a variety of.other
t
motives (Atkinson,193d)*
These apjjroaches have boon widely used, possibly
as a result of the fact that high inter-scoror reliabi¬
lities can bo obtained with come of tho measures. This
is taken to indicate a certain amount of objectivity*
The assumptions underlying this approach givo rise
to several theoretical questions• In particular the
assumptions that the TAT is primarily a measure of moti¬
vation and that needs can be inferred directly from
the content of the protocol has given rise to _ues-
tions about the nature of TAT stories, the relation
between needs and content, and the role of the stimulus
in determining this relationship.
The ITature of TAT Jtories.
In their original writings hurray and morgan
(Morgan and Murray, 1935;1933) conceived of the T\T as
a way of partially bypassing the person's defenses
and allowing more direct access to his unconscious pro¬
cesses. It was assumed that the story toller thought
that he was talcing a test of imagination and was una¬
ware of the ccrbent to which he was revealing his perso¬
nal dynamics. It was not assumed that all the material
reported by the person was in fact valuable information,
(1) Murray suggested there were three kinds of "grain"
(1) Murray wrote in 1951: "only a fraction - as a rule
a relatively small fraction - of the aggregate of words,
phrases and sentences that make up a set of stories
represent important constituents (as defined above) of
the patient's past or present personality. As a rule ■
most of the obtained material consists of statements
that are not representative of anything that needs to be
included in a formulation of his personality. In short,
or information about tho respondent's personality.
First, in depicting the hero of.the story and bis
actions the storyteller usually utilised components,
conscious or unconscious, of his own past or present
personality, "for example, on assumption, an expecta¬
tion, an idea, a feeling, an evaluation, a need, a
plan or a fantasy that he has experienced or enter¬
tained" (1951,p.579).
oecotidly, the way in which oth^r figures are
depicted may indicate his apperception of others, in¬
cluding fantasy figures, as well as parts of his own
personality*
Thirdly, in the plot "The storyteller ..'ill
commonly utilise memory traces, conscious or unconscious
of some of the actual or fantasied events that have
exerted . a significant influence on his development"•
(1951,P.579).
Thus hurray saw the storyteller relying in part,
but by no means entirely,on his own personality as a
source of material when relating the story. Although
using tho terra fantasy he saw this as an ego-mediated
process and pointed out the importance of the stimulus
in determining the ehaructsri. tics of the stories.(1)
the I'.agur fraction of the protocol is chaff; the
smaller fraction, grain", p.579.
(1) "Jvcry TAT uorlc./r knows that the kinds of responses
in this case, stories that he gets, are larj. ly
He also saw the source of the significant material
about the personality of the storyteller as being both
conscious and unconscious.
The TAT protocol as Fantasy,
following the early terminology, TAT protocols
have often been written of, and regarded as fantasy,
nevertheless there are considerable differences between
a person's TAT stories and reports of other fantasy,
such as dreams. One source of confusion is the ambi¬
guity of the term fantasy. In its broadest sense it is
almost synonymous with imagination, English and
English (1961) define fantasy as "imagining a complex
object or evenein concrete symbols or images, whether
or not the objects or events exist; or the symbols or
images themselves; e*g, a daydream," (p,203)
However, the narrower usage of the word contrasts
fantasy with adaptive and directed thought, with the
implication that fantasy is usually concerned with wish-
fulfillment. (English and English,1961,p,203; Rycroft,
1968,p,113), In his paper on "The Poet and Day-
Dreaming" Ireud depicts fantasy as being a substitute
for action# "We can begin by saying that happy people
never make phantasies, only unsatisfied one .....every
separate phant&sy contains the fulfillment of a wish,
and improves on unsatisfactory reality." (1957»P*1?6)
determined by the characteristics of the pictures."
(1951.P.578).
Murray has indicated that his conception of this
word corresponds to the second usage* "Fantasy in my
lingo, is an involuntary, undirected stream of images
and imagents." (quoted by Holt, 1961,p#7)« Thus the TAT
is a method of investigating fantasies in the sense that
the story construction could be interpreted in terms of
largely unconscious fantasies# "The stories, according
to our hypothesis, were not fantasies themselves but
were molded or shaped by fantasies to some extent# But
even here it is hard to draw a sharp line, since most
story-composers are aware of more or less vivid images
or imagents (imagined events) preceding or accompanying
their spoken or written words*" (Murray, quoted by Holt,
1961,p«7)* In 1961 Holt's detailed comparison of TAT
stories and other fantasy was published* Holt pointed
to the many differences involved and concluded that TAT
stories were not, and should not be termed fantasy*
Despite his recommendation, the term still remains in
currency (e.g# Coleman,1967) although other major resear¬
chers in this area such as McClelland, have come to
argue that TAT stories are not fantasy but thought.
(McClelland,1966).
Lazarus (1966) has pointed out, however, that it is
probably inadvisable to come to a firm conclusion, one
way or the other, as different stories may be told at
different levels* Block (1964) has also noted that it
is likely that fairly sophisticated subjects are now
more aware of the purpose of the test than when it had
been newly published* The extent to which fantasy
appears in the stories will therefore depend on the situa¬
tion in which the story is written, as well as the cha¬
racteristics of the storyteller, There is clear evidence
that TAT stories can be told in several different ways
with different factors underlying the content in each
way, (McClelland,1966j Shrable and Stewart,1967),
McClelland, Atkinson and Arnold have all seen TAT
storytelling as being concerned mainly with problem
solving behaviour, although not necessarily always so.
As such it is controlled by secondary processes,
Lazarus (1961,p,57) has suggested that the content of
stories told at this level will relate directly to the
person*s overt behaviour* This would not seem to be
necessarily so, as a person may be aware of a problem,
may use a TAT as a method of reality testing but still
not act on the basis of his motivation because he has
not yet resolved the difficulties inhibiting action,
Lazarus (1961,1966) has emphasized that the stories
can also be told at another level, that of "playful
fantasy" which is more directly governed by the primary
processes. He suggests that this kind of story telling
is more substitutive in nature and content will be
negatively related to overt behaviour.
There would seem to be at least two other levels
at which stories could be told. The first of these
might be described as the level of "play". Some story
tellers are able to use the Test literally as an
exercise in imagination and may utilize it more as a
kind of humourous contest with the examiner than either
a source of wish-fulfillment or of reality testing,
Ghrable and dtewart (19&7) in a detailed analysis of
the differences between subjects obtaining different
kinds of score on the IIcGlelland need-for-achiovement
scale, concluded that in many ways the storytellers who
normally were to be found at the opposite poles of the
scale v/ere more similar in personality to each other
(as measured by the Omnibus I'orsonality Inventory) than
they v/ere to those who normally scored in the middle
ranees of the scale# In addition the low scoring res¬
ponse , Unrelated Imagery (UI) "may tend to be associated
with hi^jh ability in certain groups and reflect the
rejection by these bright persons of conventional appro¬
aches to the task cues in the pictures. The subjective
impression gained f. om reading the imaginative products
of the UI groups (both college and high school level)
is that their stories though often containing aggressive
themes, frequently manifest humourous play i/ith test
stimuli".(pp1099»S).
A fourth level of story mijat be described as that
given merely to carry out the task requirement. Murray
described this as "chaff". The storyteller, in many
research studies finds himself in a situation v/hero he
is required to complete a particular task, writing
stories. The situation is Unstructured to the extent
that ho is not told what the content of the story is to
be. Although he can choose to draw upon his own
personality, it is also feasible for him to use cues
available in his immediate environment. These include
not only the clues present in the picture, but other
models including that of the experimenter, Klinger
(1967), in an experiment on the effects of "modeling",
was able to increase the n-Ach scores of a group of
student subjects who watched an actor relating achie-
vement arousing instructions, on television monitors.
They were unable to hear his instructions, however,
and were provided with the standard neutral instruc¬
tions instead.
There is no reason to think that these four types
of storytelling are the only levels possible or that
they ©ay occur only singularly# Bather it seems feasi¬
ble that any particular story may be the result of
several processes#
Lindzey, in discussing the importance of the sub¬
ject's interpretation of the testing situation has out¬
lined even other possibilities# "It is obvious that
there is almost endless variation in the respoh&ents1
interpretation of the testing situation and its signi¬
ficance for him# An individual subject may look upon
the testing situation as a playful setting in which he
is able to relax and respond without concern for
everyday reality and constraint} he may look upon it
as a threatening assessment in which his every thought
and response is potentially capable of leading to dire
and unpleasant circumstances, and where he must exercise
a maximum of alertness and caution to protect himself
against harm; he may view the entire production as
foolishness which he is willing to indulge for whatever
material or indirect benefits he receives; or he may
view the testing situation as closely related to known
and significant activities and consequently he may be
set to respond in an earnest and highly motivated
fashion#0 (1961,p.167)
Obviously this variation in levels must present
difficulties for scoring systems assuming isomorphism
between test content and the storyteller*s needs#
The Relations between TAT Content and
Need for Achievement*
The assumption of "simple direct expression" of
needs in TAT stories was made by HcOlelland and his
associates in their earlier work* According to Atkinson
(1961,p.72) this assumption "faded out" of the research
at the time of Clark*s findings about sexual motivation.
(Clark,1952j Clark and Sensibar,1955)* Nevertheless
Atkinson (1961) still held to the belief that under
arousal conditions some motives, including ambition and
anger were expressed in manifest thematic content.
Richard Lazarus (1961) from his own and other data,
has pointed out that there are occasions when the
relationship will be indirect# Unfortunately, one of
the key studies cited by Lazarus in support of his theory
that of Broverman, Jordan and Phillips (1960), used a
measure of achievement derived from Feffer's Role (Taking
Test. This technique differs from the usual form of
TAT administration in that the subjects are required
to repeat the stories from the viewpoint of various
role figures (Feffer,1959). However, there have been
several recent papers which also cast doubt on the
direct expression hypothesis. These findings are parti¬
cularly important in that they conform on the whole to
the techniques used by McClelland, Atkinson and their
colleagues and thus are less open to the criticism of
faulty methodology.
Klinger (1966) has reviewed the evidence of the
relations between n-Ach as measured by the TAT and
two other projective techniques to overt behaviour.
He found that several aspects of the results (as ob¬
tained from published studies) cast doubt on the arou¬
sal theory of achievement imagery. In particular, in
examining the relationship between TAT n-Ach and "molar"
performance measures, (such as course grades), he
found that about half of the relationships were insig¬
nificant. Many of the significant relationships were
with children, and many of the insignificant rela¬
tionships were with women. Of the relationships with
adults, those relating n-Ach with past performance
were significant as often as those with concurrent
or future performance. Most of the studies with
children measured n-Ach after the criterion perfor¬
mance. As Bendig (1953) has pointed out, a motivational
variable is usually e-.pected to correlate more closely
with future behaviour than with past.
Vcroff, Feld anu Gurin (1962), in a cross national
sample in the U3u found that for males n-Ach was rela¬
ted to rcli0ious affiliation. The Jewish respondents
were hi0hest on n-Ach. However, contrary to their ex¬
pectations, it was the Aoman Catholics who came second
with the protestants third. Jurthormore, when from
the same sample, n-Ach was compared with occupation, a
significant relation was found only for the 21-94 year
old crouP (Vcroff,1961)•
dome evidence in support of his theory (HcClelland,
1961) is provided by hcClelland (1965)» Chen the occu¬
pations of Wesleyan Graduates were compared with their
n-Ach scores as student3, some 14 years before, it was
found that those with high n-uch were more likely to
be found in entreprunal positions. Unfortunately no
details are GiVGn about the social backgrounds of the
subjects, and it is therefore not possible to see
what part this plays in the relationship.
In another lonjitudinal study, Gkolnick (1966)
found that actions in adolescence predict n-ach. much
better than -.dolescent n-.ch predicts adult actions.
Gimilarly upward social nobility or an increase in I^>
was associated with hijhe-r au.ult n-Ach, bub not auo-
leocent n-uch (acdieHand,1966). In his co,.mientary on
Jkolnick's paper, Gcslclland su ^ests that TAT content




In a review of the relationship between aggressive
content in (DAI stories and overt behaviour, Murstein
. -s
(1963) concluded "TAT aggfession seems to be positively
related to overt aggression, though not extensively
so"* (p»318). However it was not the direct measures
of aggression which were related but the more complex
indices which tool; the storyteller's account of the
consequences of aggressive behaviour into conside¬
ration (1963,P*318)» Murstein has also doubted the
usefulness of such a broad concept as need for aggres¬
sion. The situation still remains confused* YJeatherly
(1962) indicated that maternal permissiveness was a
relevant variable# The results of Megargee (1966a)
support Kurstein's contention that" one of the difficul¬
ties with measures of aggression is controllability of
content, while in another study, Megargee and Cook
(1967) found that TAT aggression was positively related
to previous school record, but inversely related to
ongoing aggression as observed by counsellors# This
last finding corresponds to those of Slinger and Skol-
nick for n-Ach* In fact, examination of Skolnick's
(1966) results indicates that for aggression also, the TAT
measure is related backwards rather than forwards in time.
Despite somewhat dubious theoretical assumptions, as
far as the nature of TAT stories is concerned, and not
very promising results, content analytical measures
of motivation do not seem to have waned in popula¬
rity Bather attention has been focussed on the
part played by the pictures used in determining the
relationship between motivation and TAT content.
The Effect of the Stimulus Value of the Cards on
Content-Analysis Scores.
As Murray (1951) noted, the characteristics of
the card used are on© of the main determinants of the
story content* This makes an account of the role of
the picture an essential aspect of any content-analy¬
sis method of TAT scoring. Furthermore there is evi¬
dence that anxiety is an important source of variance
(Clark and Sensibar,1958). Proposals have been
(1) Although a large number of relationships have been
found between TAT n-Ach measures and other variables
(cf.Atkinson,1958; Atkinson and Feather,1986; Byrne,
1986) it is still not clear that these relationships
arc due to the motivational effects of n-Ach, or to
other common variables (Zubin, Eron and Schumer,1985»
p.434-). Many of the relationships are weak or insig¬
nificant (Murstein,1983) and could be readily explained
by assuming that the content analysis measure of
n-Ach is not a measure of motivation but of conscious
concern and willingness to reveal that concern.
McClelland himself would seem to be moving towards
this position (cf. his 1966 article).
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made that the effects of anxiety can be detected and
estimated by the use of cards varying in ambiguity with
respect to the anxiety arousing factor (Iiurstein,1963»
pp.69-84). For example, Kagan has suggested that it is
possible to get round the effects of suppression or
repression by the presentation of unambiguous stimuli
(1960;. Ilurstein has also suggested a similar approach,
(1963»p»229)« This question is of considerable theore¬
tical importance for the content analysis approaches
as it suggests a way in which soue of the factors in¬
fluencing the relationships between story content,
motivation and behaviour can be d tected.
In addition various researchers have made different
assumptions and assertions as to the optimum amount of
ambiguity which should be present in the picture to
facilitate "projection". One difficulty is that diffe¬
rent researchers tend to mean different things by pro¬
jection, as discussed previously. A slightly more
precise question is asked by durstein (1963) : "Is am¬
biguity correlated with the projection of personality
revealing responses ?" (p.171).
nevertheless the concept of "per^onality-revea-
lingness" as a unitary piality so ms slightly dubious.
The storyteller's personality is not revealed directly
through a T±.T but, if at all, in the specific infe¬
rences made by the test interpreter about specific
aspects of the storyteller's personality.
Thus some of the differences of opinion are due to
different methods of analysis, lor example Bellak (19^)
states that "Projection will vary in amount inversely
with the clearness of the stimuli and also inversely
with the exactness of the instructions concerning the
task". (p#363)» Kagan, as mentioned above, has pointed
out the value of highly structured cards# However,
comparison of these two apparently conflicting view¬
points demonstrates the relevance of the scoring system
implied. Bellak is implying that the unaccepted drive
can be measured directly, in the TAT, by using ambiguous
cards# Kagan on the other hand, is proposing that it can
be measured indirectly, by noting its absence in a
response to unambiguous cards as an indicator of a
conscious or unconscious defensive process.
Thus, while it is meaningful to ask which cards are
most useful with a particular scoring system, it is
not at all evident that it is meaningful to talk in
general terms about personality revealing responses
without specifying the responses in question.
One way of trying to circumnavigate this problem
is by using a general index of "projection"• Thus
several studies (Weisskopf,1950aj Weisskopf,1950bj
laskowitz,1959| Kenny and Bijou,1955) have examined the
relationship between characteristics of the pictures
and Weisskopf's index of transcendance# Transcendance
is defined as the number of comments which go beyond
pure description when the subject is asked to describe
what he sees in a TAT card (Weisskopf,1950a). A weak¬
ness of this index, pointed out by Murstein (1963,p#182),
is that it ignores the fact that certain of the pictures
strongly imply the categories which Weisskopf counts
as transcending the stimulus# For example, Card 6BM
is usually seen as a son giving some unhappy news to
his mother, because of the cues in the picture. Such
descriptions would* however, earn transcendance scores
for both the relationship and the unhappy news# Other
studies have used verbal productivity (length of
story) as an index of projection (Bradley and lysaker,
1957? Welsh,1964) or emotional words, (Ullman,1957?
Gurel and Ullman»1957)« However, all these indices are
highly intercorrelated# lindzey ana Silverman (1959)
found a correlation of 0.85 between Transcendance and
Verbal Productivity, and Gurel and Ullman a 0.85
correlation between emotional words and transcendance.
Welsh (1964) found that when word count, transcendance,
personality revealingness, emotional words and theme
count were intercorrelated and factor analysed the first
principal component accounted for the major share of
variance in each of these variables#
Thus, although the above studies seem to suggest,
on the whole, that stories told to cards which are
rated as being medium ambiguous will be longer or higher
on transcendance, does this mean that the stories are
more revealing of personality or that pictures which
give the storyteller some clues but are not too stereo¬
typed are easier to write stories about? Thus it is not
clear that it is meaningful to talk about the extent to
which a picture leads to personality revealing stories
without further specification of the scoring system.
A similar difficulty appears when attempts are made
to operationally the construct of "ambiguity" itself.
Several different approaches are possible. Either the
picture or the responses can be focussed upon. Clinical
fudges may be used, or representatives of the population
with which the test is to be used. Hurstein (1963) has
suggested that a distinction should be made between
"ambiguity" and "structure". Ambiguity refers to uncer¬
tainty about what is happening in the picture, while
structure refers to the physical properties of the pic¬
ture. Thus a card might show a figure clearly syuctured
so as to represent a boy, and yet the picture might be
ambiguous with regard to his feelings. Fiurstein has
also demonstrated how the H statistic, suggested by
Kenny (1961) can be used to provide an index of ambi¬
guity. However* examination of the use suggested for
this statistic indicates that it has a certain limita¬
tion and that, despite its apparent preciseness, it is
still a rough and ready tool. Since this statistic has
not yet been widely used, an outline of Hurstein's
use of it, and its theoretical limitations has been
placed in Appendix A.
Generally, the difficulties in obtaining a precise
index of ambiguity only appear when a non-specific
measure of ambiguity is sought. There is less difficulty
in measuring cards for their ambiguity with respect to
particular measures, as ambiguity can then be defined
in terms of sets of scores.
Stimulus Value of the Cards and the Discrimination of
Measures of Motivation.
a) Need for Achievement#
Kagan (1959) and Haber and Alpert (1958) found
highly cued cards to be more reliable over time# Hurs-
r
tein and Easter (1965) found highly cued cards gave most
discrimination. However Murstein (1965) found that
medium cued cards gave most discrimination and Yeroff
(1961) chose medium cued cards for a national sample,
low cued cards were found more effective by Haber and
Alpert (1958)* Atkinson (1950) found no difference bet¬
ween the discriminative power of high and low cued
pictures#
b) Need for Aggression.
2he findings about which cards best differentiate
hostile from non-hostile groups are even more contra¬
dictory. Kagan (1959) found that highly cued cards
gave scores which were most stable over time and
another study (Kagan,1956) found that aggressive and
non-aggressive groups could be distinguished with this
kind of card# Kaplan (1967) found that self rated hos¬
tility could be best measured by highly cued cards.
Stone (1956) on the other hand found cards with
moderate stimulus pull to be more discriminating while
Starr (1960) and Murstein (1962) found the cards which
were ambiguous or had low stimulus pull were better#
In general then, it is hard to draw any firm con¬
clusions about the use of differential cue relevance
of cards to improve the validity of content-analytic
methods. Although there is some evidence of the use¬
fulness of highly structured cards, there i3 still no
evidence to reject suggestions such as that of Bellak
(1944) that projection will increase with ambiguity.
This is because if interpretations such as that of
Epstein (1962) that low stimulus relevant cards provide
for need expression, while highly structured cards pro¬
vide inhibitory tendencies, are at least partially
correct, then it may be that "projection* in the sense
of "ascription of needs and sentiments which has oneself
to the external world as a defensive process of which
one is not aware" (Bellak,1944,p.J62) is in fact facili¬
tated with unstructured cards. On the other hand, highly
structured cards may reflect the image of himself which
the subject consciously holds or is trying to project.
This in itself may be an interesting variable and would
account for the relationships found.
In sum, although a great deal of work has been
carried out usxng content-analysis as a method of TAT
analysis, the overall results are not particularly
encouraging, and hope for the future of this approach
possibly lies in the construction of very complex models
of what is happening including the relevant situational
variables (such as modeling effects, Klinger,1967)#
card characteristic, anxieties, inhibition and general
tendencies such as repression / sensitization and so
on. (Rotter,1960j Atkinson and Cartwright,1964).
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Alternatively it may be that the content-analysis
scores are too sensitive to the situational variables
and that the error variance in the score will always
be high* In this case these methods may still be use¬
ful for experimental purposes (Atkinson and Feather,
1966) but not for the purpose of the useful prediction
of molar behaviour (Klinger,1966),
Attention will now be foeussed on some of the
other kinds of methods available to see whether they
offer promise of a more fruitful outcome.
Attitude Measures of TAT Content.
Although much of the research on the TAI has
sought connections between story content and needs, it
is noteworthy that Hurray himself did not see needs as
being the only aspect of personality revealed on the
TA3P.
In his 194-5 manual he proposes two tentative
assumptions :
A) Ihe attributes of the heroes represent in the past
or anticipated future s
1) things the subject has done,
2) things he has wanted to do,
5) elementary forces which have never been entirely
conscious,
4) feelings and desires he is experiencing at the
moment.
5) anticipations of his future behaviour.
B) Press represents forces in the subnet's environ¬
ment :
1) situations he ha.- encountered.
2) situations ho has encountered in fantasy.
3) the momentary situation.
4-) situations ho expects to encounter, would like to
encounter, dreads to encounter, etc...
Although hurray put these forward as working hypo¬
theses only, considerable evidence can bo found in
support of the various points, However the importance
of the above list lies in the fact that it shows that
it was envisaged that the fAT reflected not only needs,
but also other aspects of the subject's personality
such as expectations, ideas, feelings, evaluations and
plans, as well, of course, as the ways in which ho per¬
ceives his environment.
Compared with the work on the content-analytical
measurement of needs, studies of the respondent's
belief systems as reflected in the (DAD are relatively
few. However several such approaches have been out¬
lined, es_ocially in the last ten years (Arnold,1962;
Ooclho ot ul,1962; Jhneidnun,1931 j ..'hitloy,196G).
One of the earliest uses of this approach was that
made by ,/hitc (1933). i'his in turn influenced fomkins
(194-7) who noted that -iiite found that the seven moot
hypnotisable subjects all stated explicitly in their
stories that the hypnosis was a success, but tlu raj mi¬
ning eight mo.de this point incidental, nnroly implied
it, expressed repugnance for hypnosis or explicitly-
declared it a failuxv (ionkins,1947,p.13).
liite (1992) reported that when the hypnotist,
usinp data from diagnostic Council, Conference, Yuto-
hio^rophy and Childhood memories made a prediction as
to a hypiiotisability index, the correlation was 0«5*
i.hcn the response to it'.2 card 1211 was included the cor¬
relation was 0.7.
Cover -1 studies usinj a variety of scorinj methods
have been carried out since, but they have provided
varyinj results for men, and predominantly ncjative re¬
sults for women# Levitt, Lubin and brady (1962) have
succeeded that the latter result may be duo to the fact
that the subject in card 121; is usually soon as a male
fipure ana is thus not identified with by females.
Dana and Cooper (1964) carried out a cross valida¬
tion study usinp 12 previously used variables with male
college students. 5 out of the 12 discriminated at the
• 05 level of significance between the hi, h and low
scorers on the Gtanford Hypnosis Cusccptibility Gcalc.
l'heoe were : "Attitude towards hypnosis".
"estimate of hypnosis".
"benevolence v. non benevolence.,"
i'ho authors note in conclusion "Chose studies
which found positive results also relied primarily on
clinical judy wents of aclaiowledped c" ports. (Jarason
and P.oserzweig',1942; ./hite,1997)• This succeeds that
the; relevant sariablo in cuccesful v .lidity studies may
be the skill of the Judge rather than the specific
content of the TAT story" (p.210).
However, examination of these scores also shoe's
that t.-o of then were also measuring the respondents*
attitudes towards hypnosis.
Is it possible to have a method which allows for
the recording of the interrelationships in the content,
but which is more explicit and less intuitive than
purely clinical judgement V [Tonkins noted in 1947
that a "language of interpretation adequate for all TAT
protocols will, v/e venture, also be ad / uate for any
type of personality analysis. Guch a language is still
to be achieved. Jhat we offer towards ouch a concep¬
tual scheme can, in view of the stage of development of
our science, be but a short step in that direction."
(p.26).
Tomkins considered that the concepts of need and
press used by hurray v/ere in some cases too general.
Rather he proposed finer and more flexible units. How¬
ever the most salient characteristic of Tonkins' new
approach was the way in which he made use of i.ill's
canons of logic in order to make inferences about the
subject's belief-system.(1)
(1) "As applied to TAT stories, kill's method of agree¬
ment re uires two stories in which a common effect is
preceded by only one other co.aon condition. This
common condition is then the cause of the common effect.
However, this method, assumes that the subject has
written a large number of stories, often the full set
of 20 cards. A further difficulty with this method is
that Toiakins' scoring system of vectors, levels, con¬
ditions, qualifiers and objects is unwieldy. A sample
analysis of a 53- word story took several pages to des¬
cribe fully using this method.
This approach has been adapted for clinical use
by Korchln (cf. Shneidman,1951) but dOes not seem to
have been iddely adopted.
The nature of these limitations is not unimportant
since it tends to affect many of the scoring systems
of this kind. However, despite these difficulties,
Torakins* approach is important in its emphasis on the
fact that the key to the prediction and understanding
of behaviour from the TAT may lie in the analysis and
interpretation of the relationships within the TAT
itself.
For example, in discussing aggression, the following
proposal is made j"the hero may, for example, commit
an anti-social act for which he is not punished but then
According to the method of difference, two stories
must be similar in every respect but onej this diffe¬
rence is then the cause of the difference in outcomeM.
Tomkins extended this approach to "either or
both of two factors as sufficient cause" and "multi-
factor analysis".
suffers an accident which is not connected by the hero
or the storyteller to the crime for which it might
have been a punishment# This may be taken to mean
that the individual is not altogether aware of the
connection between his own anti-social impulses and
punishment which he expects"# (Tonkins|19^7»P*217)►
Another similar approach is that of 11*33. Arnold
(1962)* Arnold*s scoring system has evolved over some
time (cf. Shneidmanf195'1) and was expounded in detailed
form in her book "Story Sequence Analysis"# Like
Tomkins, Arnold considers that interpretation should
not be based on part of one story, nor even on the indi¬
vidual story itself but rather on the whole protocol.
Her method of achieving this end is by requiring the
interpreter to summarise the meaning of each story in
a short resume called an "import"* The imports are
then read consecutively and Arnold claims that a con¬
tinuity and development of meaning is often found# To
date, Arnold's main focus of research has been that of
"positive attitude". This concept stems from Arnold's
own philosophical viewpoint (Arnold and Gasson,1954)#
She believes that "man is responsible for his motives,
his intentions and actions but he is not responsible
for his emotions" (p#221). Nevertheless he is still
expected to find ways of controlling these. A system
of classifying imports yields a five point index for
each story# Arnold and her colleagues found this
index to be correlated with a wide range of variables
including pupil ratings of teacher ability and the
Grade Point Averages of students* The interscorer and
split half reliabilities of the index reported by
Arnold (for the TAT) are also high* One reviewer,
Sechrest (1963) has commented "All these investiga¬
tions add up to the most favorable picture ever obtained
for the validity of any method of scoring the TAT"
(p.593).
One drawback to these studies is that they have
all been carried out by Arnold, her colleagues or her
students* To the writer*s knowledge there is only one
such study which lias not been carried out within this
circle and this has involved an adaptation of the
basic TAT procedure (Winter, Perreira and Olson,1965)*
Three person families were given three sets of three TAT ■
cards, and had jointly to make up a story using the
three cards within five minutes* If they had not succeeded
then they were allowed an additional minute. Pour types
of families took part in the study, classified accor¬
ding to the status of their children. They were normal,
emotionally maladjusted (but not schizophrenic or de¬
linquent), schizophrenic and delinquent* Significant
differences were found between the normal and the other
kinds of families but no differences were found bet¬
ween the "abnormal** categories. The interjudge relia¬
bility was 0*80. It was found however that the first
two sets of cards did not differentiate between the
four groups of families but the third set did. This
conflicts with Arnold's Judgement that for her method
the nature of the cards used is relatively unimportant.
However this contradiction may be due to the unusual
method of obtaining the stories.
In a further analysis (winter, Ferreira and Olson,
1966) using measures of hostility some further diffe¬
rences between the groups were found, though not between
the normal and schizophrenic families. Thus, from
these studies, Arnold's measure would seem to be a gene¬
ral index of adjustment/pathology "which has the advan¬
tage and disadvantage of overlooking finer distinctions
in the protocols.
In view of the promise of this approach it was
used in this study and further details of the method
and results are given in later sections.
At the theoretical level, one feature of this ap¬
proach, as, Sechrest has noted, is that it requires a
good deal off plain, old fashioned intuition on the part
f
of the interpreter.
Arnold's line of research aico seems to have in¬
fluenced the work of Birney and his colleagues on fear
of failure (Birney, Buroick and Teevan, 1969)•
An important distinction must be made between por¬
trayal of negative press and how the hero responds to
it. In Arnold's theory, for example, portrayal of a
hostile press might simply be a reflection of the per¬
son's background or of the stimulus qualities of the
picture, however, what would be important is the way
in which he reacts to it* This might be part of the
reason why Arnold measuring Positive Attitude, and
Birney, Burdick and Teevan measuring Hostile Press both
obtain correlations with grade point average*
This distinction between the press and the hero's
response to it is not new and has been made by Seme-
onoff in his adaptation of Wyatt's scoring system*
These studies will be referred to in detail in Section
Six. Semeonoff (1958) found that measures of press did
not distinguish between accepted and rejected candidates
for Carriage Guidance Counselling. But accepted candi¬
dates did write more stories in which ambiguous press
was met with a positive attitude by the hero*
A similar kind of scoring system has also been
arrived at from a different theoretical viewpoint by
Coelho and his collaborators (1962). These researchers
took White's concept of "Competence" as their starting
point. A special set of cards which pictured problems
which were likely to be encountered by (American)
college students. A special measure of "Coping Beha¬
viour" was also devised to measure the way in which the
heroes of these stories responded to these problems.
The test was then given to three groups of college
freshmen and it was found to differentiate between a
clinically disturbed group and two normal groups of
freshmen.
These findings were replicated with Puerto-Rican
students, (Field et al,1962),
A similar kind of rationale lias also been used by
Whitely (1966), Starting from a'psychoanalytic view¬
point Whitely constructed a measure of "adaptive ego
functioning" which bears considerable resemblance to
the above approaches. The heroes of a group of supe¬
rior school achievers were more adaptive in their
handling of needs and press, more often accepted res¬
ponsibility for their behaviour, and were better able
to control their impulses in the handling of conflict.
As both these scoring methods showed considera¬
ble promise they were used in this study and are des¬
cribed in more detail in Gection Jix.
In general then, it is quite impressive that
studies which have focussed on attitudes rather than
needs seem to have obtained positive results.
However the number of studies carried out is still
comparatively small. Furthermore most of the studies
have been carried out by the originators of the sco¬
ring systems or their colleagues which, despite good
methodology, always leaves room for an "enthusiasm
effect" (1) (as distinguished from an experimenter ef¬
fect).
(1) Gince the component of •clinical' judgement in
those methods is greater than in content analytical
methods this moans that to a certain extent the effec¬
tiveness of the scoring method must be dependent upon
The central, if sometimes implicit assumption
underlying those approo.ch.es is that in constructing a
TAT story, the storyteller will make use of those
assumptions which he holds about his social world and
himself. Thus if he believes that problems can be sol¬
ved through active effort then he is likely to reveal
this belief in his stories. This must be a tendency
and not a certainty however. If the storyteller is
aware of his attitudes, then it is possible for him to
conceal these, if he can do so i/ithin the time cons¬
traints of the test, nevertheless this hypothesis
seems to be a not unreasonable onc.(1).
Perhaps the greatest difficulties in this approach
lie not in the underlying- assumptions but in the metho¬
dology of measuring them, while it is possible to use
the TAT as the basis for a niorphogenic approach such
as that of Tonkins, the practical and theoretical dif¬
ficulties are considerable. It is not surprising that
4
"attitude" approaches have tended to deal with common
attitudes such as the storyteller's beliefs about the
manageability of the social world$ which mak.. dinon- ■
sional approaches feasible.
A second problem lies in the measuring of these
the "good will" of the ,.corer.
(1) "Unless ho is unusually suspcious, creative, or
evasive, it is far easier to the subject to think in
his own direct experiences." (Holt,19.61 ,p.19<5)•
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attitudes. Essentially, what is being measured is an
assumption which is indicated only in the relationship
between different aspects of the manifest contents.
Since the number of possible combinations of content
is boo large to specify completely, this means that
somewhere along the line in the interpretive process,
the scorer has to do some enlightened guessing.
Thus the attitude of the scorer is likely to be
particularly important with this kind of scoring method
as the component of intuitive (judgement is greater than
that in content analysis approaches. This is reflected
in the lower coefficients of interscorer agreement. Whi¬
te ly found that when assigning TAT stories to an adaptive-
maladaptive category, the percentage of agreement for the
raters ranged between 48# and 55#* She Kendal Coeffi¬
cient of Concordance was used to test the degree of
overall association among the three (judges, and ranged
from .55 to ,65 (p*14). Field and his associates
(1965) found an interscorer reliability of ,71» while
Coelho et al found 84# to 86# interrater agreement
In comparison using a content analysis method
Birney, Burdick and Teevan (1969) report that an inter¬
scorer reliability of .90 for Press Dominance can be
met after two weeks1 training. This figure has also
been reached in many of the n-Ach studies although some
(1) However the use of percentage agreement has been
criticized by Hurstein (1965,p.l56).
results have been reported \/ith nueh lower figures
Argyle and dobinson,1962).
The only noh content-analysis measure to reach
this level is that of Arnold's who reports that inter¬
neorcr agreements of from JO," to 9Z' between various
scorers have been obtained.
ilouever, v;ii< t counts is not only the maximum
reliability obtainable but also how long it tabes the
scorers to roach this point. Unfortunately detailed
figures are rarely ^iven on this point.(1)
generally then, it must be accepted that at the
moment measures of attitude which are not based on con¬
tent an:.lysis tend to have lower interscorer reliabili¬
ties, and in this sense are more subjective. Lower
intenseorer reliability need not always result in
lower validity as ijagnusson (1959) has demonstrated,
and the validity of these approaches looks favourable.
Cue important question- is whether all that is not
conscious is. "unconscious". We may in a sense be un¬
conscious of our conscious attitudes, in the sense that
we lack any frame of reference by which to describe
them. The racial bigot, in a society t/hsre racialism
(1) Plurstsin, in reporting percent:go agreements in
the nineties between two scorers notes: "this agree¬
ment resulted from countless hours of practice, and
novitiate scorers would undoubtedly show considerably
less agreement." (19S4-a,p.212).
is endemic may deny that he holds any such attitudes.
This kind of consideration may well apply to the TAT
(bcheeror,1953; hmail,19So). Arnold has reported,
for instance, that low scorers on the motivation index
iirere able to distinjuish between "desirable" and "un¬
desirable" stories, when civen the actual stories,
Une consideration in favour of the T',T is that because
the subject has only a very limited time in which to
write his story, he is lens likely to pay attention to
desirability factors, even if he suspects what is
coins on, and although ho may control the content of
his stories, he will be unable to develop a completely
new set of assumptions about the world on the spur of
the moment•
Formal Veri:'bios ? TAT Performance as behaviour•
As has bean noted in one recent review of the TAT
(hubin, hron and ochumor ,19S5,p.4-59) there has been
an increase in studies of the structural aspects of
TAT stories, in both clinical and research applications.
This may be in part due to the increased interest in
ejjo-psycholojy within the psycho-analytic movement.
The use of formal variables is not now and many
formal aspects of stories were outlined in iyatt
(1947). These included story v. description, stimulus
perceptions, time trend, level of interpretation, and
quality of tolling. The scoring systems proposed by
liellak, henry and Tiotrowski, which I urate in (19oj>)
criticises for being "non-quantitative", also contain
many elements which, have later been elaborated and
quantified by others.
One earlier user of formal as well as content
variables is ~ron (1950) who found that it was formal
rather than content factors which dietinquished the
protocols of schizophrenic and other hospitalized pa¬
tients from each other and from those of normal sub¬
jects. (Zubin, dron and dchumor, 1965»p»4-55)«
fans (1955,1956a,1956b,1956c,1959a,1959b,1960)
has constructed a simple rating of the formal aspects
of the PPf. Originally using- throe Measures; Percep¬
tual Organisation, Perceptual gauge, and Perceptual
Personalization respectively. Of the throe, Percep¬
tual Orgcinization seems the most useful and has been
studied more extensively tli-.si the other two. The three
variables were found by Dana to distinguish between
groups of neurotics, normals and pcychobics (Dana,
1959a). .furthermore he also reports (1959b) that "all
cards are approximately equivalent stimuli. It makes
no difference which cards are used" (p.509) end that
the results obtained from five cards ere eqriv.-lont
to-those obt.lined from the whole set of twenty.
In a further study llawas (1965) found that percep¬
tual organization and range were roll tod to estimates
of maturity and eonolcwity measured by the wop fest
(i:elly,1955).
Dana has also indicated that tin intarccorer re-
-liability is high for Perceptual Organization (88;' -
SW-;0.
Jince this approach seemed promising it was incor¬
porated in the empirical studies.
dinger and Jynno (1968; Jynne and linger,1963,
1963) have developed a way of scoring the PAl1 for
"communication defects" and have found that this dis¬
tinguishes the parents of schizophrenics.
x-oulds (1964) has also found organization in f/.'f
stories to be related to psychiatric classification,
and length of hospitalization.
Lindzey and Heuburg (1934) found that formal mea¬
sures were more encouraging than content variables as
"signs" of anxiety.
Thus forrnul variables would seem to provide an
index of "hcalth/psychopnthology"•
■fooloy (1967) has also suggested that style of
storytelling might be related to defenses.
On the positive side, Pploy and Ricks (1963) have
devised a method for measuring a jaerson's orientation
in time from his 'i/'l' stories. Prospective time span
is the length of time from the present, usually the
event in the picture, to the end of tho story« Retros¬
pective time span is tho time from tho beginning to
the present. Jorking with 2y Harvard dollegc students
taking part in an e:rfccnsive assessment program, many
interesting relationships wore found betwe.n tho mea¬
sures of time span and the other date available on the
subjects* In the words of the authors "Prospective
span was shown to be related to high academic achie¬
vement, low anxiety and empathie involvement with
others* Retrospective span was shown to relate to nar¬
cissism, sensitive imaginativeness and openness to ex¬
perience" (p#57)* However the size and exelusiveness
of the sample hardly makes it typical even of American
college students. However a second study (Ricks,
Ummarger and Mack,1964) was carried out with delinquent
boys and a change in prospective span was found to
relate to three of four indices of success of treatment#
Change in retrospective span was related to only one
of the four indices# These results suggest that pros¬
pective span is some kind of index of "adjustment%
Furthermore it may be a particularly suitable kind of
measure to obtain from the TAT because, as the authors
of the second article note, it is unlikely that the
storyteller will think of time span as a desirable
variable, and thus the variable is likely to be immune
from faking or defense reactions#
Ksgan (1961) has also found a modest relation¬
ship between the use of affect words in the TAT in
early adolescence and other conceptually related va¬
riables on other instruments including 0#44 phi corre¬
lation with Human Movement and biserial r of 0.62
with interview ratings of introspectiveness, when the
subject was an adult#
lihneidman (1961) has proposed that TAT protocols should
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be examined for their"psycho-logic*. However he has
not, as yet, provided any worked out scoring system.
Semeonoff (1956,1958,1959) has also used a variety
of formal variables in his comparisons of accepted and
rejected marriage guidance candidates. These are dis¬
cussed in detail in section 5«
Holt (1958) however, found many low correlations
between formal variables and various crit ,ria.
In general there is considerable evidence that
formal variables may provide very useful measures of
behaviour. Indeed in their review dubin, iron and
ochumer (1965) have suggested that measures of "for¬
mal" aspects of behaviour tended to hold up better than
the "content" aspects. (p.4-55»4-56) •
Although formal variables avoid some of the theo¬
retical and methodological problems effecting content
based measures, they do present difficulties of their
own. In the first place, their apparent simplicity is
somewhat deceptive and interscorcr reliabilities can
be _uite low (cf. Holt and Luborsl:y,1953, and results
of study U.). Secondly, oven after a scoring system
has been devised and then " validated" the uection
can sometimes be still asked, "Lut what does the score
measure ?" (Dana,1960). This problem can to some
extent be overcome if isomorphism is assumed between
test and non-test behaviour. However this can be a
difficult orccess. for example, on this basis Verbal
Productivity has b on lab .lied Verb .1 fluency. However
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although related# these two variables only share a
quarter of their variance and are by no means synony¬
mous (Webb and Hilden,1953). Thus it is important to






The Distinction Between Counsellors, Therapists and
Psychiatrists.
No systematic distinction will be made between
different forms of counsellors and therapists as the
areas of overlap are too great to make any simple dis¬
tinction worthwhile (Patterson,1966)* 3?or instance,
American "counselors" are often post-graduate psycho¬
logists &?id are likely to receive a similar range of
theoretical background to that of psychiatrists.
In addition the most recent theories of counselling
tend to be general to the whole field, and beyond
(Bierman,1969j Rogers et al,1965s Carkhuff and Beren-
sen, 1967)*
The level of academic qualification is obviously
important, but other factors may be even more relevant.
For example, a school or college counsellor is likely
to be dealing with vocational problems (Warman,1960)
at least as far as his client is concerned, but is
likely to have a high degree of qualification, while
the marriage guidance counsellor in this country, al¬
though usually less well qualified is more likely to
be dealing with interpersonal relations and in this
particular way is more similar to the psychiatrically
trained therapist than she may be to the college
counsellor.
Therefore, any classification would have to be at
least a two dimensional one of area, and level of qua¬
lification, Bearing in mind the comparatively sparse
literature on the characteristics of counsellors, res¬
triction of the kinds of counsellors considered is
therefore undesirable.
furthermore there is evidence that certain kinds
of process are common to various 2:inds of counselling
from work with chronic schisophrenics (lowers et al,
1965) to short term counselling with clients at school
(Demos,1964).
JtuiJ.es of "counsellor" characteristics.
These studies were usually of one of two kinds.
In some studies th„ author listed what, in his expe¬
rience, were the desired characteristics of a counsel¬
lor, and the listins won usually in terms of everyday
concepts such as "p.ebisnce", "fle:;ibiliby", "objecti¬
vity", In most of the atliers standard personality in¬
ventories were used and the results arc described in
terms of the scales of the tests. A minority of the
empirical studies have been concerned with the produc¬
tion of a "counsellor" scale, the most notuble croup
of' studies in this .pprosch boinj that of dottle and
his collcsjuos (dottle, lewis and fonney,195*4)•
Descriptions of the Ideal Counsellor.
dottle (1953) describes the results from cwm
such studies. The results from another seven sore
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recent studies are presented with these in Table 4*1.
From this table it can be seen that there is little
concensus in terms of description of the ideal coun¬
sellor. However certain qualities do emerge with some
regularity. Mentioned most (8 times in 14 studies) are
those of objectivity! good judgement and'emotional sta¬
bility. It should be noted however that references to
the former are mainly from the earlier studies discussed
by Cottle, and its decline in popularity may be due to
the growth in the influence of the"client-centered"
approach. Other features mentioned fairly often are
those of interest in people (4 mentions), broad know¬
ledge and interests (4), flexibility and adaptability
(5) and self knowledge (4).
Empirical Studies of Counsellor Characteristics.
Generally, there is only a partial overlap of the
qualities listed above and the qualities found in em¬
pirical studies. There are two possible reasons for
this. The first is that the authors have been at least
partially mistaken in their impressions of the quali¬
ties which are relevant to success in counselling. The
second is that the kinds of constructs which have been
built into the standardized psychological tests may not
be those used in everyday language (Bromley,1968).
The first possibility can be examined by conside¬
ring the areas of overlap in the constructs used,
a) Emotional Stability.
Several of the instruments used include scales of
emotional stability or related constructs.
Using the KMPI, together with a large battery of
other tests* Kelley and Fiske (195*1) in their study of
the characteristics of clinical psychologists found
that the HMPI predicted the criterion. Arbuckle (1956)
working with American post-graduate counselling stu¬
dents used a socioraetric technique by which the stu¬
dents nominated those of their peers from whom they
would be most likely and least likely to seek counsel¬
ling. On this basis six highly preferred and six least
preferred students were chosen from the initial group
of 70. The Heston Personality Inventory, HMFI and Kuder
Preference Record were used. The six highly preferred
students were lower than the 64 remaining students on
the Hypochondria, Depression, Paranoia, Hysteria, Schi¬
zophrenia, Social Introversion and Psychas&ania scales
of the MMPI, The least preferred students on the
other hand were higher than their fellows on the Hypo¬
chondria, Paranoia, Hysteria, Psychopathic Deviate and
Hypomania scales.
These studies conform with the descriptions given.
However Brams (1961) reports a contrary finding.
Here the Communications Rating Scale of Anderson and
Anderson was used as the criterion measure. Ratings
on the scale were of tape recordings of interviews
made by each counselling student. The ratings were
made by experienced Judges (the criterion group) and
also by the students themselves and their peers. The
tests used included the MflPI, The Manifest Anxiety-
Scale and the Index of Adjustment and Values. No rela¬
tionship was found "between the criterion and any of
these measures. The correlation between the ratings
of the Judges and peers was 0.73, those of the peers
with each other ranged from 0.81 to 0.95* indicating
a modest degree of reliability. The correlation bet¬
ween the self ratings and those of others was low*
0.21 and 0.22, this being attributed to the fact that
all the students rated themselves high on communi¬
cation.
In an abstract of an unpublished thesis, Cunnin¬
gham (1967) also reports finding no relation between
the MMPI and staff ratings of counselling trainees,
who in this ease were teachers.
One simple explanation of these contrary results
is in terms of the increased familiarity of the "edu¬
cated public" with the MMPI and the related scales
which should make it considerably easier for them to
"fake good".
Wrenn (1957) found that fctudent personnel workers
were higher on stability on the Guilford-Zimmerman Scale
of Values, but Cunningham who also used this instrument
did not find any relation between the stability scale
and his criterion.
Luborsky (1952) in a study of more and less suc¬
cessful psychotherapists reported that "the tests show
personality disturbance in both groups but more per¬
vasive ones in lows". (p»337)»
The combined results of these studies suggest
that although stability may be perceived as an impor¬
tant variable it has not yet been adequately opera-
tionalized to be useful for selection purposes*
b) Good Judgement*
Another widely mentioned variable is that of ob¬
jectivity or of "good judgement% Unfortunately few
of the variables measured are relevant to this varia¬
ble# This may be partly due to difficulties in opera-
tionalizing what "accurate" judgement is* (Secord and
Backman,1964,p*81)* As previously noted this cons¬
truct seems to have gone out of fashion, and has pos¬
sibly been replaced by concepts such as "accurate em¬
pathy" which will be discussed below*
c) Interest in the client*
Interest in the client has been mentioned on seve¬
ral occasions as being relevant to counselling* Several
of the tests used are relevant to interest in people.
The KPR*
The Kuder Preference Record has been used by seve¬
ral of the early studies cited by Cottle* Kaback
(1948) working with Nurse Counsellors found that they
were hinh on the Artistic, Literary and Social Service
Scales but low on the Mechanical, Persuasive and Cle¬
rical ones* Michael (1949) studying Vocational Reha¬
bilitation Counsellors found them to be high on the
Persuasive, Literary and Social Service scales and low
on the Mechanical, Computational, Scientific, Artistic
and Clerical ones. Baas (1950) in a study comparing
Consulting and Guidance specialists with other psycho¬
logists found few ma^or differences between them.
Both groups were high on the Computational, Scientific,
literary and Social Service scales,
Arbuckle in his study using peer ratings of coun¬
selling students as the criterion found that the highly
preferred students were highest on Social Service,
Persuasive, literary and Scientific scales.
As can be seen from these results the only two
scales which are common to all groups are the Social
Service and literary scales, Shis pattern has also been
found to be characteristic of Clergymen, Social and Wel¬
fare Workers, Teachers and Secondary School Principals,
(Kuder,1960), The Social Service scale indicates the
interest in helping people and the scores on the literary
scale may be in part a reflection of the educational
level of the students,
SVIB,
Cottle also reports two studies where expected dif¬
ferences were found on the SVIB, Brown (194-6) found
that counsellors had high interests in professions dea¬
ling with people, while Kriedt (1948) found that psycho¬
logists in guidance, compared with those in other specia¬
lities deviated in the social service direction.
Other Scales.
Wrenn (1952) using the Allport-Vernon Study of
Values with a group of counselling students found them
to be highest on the theoretical and religious scales.
d) Broad Interests.
Another variable mentioned on several occasions
was that of baring broad interests and knowledge. Ho
direct measure of this has been found but the literary
interest of the counsellors mentioned above can b©
interpreted as supporting this characteristic.
e) Flexibility and Adaptability.
Flexibility and Adaptability were mentioned by
several authors* One way of operationalizing this
construct is in terms of the California F scale and
Rokeach's dogmatism. Both of these have been found to
be related to counselling ability.
Wallis (1969), in a particularly relevant work on
ferriage Guidance Counselling in England describes how
the F-test was found to be related to the selection
process, The F-test was given to all the candidates
for counselling during the course of one year. She
scores on this variable were not available to the selec¬
tion boards. After scores for some 250 candidates had
been obtained the relationship between the F-test and
the outcome of the board was calculated. The relation¬
ship indicated was close enough to enable the F-test to
be used as a screening test in future selection.
(1) The selection policy of the "National" and Scottish
ferriage Guidance Boards differs slightly, one diffe¬
rence being that the "National" selection boards have
a higher failure rate. It does not necessarily follow
In another study using Rokeach'a Dogmatism scale,
Kemp (1962) found an effect of Dogmatism on the trai¬
ning of counsellors• As well as taking the Dogmatism
scale the counselling students had to answer a ques¬
tionnaire about how they would handle hypothetical
counselling problems before and after practice in coun¬
selling. Furthermore, extracts were taken at random
from the counselling interviews of the students and
these were scored by a (judge on the Porter Test of
Counselling Attitudes. (Porter ,19-4-9).
In the "hypothetical" conditions the students sco¬
ring high on dogmatism had fewer "understanding" and
"supportive" responses. However as a result of trai¬
ning the group high on dogmatism changed the character
of their responses in the "hypothetical" situation.
But in the actual counselling situations, the group
high on dogmatism changed significantly in the charac¬
ter of their responses from the hypothetical to the
actual situation. In the actual counselling situation
the dogmatic students had fewer understanding and sup¬
portive responses and more evaluative, interpretative
and probing or diagnostic responses.
The authors* explanation was that the students
that even if the same strength of relationship was
found between the F-scale and the outcome of the Scot¬
tish selection boards, that it would be feasible to
use it as a screening test for the Scottish Boards.
high on dogmatism were able to discover the "right"
responses as a result of training and could give them
when answering a questionnaire, where they had time to
consider carefully what the appropriate answer was.
In the actual counselling situation they did not, of
course, have this freedom of time and therefore they
responded in terms of their "genotype" rather than in
terms of "phenotype".
If this finding is replicated it will be an im¬
portant one, not only- for the counselling process but
also because of the implications it has for personality
measurement•
A third study relevant to the construct of "fle¬
xibility" is that of Brams (1961). In this study,
previously mentioned, the Berkeley Public Opinion
Questionnaire was included as a measure of "tolerance
of ambiguity". This variable was found to be related
to the criterion of peer ratings, although the MTIPI,
and the -Taylor- Manifest Anxiety Scale were not.
These studies suggest then that some kind of fle¬
xibility is very relevant to perceived.ability in
counselling. One point of ambiguity is whether or not
the scales used above are referring to an aspect of
cognitive ability or of political attitude.
Gee (1967) in an abstract of a study of values of
American Marriage Counsellors reports that they had
generally liberal values, being most liberal in family
and sexual values, ana less so in political, economic
and religious values, and that they were less concer¬
ned with defending the norms of society than of promo¬
ting the happiness of individuals*
This suggests that it may be the social rather
than the intellectual component of flexibility which
is relevant,
f) Self-knowledge.
Self-knoi/ledge was also one of the variables men¬
tioned by several authors. Unfortunately there are
comparatively few studies of this variable. One of the
reasons for this is of course lack of any convenient
measuring technique, as assessment of this variable
requires both an indication of the person's self-per¬
ceptions and also some "independent" record of what he
is.
One variable relevant to this is that of Truax's
"Self-Congruence" of therapists -which will be discussed
below.
Other Variables.
So far the variables discussed are those which
have been mentioned frequently in lists of characte¬
ristics of counsellors. Several other variables have
been measured. These include the results on the more
orthodox personality tests and Combs and Sopors (1963)
work on "Perceptual Organization".
Personality Measures*
A) The Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS).
Cunningham (1967) used the EPPS along with a
variety of other tests, including a sociometrie measure
of *Projected self confidence"# The criterion was
staff ratings of teachers who were counsellors in trai¬
ning • The Heterosexuality and Aggression scales were
found to be related to the criterion#
B) The Guilford-Ziamerman Temperament Purvey#
This was also used by Cunningham and the Objecti¬
vity score was found to be related to the criterion#
Wrenn (1952) found student personnel workers to
be high on this scale as well, and also on the Restraint,
Emotional Stability, Friendliness, Objectivity and Per¬
sonal relations scales#
C) Heston Personality Inventory#
Arbuckle (1956) found the most preferred counsel¬
ling students to be high on the "Confidence" scale and
the least preferred students to be lower on the "Home
satisfaction" scale#
D) Bernreuter#
Kaback^reported in Cottle (1953); found nurse
counsellors to be high on emotional stability, positive
self sufficiency, extroversion and dominance#
Studies using the KMPI have been discussed under
Emotional Stability.
2) Thematic Apperception Test.
Shis is discussed in the following section.
Intelligence and Ability.
Abeles (1953) used a wide ranee of ability mea¬
sures. he reports "difference in ability (beyond the
basic level) did. not play an important part in deter¬
mining assessed counselling proficiency for male trai¬
nees". (p.2205)
Cunningham also failed to find intelligence rele¬
vant to the criterion, but Luborsky (1952) found that
.less successful psychotherapists were significantly
lower in verbal intelligence.
aeueonoff (1953) found intelligence to be related
to acceptance by the Ccottish Ilarriage Guidance Council
^election hoards.
Any discrepancies are likely to be more apparent
than real. Host of the American work is with post¬
graduate students v/ho are likely to bo fairly homoge¬
neous in terms of intelligence, whereas eemoonoff's
subjects come from a wide range of educational back¬
grounds and have a wide range of ages.
Perceptual Organization.
Combs and Coper, in a recent study found that
".perceptual Organisation" was related to the ranks
given to counselling students by a consensus of their
faculty board.
The scoring on "Perceptual Organisation" uas car¬
ried out by four post-graduate research assistants, on
four "human relations incidents" which the students
had to write about in conjunction with a personality
course they were taking* There were 12 variables :
these being 1) Internal-External frame of reference,
2) people-things orientation, sees people as 3) able-
unable ,4) dr. eendnblo-undonondable , 5) friendly-un¬
friendly.6) worthy-unwortliy, sees self as 7) identi-
fiod-unidentified, 6) cnouh-no^ enough, 9) n.v aling-
not revealing. Gees purpose of eouu, lling as 10) free
in1g-oontrolling, 11) rktruistically-n rciesistically,
12) larger-smaller meanings. All the correlations
between the criterion and the variables wore signifi¬
cant at the .05 level ( and ten of then at the .01
level) and they ranged between .4-5 and .64. The
correlation between the tot il scale and the criterion
was .53 (sig. at .01).
Ar!noble and ./ices (1957) also report the deve¬
lopment of an instrument for the measurement of coun—
sellin ; perceptions. Go far they have found a high
digree of agreement among the experts regarding their
response behaviour in the structured situations repre¬
sented by the tost items.
from these results it can be seen that altbou,gh
consistent differences have boon found botw. on coun¬
sellors judged as good and those judged as ooor ...nd
between counsellors and non-counsellors, there is
little cvid nee for wh t ni ht bo called . ;ouncoilor
personality, ben .rally these studios indicate that
the counsellor has a certain level of intelligence, an
interest in people, is low on authoritarianism and
tends to see people in a desirable light* The desira¬
bility of these characteristics is not restricted to
counsellors, although they may be essential for them*
They do not constitute a model of the counsellor
personality*
The Nature of the Therapeutic Relationship*
Rogers has suggested three characteristics which
might be important in determining the outcome of
therapy* These were the realness, genuineness and
congruence of the therapist $ a warm accepted prising
of the client, an unconditional positive regard;
and a sensitive understanding of the client's fee¬
lings which is communicated to the client. (Rogers,
1965)*
These suggestions have given rise to a considera¬
ble body of research with one of the standard techni¬
ques being the rating of tape-recorded extracts of in¬
terviews for these variables and the relating of these
to independent assessments of the outcome of therapy.
This approach has given rise to several interesting
results, including the finding that schizophrenic pa-
-tients who were in a good relationship (i.e. the above
factors present) improved* while those who were not in
"• f,, . ' _
such a relationship deteriorated (5?ruax,1963)*
She three factors of unconditional positive regard
accurate empathy and counsellor congruence have also
been found to be relevant to psychotherapy with neuro¬
tics (-CJarMmff and Berensont1967)*
More recently Carkhuff and Bereason have suggested
the addition of a fourth variable, that of concreteness
of communication (1967)*
Althpugh many positive findings have been reported
some of them as yet unpublished (Gendlin,1967)» there
is still a certain amount of reservation by other re¬
searchers (letterson,1966). One difficulty is that
most of the work to date has been done in the same
"family" of researchers, and secondly occasional nega¬
tive results for one or other of the variables have
appeared. Demos (196*0 found congruence.unrelated to
the outcome of ratings Cf counsellor competence* .
Heiser (1961) found empathy unrelated to counselling
progress.
ihese results may be due to differences in the
methods.used, or in the unreliability of the criteria
where ratings of competence are made (Schumacher,1967)*
It is also possible that there are several styles
of relationship possible so that counsellors who were
high cm two of the variables might not need to be high
on the third. Relevant to this possibility is the
study by Rosen (1967)* Truax's scales of Self Con¬
gruence, Unconditional Positive Regard and Accurate
Empathy, based on judges' scorings of the samples of
interview recordings were used as the criteria. The
counselling students were given the Allport-Vernon-
Lindzey Study of Values, the Strong Vocational Inte¬
rest Blank, the EPPS, Rokeach's Dogmatism scale and
the NDEA exam. Years of teaching experience, years of
counselling experience and age were also used as pre¬
dictors and multiple regression equations were calcu¬
lated. The results indicated that the personal charac¬
teristics of these counsellors were not consistently
related to ratings of counsellor competence. There
was no apparent profile of the competent counsellor.
(Rosen,1967»P*100*0#
Activity of Counsellor.
A related, but by no means identical theory of
counselling relationships has been put forward by Bier-
man (1969). He has proposed that two dimensions are
important in what he terms "interpersonal facilitation"
The first is that of positive regard v. rejection and
hostility. The second is that of Activity rather than
Passivity. Under the dimension of Activity is sub¬
sumed behaviour which is active, structured, concrete,
confronting, expressive, vitalizing, genuine.
Although Bierman does not mention the connection,
recordings of various well known therapists, including
Carl Rogers himself and it was found that Rogers was
one of the most active therapists, being rated as co¬
ming moderately high on the scale*
Hatarasao, Saslow and Hare (1958) in a factor
analysis of interview interaction behaviour found that
there was good evidence that there was a high positive
correlation between the amount of talk produced bet¬
ween two conversationalists in free conversation.
They also quote a report of an unpublished study
by Lundy (1955)» which found that with one patient
and two therapists in alternate sessions, the patient
spoke more with the more verbal therapist.
Grigg (1961) found that communication was rated
by clients a3 proceeding more easily in sessions where
the volume of both therapist's and client's verbal
output reached higher levels. It was also found that
the therapist could estimate the level of verbal ac¬
tivity before he had made any contact with the patient
which suggests that the therapists played a considera¬
ble role in determining the level of output.
These results give a certain amount of support
to Eierman's thesis. It is not clear however, that
anything more fundamental then a tendency for neurotic
and normal speakers to move to the level of verbal
output of conversational partners need be Involved.
Furthermore it is difficult to conceptualize "activity"
as being a single dimension. Hurstein's (1983)
distinction between structure and ambiguity would also
seem to apply to the counselling situation, as it is
possible for a counsellor or therapist to be fairly
active without being directive, although it is more dif¬
ficult for him to be directive without being active.
In conclusion it would seem that the hypothesis is an
important one since to some extent it runs contrary to
"common sense" notions, but more evidence is needed
before it can be considered as more than tentative*
In conclusion then, it would seem that there is
nothing like a research based counsellor profile.
Certain traits would seem to be characteristic of
good counsellors such as tolerance of ambiguity, but
these do not add up to anything which might be called
a counsellor personality (Hill,1961j Tuma and Gustad,
1957).
As Hill (1961) has suggested, focussing on the
work of the counsellor rather than his personality
may well offer a more fruitful approach.
However, for the moment, although there are a lot
of suggestive findings, the research so far suggests
that there is no one type of ideal counsellor* This
is perhaps not surprizing. As Patterson (1966) sug¬
gested, in reviewing Poser's (1966) somewhat startling
findings, enthusiastic young female students may have
a beneficial effect on schizophrenic patients, but the
real question is how can we help the patients when the
students become middle aged counsellors.
It is conceivable that one pattern of relationship,
enthusiastic, may be effective with the students, but
that a completely different kind of relationship may
be needed between the patient or client and the mature
counsellor*
Q?his possibility that there might be more than
one kind of effective counsellor is- examined empiri¬
cally in Study B, reported and discussed in later
sections*
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PREVIOUS TAT STUDIES OP COUNSELLORS
Schwebel, Karr and Slotkin (1959) devised a spe¬
cial Picture Test for the selection of Counsellors,
The test was composed of seven ink drawings, primitive
in style, where each picture depicted a counselling
situation. Some of the situations were stressful while
others were neutral in tone.
The subject was asked what the client was saying,
what the counsellor's response was, and was asked to
indicate which of the two figures was the client and
which was the counsellor. The questions were given
and responses were written in one booklet, while a
second contained the pictures. Correlation between
different scores on the test and the total battery of
tests varied between 0,28 and 0,50, The battery's cor¬
relation with the criterion (Judges' ratings) was 9,58*
Holt and Luborsky (1953) on the other hand used
the standard TAT, Using both formal and content varia¬
bles, their scores failed to predict above chance on
cross validation, with the exception of the formal va¬
riables scored by one of the two Judges, (r® 0,22 with
the overall criterion} r® 0,28 with diagnostic compe¬
tence), The criterion in this case was ratings by
supervisors and co-residents, combined with later suc¬
cess in terms of completion of residency, etc,,. While
the interjudge reliability was 0,8 for the content varia-
-bles it dropped to 0*3 for the formal variables.
Semeonoff has carried out several studies on the
differences between accepted and rejected counsellor
candidates at the Scottish Marriage Guidance Council
Selection Boards#
Semeonoff (1958)* using an adaptation of Wyatt's
(194-7) system, contrasted the accepted and rejected
candidates on 28 variables* For 23 of these, predic¬
tions were made and 11 significant differences were
found (with significance at the #05 level between one
and two significant differences could be expected)*
Of the two-tailed tests for which no prediction was
made none were significant# Both formal and content
variables were used*
In a further study (Semeonoff,1959), using the
TAT, Object Sorting Test (Rapaport ,194-5) and Self
Description Measure (Semeonoff,1960), through the
application of Sandler's Delegate Analysis (cf* Appen¬
dix in Semeonoff,1963) found four types of candidates#
Since the present studies were carried out on
the same population as that which Semeonoff used,
and some of the same variables were used, further
reference to the results obtained by Semeonoff will be
made in later sections.
SECTION 6
THE DESIGN OF THE PRESENT
STUDY
THE DESIGN OF THE PRESENT STUDY
For the reasons outlined previously, the scoring
methods used foeussed on either attitude or formal
scores.
Most of the scoring systems had been used before
and a deliberate effort was made to use several diffe¬
rent systems so that empirical comparisons could he
made*
Given that what might be important is not any "sign
in itself but rather the pattern of signs (Semeonoff,
196^)* a cluster analysis of subjects was carried out,
on a random sample of candidates* In order to see how
the scores related among themselves, inter-variable
analyses were also carried out*
Since there is considerable evidence that non-
TAT variables such as age, social class, educational
level and intelligence influence TAT scores (Veroff,
1961} Zubin, Eron and Schumer,1965*pp#522-525) these
were taken into consideration in two ways : a) by mat¬
ching subjects on these variables in Study A* b) by
including them in the cluster matrices in Study £•
The focus of the study was the meaning of the va¬
rious indices derived from TAT stories. To clarify
this meaning two approaches were used. First, the
differences between the protocols of the accepted and
rejected candidates were examined, secondly, the
structure of the relationships between different ways of
analysing TAT protocols was studied.
The Scoring Methods used were i
1) Semeonoff*s adaptation of Wyatt • s system,
2) Dana's "Perceptual Organization".
3) Epley and Rick's "Time Span".
4) "Verbal Productivity".
5) Whitely's "Adaptive Ego Functioning".
6) Arnold's "Motivation Index".
7) GoSlho et al's "Coping Behaviour".
In addition two new scores, "Plans" and "Depth of
Structure" were devised.
Various other ratings and scores were tried out in
pilot studies but were not used in the two main studies.
The candidates took part in a two day selection
conference.. The format of the conferences was derived
from the group selection procedures of the War Office
Selection Boards, evolved during the Second World Weir.
(Harris, 1949). The conferences, organized by the
Scottish Marriage Guidance Council, took place over
the space of a weekend. After an initial introduction,
the candidates took part in a group discussion conducted
by the psychologist. This was then followed by a dis¬
cussion of specific "marriage guidance" cases, conducted
by a second member of the selection board. The "case
discussion" then acted as a pool from which candidates
could be drawn for individual interviews and the
"written tests". The number of candidates varied from
board to board with the upper limit being around seven¬
teen.
The TAT was given during the first day in a one
hour "written tests" session. Usually between six and
twelve subjects were tested together. Each TAT picture
was projected onto a screen for twenty seconds and the
candidates were then allowed 3i minutes in which to
write a story, A "warning" was given after 3 minutes.
Eight pictures were used. The TAT Was followed by a
short intelligence test and a self description. The
psychologist also conducted individual interviews with
some of the candidates using another personality measure
such as the Object Sorting, Rorschach or Z-test.
Three other members of the board had individual
interviews with all the candidates. One of them was
the psychiatrist whose role was to focus on the deeper
levels of personality. Two other selectors explored
the candidates1 personal and family histories and their
knowledge and understanding of the principles of the
marriage guidance movement respectively. The sixth mem¬
ber of the selection board was the chairman.
Thus, although the TAT protocols were available to
the psychologist in drawing up his assessment, he also
made use of the results from the other tests. Analysis
of the written tests had to be carried out on the eve¬
ning of the first day of the selection conference. Thus
although there is a possibility of contamination in the
relationship between the protocols and the outcome of
the selection boards, the strength of any such effect
is not likely to be great.
The Pictures,
Some of the pictures used were taken from the
Harvard 194-5 Series, Others were gathered from a vari¬
ety of sources. Four of the eight pictures were used
at all the selection boards. These were pictures 2,
6BM, 6GF and 10 in the Murray Series, and they were
the first, second, third and last to be given. Various
other pictures occupied the positions four to seven,
and a total of 17 different pictures was used, (in
the sessions from which protocols sampled were taken).
Of these, pictures 7BH, 8GF, 12F and 1JB were used
considerably more often than the others. However,
for the sake of convenience, the label "non-standard"
was given to the pictures which appeared in the posi¬
tions 4 to 7, and the term "standard" is used for the
four pictures which appeared in all of the test
sessions.
There were two reasons for dividing the pictures
into two groups. First,because of the importance of
"stimulus effects" on some TAT scores, it is to be
expected that greater error variance would be found
among the results for the "non-standard" pictures for
at best some of the variables.
Secondly, a number of the"non-standard" pictures
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were coloured and generally more contemporary in
appearance, which might have made them more effective,
(Yudin and Keznikoff,1966 ) .
Therefore, because of these two factors it was
thought useful to distinguish between the two sets
of pictures*
Outline of the Scoring Systems Used,
Seiaeonoff's Adaptation of Wyatt (194-7) (Involvement)*
Using Wyatt' s (194-7) scoring system as a frame¬
work, Semeonoff (1958) used some 28 TAT variables on
which the rejected and accepted candidates were compared.
On the basis of Semeonoff's and pilot study results,
the Variables below were chosen for analysis in
Study A,
Rationale*
Many of the variables are based on the general
assumption that involvement in the test situation and
empathy with the characters are favourable signs, and
that evasiveness, ambiguity or non-conformity with the
instructions are unfavourable* (Semeonoff,1958)*
(1) This hypothesis is in some respects similar to that
made by Dana (1955)*





b) Situation t an intermediate category including
rudimentary "obvious" plot
c) Description
d) Association i a response in which the subject,
instead of making up a story uses the picture
as a stimulus to personal reminiscence or
reflection.
Saaeonoff found "Association" to be used more by
rejected candidates than by accepted ones,
2) Level of Interpretation.
a) Endopsychic t stress on inner experience, sco¬




d) Conditional t used where the story turns on the
interpretation of certain details, or where
alternate interpretations are actually given.
Semeonoff's results suggested that the Endopsychic
level was more typical of the accepted and the Symbolic
level of the rejected candidates.
3) Focal Figures*
a) Number of stories with more than one focal fi¬
gure.
b) Number of stories with more than one "fully"
focal figure*
e) Number of stories with no focal figure.
Of the three, Semeonoff found (c) to differentiate
the two groups with the rejected candidates showing the
higher incidence.
4-) Personal Relationships.
a) Total number of relationships.
b) Spouse relationship.
c) Stories not mentioning relationships*
Semeonoff found (a) and (c) to differentiate the
two groups, the former in a favourable and the latter





d) Ambivalent press with positive attitude.
e) Positive attitude.
f) Absence of press*
(d) and (e) were predicted and found by Semeonoff




c) Distancing $ withdrawal from the stimulus, or





found this variable to be an index of adjustment and
Nawas (1965) found it correlated with estimates of ma¬
turity.
The hypothesis was made that the accepted candida¬
tes would gain a higher score on the total scale.
Scoring System.
Each story is scored for the presence for each of
the following seven points# The total score is obtai¬










The importance of a positive outlook has been men¬
tioned by various writers on counsellor characteristics
Arnold's system appears to measure primarily "posi¬
tive outlook"* It has been found to be related to the
success of school teachers (Burkard,1962) and seminary
students (Arnold,1962).
Scoring System*
Arnold's system is one of the more complex approa-
h-
ches to TAT analysis* Briefly, Story Sequence Analysis
£
involves summarizing each story into ah import which is
then scored against a standard classification of imports
The complete sequence of imports is also scrutinized
for further indications of the storyteller's outlook.
One limitation is that Arnold has stated that at
least ten cards should be used* However, in the light
of the reported reliability and validity, eight cards
would seem to provide a reasonably adequate sample
to test out this system*
An appendix to the mahual (Arnold,1962) provides
a listing of possible imports each of which has been
given a rating from -2 to +2, and thus each story is
rated on this five point scale*
Adaptive Ego Functioning*
Rationale and Scoring System*
Whiteley (1966) validated this method by using it
to discriminate "over" and "under" achieving high
school boys. This was done by examining potential pro¬
blem areas, and seing how the heroes behaved when
these problems arose in the TAT stories.
The areas examined Wfve p-Aggression, p-Dominanee,
n-Achievementf n-Aggression, and n-Autonomy. Whether
these problems were solved "adaptively" or "maladaptive-
ly" was decided by asking the following questions s
*1) Was the hero's strategy of action one which inclu¬
ded prior consideration of the consequences of his be¬
haviour ?
2) Bid the hero of the story appropriately assess the
nature of the Press to which he was reacting ?
5) Bid the hero of the story cope with the situation
in which the teller of the story placed him ?
4) Bid the hero's consideration process reflect an
awareness of the social realities of the situation in
which he was placed ?
5) Was the hero's reaction logically related to his
long-range interests ?
6) Doe3 the hero in the story accept responsibility
for his behaviour and its consequences ?
7) Can the hero control his reaction to press from
the environment or from his own impulses ?
Rather than consider specific presses and needs,
those used by Whiteley not being particularly relevant
to counsellors, the method was modified as follows s
For each story each question was considered indi¬
vidually, and if it could be answered positively a score
of +1 was givenj if negatively, a score of -1, and if
it could not be answered, a score of zero, The score
for an individual was then based on the sum of all ques-
-tions for all pictures# In addition the sum for each
individual for each question was calculated.
Conine Behaviour#
Rationale#
This system appears, like Adaptive Ego Functio¬
ning and the Motivation Index, to provide an index of
adjustment# (Coelho et al,1962j Field et al,1963)*
Scoring System#
Coelho et al (1962) describe their approach as
follows t "A simple rating scheme was developed on the
basis of problem solving categories of competence# In
scoring the Student-TAT stories, we first determined
whether there was a solution, any resolution at all,
to the problem-situation, as defined by S# The hero
was identified Then we determined whether he
was actively striving to bring about the resolution#*••
Finally, we determined whether the resolution was fa¬
vorable to the hero's intended goal# The resolution
was not evaluated# It was considered favorable when
it got the job done more or less effectively, for the
"hero's" own purpose#" pp#35S-9#
A fifteen point scale, A to E, with the possible
addition of + or was used with each of the three ca¬
tegories * Solution, Activity and Favorableness#
Temporal Span#
Rationale*
Epley and Ricks (1962) reported that Prospective
span was shown to be related to high academic achieve¬
ment f low anxiety and empathic involvement with others*
Retrospective span was related to narcissismt sensitive
imaginativeness and openness to experience.
Scoring System*
The following scale is used for both prospective
and retrospective span*
1) Span less than hour.
2) Span greater than hour, less than day.
3) Span greater than day# less than week.
4) Span greater than week, less than month.
5) Span greater than month, less than half year.
6) Span greater than half year, less than year.
7) Span greater than year, less than four years*
S) Span greater than four years, less than decade




Verbal productivity or word count has been found
to be related to several TAT scores (Lindzey and Sil¬
verman^959)# and it was included in the present stu¬
dies, to see what relations it had with the other va-
-riables being used.
It was measured by a simple count of the number of
words present in the story. Words or phrases scored
out by the writer were not counted.
Depth of Structure and Plans.
Conceptually, these variables were derived from
the theories of emotion and motivation put forward by
Tomkins (1962j 1963) end Arnold (1960), from the theory
of behaviour put forward by Miller, Galanter and Pri¬
bram (1960), and in particular the theory of cognitive
complexity advanced by O.J. Harvey and his associates
(Harvey, Hunt and Schroder,1961j Schroder, Driver and
Streufert,1967).
These scores were based on the conception put for¬
ward by Miller, Galanter and Pribram (1960) that beha¬
viour is hierarchically ordered. If a person seeks a
goal which is not immediately obtainable, then, say
these authors, he must create a plan. Most human plans
are hierarchically organized. That is, the task is
analysed into several main parts , and an order decided
upon for doing them. However, each of these sub-parts
may in itself be sufficiently complex to warrant being
divided into further sub-units, and so a plan of several
hierarchical layers may be devised.
The first stage of this method of analysis was to
rearrange the stories into series of hierarchically
ordered actions. For example, in a story told about
picture 6BM (Mother and. Son), two incompatible plans
were seen, as follows s
1. Give financial and moral support to grandmother,
2, leave,
2a, lake up opportunity of splendid job,
2ai, Feel one can wait no longer,
2aii» Break news to other.
The depth score was derived from the "deepest" hie¬
rarchy present in any one plan. The highest level of
the structure (in this case labelled 1# and 2,) gives
the goals of the focal figures. These were called the
"plans" of the focal figures and were classified separa¬
tely, A distinction was made between bilateral plans
(those which required the cooperation of two or more
people) and unilateral plans (those which did not). The
bilateral plans were examined for the kind of relationship
they implied and were scored positively if it was non-
exploitative, and negatively if it involved exploitation
or domination of one party by the other, A zero score
was given to those plans which could not be classified
either way. The unilateral plans were classified accor¬
ding to Maslow*s (1954) concept of five levels of needs.
These are Physiological, Safety, Belongingness, Esteem
and self actualization needs. The first two were
scored negatively and the last two positively.
As this scoring system is novel in its conception,
further details have been given, with examples, in
Appendix B,
112.
This scoring system is seen as being similar to
tbose of Arnold. (1962) and Tomkins (194-3). One of the
aims was to avoid some of the subjectivity of Story
Sequence Analysis, since there is no onus upon the sco¬
rer to abstract the original story. It is somewhat
similar to Tonkins' system, but very much simpler.
The depth score also provides an example of a
scoring system which is idiographic at one level and
nomothetic at another. Ho attempt is made to classify
the story originally, but rather it is analyzed in
terms of its internal structure* It is then that





After the pilot studies had been used to make a
preliminary selection of variables, two main studies
were carried out# In the first, matched pairs of
accepted and rejected candidates were used# The pairs
were chosen according to the following criteria.
Both members of the pair were at the same selection
board, they were of the same sex and they had approxi¬
mately the same intelligence. In addition they were
matched as closely as possible on age and social
class (1)#
Exact matching was not possible and there were
some differences, in social class# In seven out of
the eight cases where candidates could not be matched
exactly, it was the rejected candidate who had the
higher social class#
The purpose of the matched sample was to ensure
that differences found between the protocols of accep¬
ted and rejected candidates were not artifacts of dif¬
ferences in intelligence or other "extraneous" factors
One limitation of the sample was that, although sex
(1) As derived from the occupation of the candidate
or her husband, by use of the Registrar General's
Classification of Occupations#
was matched, the number of pairs was not controlled
and all but one of the pairs was made up of female
candidates. This was due in part to the fact that most
of the candidates are female and matched pairs are
therefore more frequent. A total of 16 pairs was used.
Following the results of the matched sample, a
larger random sample was used. There were several rea¬
sons for using a random sample, a principal one being
that the selection boards are not composed of conve¬
niently matched pairs of candidates. There were 24-
candidates in the female accepted and rejected groups,
and in the male accepted group, and 22 in the male
rejected group. The variables used were selected from
those used in the matched sample.
The results are presented as follows. First a
summary of the results from the two studies is given.
This is followed by the cluster analyses of the inter¬
relations between the scores. The section is then
concluded with the results for individual variables.
116.
STUDY A STUDY B
Accepted Rejected Means
Candidate Candidate Accepted Rejected
Higher Higher Candidates Candidates
M")











Depth of Structure 11 i A * \♦
t
7.73 6.28 **
Plans 12 t 5 * *
«
<
i 3.92 3.50 ns
























V/ilcoxon*s Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test (iiegel,
1956) was used in Study A and the t-test in Study B.
ns t .10 £ p * i p / *10
** I p £ ,05 *** » P Z *°1 **** : P /. .001
TABLE 7-1 : SUMMARY OF RESULTS
(1) This score was derived from the variables used by
Semeonoff* by giving certain of the variables a weigh¬
ting of plus or minus 1 according to the prediction
made. Scores which had not previously discriminated
between the two groups were given a zero weighting.
(2) For the matched sample At this was the sum of
"activity" and "favorability", for sample B$ the
figures given are for favorability alone.
(5) These variables were not included in Study B.
11
That statistically significant differences were
obtained is not surprising when one bears in mind the
fairly large size of the samples 02 and 92).
A more detailed analysis of these results is possi¬
ble by considering the scores for men and women separa¬
tely, and also by dividing the scores into those obtai¬
ned on the four standard cards, as well as on the four
non-standard cards.
<:
Since this allows eight additional tests for each
variable, the results are presented for each variable in
turn* However an overall picture of the results can be
obtained by looking at the significances of the diffe-
, . * . ,
rences presented in Table 7-2.






S NS T s NS T S NS T
Wyatt summary 3 3 1 2 mm mm - 1 1 2
More than one
focal figure
1 - - t - - - **» -
Ho mention of
relationships
t mm mm mm. mm 1 mm «n» 1 -
Number of personal
relationships
**» 1 «*» *1 mm • - 1 1 1
Positive press mm mm 1 1 mm 1 t - 3 -
Negative press mm
Ambivalent press 3 mm
Amb.press with
positive attitude
- - «*r <Mk - - - - -
Positive attitude - - ** «■» ■mm - - - - 1
Absence of press 2 - 2 2 mm - - 2 2
Distancing t - - 1 -
Present behaviour - - - 1 •«*» 1
Past events t 1 - 1 - - - 1 1 t
Peeling 1 mm — t mm - mm - - mm
Thought mm mm 1 1 mm - - **> 1
Total perceptual
organization
1 3 3 3 - 1 t 3 3 3





A S NS T S US f S NST
Activity t - t - - t - - 1 t
Favourability 1 - - - - t t -11
Word Count t 212 - 22 553
Depth t 1-1-1- -11
Plans 1
S * Standard cardsj KS » Hon Standard cards}
3? • Total for all 8 cards.
All probabilities are for t-tests, or where this
was inappropriatet Festinger*s J test* in Study Bj
and the Wileoxen Test in Study A#
Coding of Probabilities,
t - p £ ,10 1 - p I ,05
2»p^.01 3-PZ «°°5
HON TAT VARIABLES
In addition to the TAT scores certain other varia¬
bles were considered in Study B# These were Intelli¬
gence, Age, Social Class and Level of Education,
1* Age,
Although the age of a male candidate was unrelated
to the outcome of the selection procedure, age would
appear to be relevant as far as women candidates are
concerned, A t-test of the differences between the
accepted groups was significant (at the *01 level), the
younger candidates being more successful*
Since this is in itself an interesting finding, and
was also found to be related to the TAT patterns, the
result was confirmed by examining the tiges of the total
female population. Hot all the ages had been recorded,
but the number of unknown ages was small* (Eor the Stxidy
B sample, 1 accepted and 2 rejected candidates did not
record their age)*
Of the female candidates whose ages were available
187 were accepted and 177 rejected*
The ages were as follows s
AGE less than 30'31-35 36-40 41-45 46-50 51-55 56+
Accepted 7 31 37 54 26 20 12
Rejected 11 29 23 25 42 26 11
TABLE 7-3 * Ages of Female Candidates,
2
A chi was carried out to check that the overall
differences were not due to chance and this indicated
that the null hypothesis could be rejected at the .05
level.
There was again a tendency for the younger candi¬
dates to be more acceptable to the board. If we take
40 and under as younger and 46 and over as oldert then
the difference is again significant (#05 level when
tested by chi^).
It should however be noted that thu most acceptable
age range is between 56 and 45 and the least favourable
between 46 and 55. Extreme ages however seem to make
little difference.
2. Intelligence.
Intelligence seems to be more important in discri¬
minating between the male groups than the female groups,
although it is significant for both.
5. Social Class.
This was judged from the occupation of the candi¬
date or her husband, using the Registrar General's
Classification of Occupations. The results for Study




Accepted Rejected p(t-test) r-bis
15.65 12.00 .01 .60
15.5 11.56 .05 .57
14.56 11.78 .01
TABIiE 7-4 » Study B. Intelligence.
MALE CANDIDATES FEMALE CANDIDATES
Accept Reject Accept Reject
I 5 9 I 9 3
II 12 12 II 9 6
III 2 2 III 1 -
Unknown 3 1 Unknown 5 13
The chi^ for I vs.II+III was
insignificant at the *05 level
TABLE 7-5
As can be seen from these results, there appears
to be no relation between social class and outcome of
the board for men. Unfortunately the information was
not available to make a comparison for women. To over¬
come this difficulty a wider sample was taken by using
information from the records of the Scottish Marriage
Guidance Council, for all female candidates whose sur¬
name began at the beginning of the alphabet (up to and
including F). (Only those accepted candidates who were
still active were used).
The results were :
Accept Reject (The chi^ for I,
I 16 11 II, III + IV






These figures suggest that social class alone is
not of great importance to the outcome of the selection
hoard#

















or less 2 6 6 7
Unknown 2 3 4 1
Total 24 22 24 24
(The chi for University vs# other educational levels
was significant at the #01 level for male candidates
and at the #05 level for female candidates)#
TABLE 7-7
The figures were confirmed by referring back to




















These figures confirm the trend in the original
sample and it appears that intelligence and level of
education are important factors in the outcome of the
hoard, as is age for women* Social class, however, is
not.
THE IWSERP.EhATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TIES VARIABLES.
I.Study A. Rank correlations were calculated between
the major scoring systems. The matrix of intercorre-
lations is shown in Table 7-9»
(1) (2) C3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
(1) Word Count — 73 49 63 07 27 22 -02 37
(2) Perceptual
Organization 73 60 64 40 46 31 18 51
(3) Depth 49 60 46 23 32 12 21 64
(4) Involvement 68 64 46 mmmm 08 45 34 16 57
(5) Plans 07 40 23 08 — 13 -04 -05 08
(6) Coping
behaviour 27 46 32 45 13 53 67 26
(7) Motivation
Index 22 31 12 34 -04 53 — 39 25
(8) Adaptive Ego
Functioning -02 18 21 16 -05 67 39 09
(9) Time Span 37 51 64 57 08 26 25 09 —
TABLE 7-9 t Study A. Correlations (Rho) between
main categories of scores.
(Decimal places have been omitted).
An Elementary linkage Analysis (McQuitty,1957»
i960) yielded three clusters.
1) A general cluster comprising t Perceptual Organi¬
zation, Verbal Productivity and Involvement. "Plans"
also came into this cluster but correlated only with
Perceptual Organization.
2) An "attitude" cluster composed of Adaptive Ego Func¬
tioning, Coping Behaviour and the Motivation Index.
5) Finally Depth and lime Span formed a dyad.
II. Study B.
A more detailed analysis was carried out on the
results of Study B« The scores were dichotomised
and the index used was phi/phi max as recommended by
Cattell (1952)j two separate hierarchical linkage
analyses (McQuitty,1960) were carried out for the male
and female groups. A summary and comparison of the
results is given in Table 7-10*
TABIE 7-10. Stud? B. Cluster Analyses of Variables*
126,
Female Candidates Male Candidates
Cluster 1a* (Positive Attitude) Cluster 1.
































«• Absence of Press
Female Candidates Male Candidates
Cluster 5. Distancing Cluster 5b.
— Distancing - Distancing
+ Depth ♦ Depth
♦ (Thought
Cluster 4, Personal Relationships Cluster 5c•
- No mention of - No mention of
relationships relationships
+ Numher of relationships + Number of relationships
+ Past events ♦ Past events
Cluster 5. Productivity/Education Cluster 6«
+ Educational Level + Educational Level
+ Verbal Productivity + Verbal Productivity
Feeling 4 Intelligence
Variables not included in the clusters*






Several of the clusters resulting from the Hierar¬
chical linkage Analyses were common to both male and
^female groups. Indeed the main difference between the
groups lay in the interrelationships between the clus-
t *
•tera# In the female group, the •content1 clusters and
variables tended to come together to form one •content*
cluster1# This did not happen in the male group and
a 'formal cluster* emerged instead* Confirmation of
this result can be obtained by examining the matrices
of intercorrelations (Tables 7-15 and 7-16) where the
indices have been arranged according to cluster member¬
ship#
The common clusters were as follows :
Positive Attitude# Pemale Hale
Group Group
Ambivalent Press with Positive Attitude + +
Positive Attitude + ►
Activity 4
TABb£ 7-11#
This cluster was labelled "Positive Attitude" as
it contained the two positive attitude scores from the







It appears that Distancing and Depth, which were
negatively related, are measuring the opposite sides
of the same coint and that emotional withdrawing from
the testing situation is revealed in the diminished
structure of the story, although not necessarily affec¬
ting the length of the story (see Table 7-15)•
Personal Relationships. Female Male
Group Group
Mo mention of relationships + +
Dumber of personal relationships + +
Past Events + +
TABLE 7-13
The inclusion of past events in this cluster is
interesting and may represent a stylistic tendency.
Productivity / Education. Female Male
Group Group
Feeling +
Level of Education ♦ +




'XABL3S 7-15 to 7-13 : Coding of Variables,
Code Abbreviation Variable
No.
1 1+ff More than one focal figure.
3 1 rel. No mention of relationships.
4 No. role Number of relationships. R
3 +p Positive press.
6 -p Negative press, R
7 Arnb. p Ambivalent press.
8 Amb.p.+att. Ambivalent press with positive
attitude•
9 +att. Positive attitude.
10 p Absence of press. E
11 Pist. Distancing. R
12 P.3, Present Behaviour.





18 Out. Eavourability of Outcome.
20 V.r. Verbal productivity.
21 Dep. Depth.
I*} Intelligence.




B » direction reversed to minimise negative signs in
Tables 7-15 and 7-16.
Note t In the following tables the decimal places have
been omitted* The coefficients are phi/phi max*
The ratio of the obtained phi to the maximal phi is a
not uncontroversial statistic* B*B. Cattell recommends
it and has used it as the index of correlation in factor
analyses (Cattell,1952). J*P« Guilford, on the other
hand, doubted the usefulness of the ratio in the
fourth (but not the third) edition of his "Fundamental
Statistics", (Guilford,1965,1956). However, it is impor¬
tant to note that phi/phi max is not being used here
either as an index of either the "practical" or the
"intrinsic" relationship between two variables, but as
an index which will permit comparison of the pattern
of relationships between a number of variables* For
this purpose it would seem to be a sjiitable statistic*
1 8 9 17 A 16 18 6 7 15
1 1+ff — -35 -26
8 Amb.p.+att -35 — 64
9 + att. -26 64 —
17 Act. 00 56 55
A Age 09 20 26
16 Sol. 04 54 41
18 Out. -04 54 29
6 - p. 09 20 26
7 Amb* p. 09 20 51
15 T. 04 26 25
5 + p. 09 -32 -27
10 P- -03 10 07
12 P.B. 04 -18 -22
11 Dist • 30 -26 22
21 Dep. 03 41 44
3 1 rol. 27 04 06
4 No. rels. 25 -04 -14
13 P.E. 00 11 21
14 P. 25 00 -51
EL Ed. level 06 45 -09
20 V.P. 22 38 —06
IQ 15 16 -02
09 04- -04- 09 09 04-
20 54- 54- 20 20 26
26 4-1 29 26 51 25
56 50 59 18 27 56
— 59 59 00 00 -04
59 — 53 50 50 56
59 58 — 48 22 55
00 50 48 — 50 42
00 30 22 50 — 65
-04 56 35 42 65 —
27 14 24 13 -11 -02
17 60 33 03 51 25
19 33 11 -04 -25 20
-07 00 22 04 25 26
27 30 43 18 46 36
30 24 24 11 30 21
18 22 04 00 36 36
37 13 13 09 09 -07
09 -04 13 00 00 -07
23 20 30 33-06 33
30 33 33 13 04 33























TABES 7-15. Part I,
Study Bo Intervariable Coefficients, Female Candidates,
Arranged according to Clusters.
133.
5 10 12 11 21 3 4 13 14 EL 20 IQ
1 09 -03 04 30 08 27 25 00 25 06 22 15
8 -32 10 -18 -26 41 04 —04 11 00 45 38 16
9 -2? 07 -22 22 44 06 -14 21 -51 -09 -06 -02
17 —09 10 04 07 25 27 00 17 -18 17 30 -04
A 27 17 19 -07 27 30 18 37 09 23 30 -13
16 14 60 33 00 30 24 22 13 -04 20 33 09
18 24 33 11 22 48 24 04 13 13 30 33 -09
6 18 03 -04 04 18 11 00 09 00 33 13 04
7 -11 51 -23 25 46 30 36 09 00 -06 04 29
15 -02 25 20 26 36 21 $6 -07 -07 33 33 03
5 — 70 24 11 11 13 11 11 40 -09 01 -27
10 70 — 36 47 10 29 39 10 23 04 —06 -14
12 24 36 — 11 04 11 15 15 04 20 11 -08
11 11 47 11 •MMM 54 49 30 19 30 -07 —1*1 08
21 11 10 04 54 — 27 33 17 17 17 39 05
3 13 29 11 49 27 — 73 45 09 -02 14 12
4 11 39 15 30 33 73 — 33 17 -04 30 24
13 11 10 15 19 17 45 33 — 00 06 13 05
14 40 23 04 30 17 09 17 00 — 27 39 05
EL -09 04 20 -07 17 -02 -04 06 27 — 50 -02
20 01 -06 11 -11 39 14 30 13 39 50 mmmm 36
iq -27 -14 -08 08 05 12 24 05 05 -02 36 —
TABLE 7-13. Part II,
Study E, Intervariabie Coefficients# ffemale Candidates*
Arranged according to Clusters,
134,
1 8 9 17 A 16 18 6 5 14
1 1+ff — 17 53 27 00 09 -09 08 i ro o \0
8 Amb.p.+att; 17 — 100 33 48 33 37 31 01 -06
9 + att. 53 100 #■»«•*• 40 -04 25 18 45 -06 25
17 Act, 27 33 40 — -04 22 34 56 10 -15
A Age 00 48 -04 04 — 45 13 20 08 15
16 Sol, 09 33 25 22 43 — 52 25 30 -15
18 Out, -09 37 18 34 13 52 — 77 36 04
6 - p. 08 31 45 36 20 25 77 — 39 04
5 + p. -12 01 -06 10 08 30 36 39 — 10
14 P. 09 —06 25 -15 15 -15 04 04 10 —
12 P.B. 13 09 -02 19 12 19 23 05 -23 -23
7 Acib • p. 18 21 45 36 19 36 30 27 -18 -07
10 P. 24 17 42 21 14 44 14 -10 10 10
15 T. 09 23 55 39 14 39 43 36 20 04
11 Dist. —14 07 09 30 -16 30 39 17 39 02
21 Dep. —08 20 37 37 04 57 33 18 43 -23
3 1 rel. 05 10 00 27 -16 27 09 -22 -05 -18
4 Ho. rels. -09 06 04 22 05 43 13 -04 -08 -13
13 P,E, 17 01 -06 40 07 40 18 02 30 -09
EL Ed. level -01 20 18 14 37 33 06 12 12 -06
20 V.P. -10 23 25 13 24 22 -04 04 00 30
IQ —08 43 24 06 23 16 -06 -12 17 16
SC Soc. class 08 12 06 59 10 32 25 18 22 -25
TABLE 7-16, Part I,
Study B, Xntervariable Coefficients, Hale Candidates.
Arranged according: to Clusters,
135.
12 7 10 15 11 21 3 4 13 EL 20 IQ
1 13 18 24 09 -14 -08 05 -09 17 -01 -10 -08
8 09 21 17 23 07 20 10 06 01 20 23 43
9 -02 45 42 55 09 37 00 04 06 18 25 24
17 19 36 21 39 30 37 27 22 40 14 15 06
A 12 19 14 14 -16 04 -16 05 07 37 24 23
16 19 36 44 39 30 57 27 43 40 33 22 16
18 23 30 14 43 39 33 09 13 18 06 -04 -06
6 -0$ 27 10 36 17 18 -22 -04 02 12 04 —12
5 -23 -18 10 20 39 43 -05 03 30 12 00 17
14 -23 -07 10 04 02 -23 -18 -13 -09 -06 30 16
12 — 34 10 -02 03 15 26 12 19 -03 09 03
7 34 — 52 57 15 49 33 54 27 41 36 11
10 10 52 — 44 28 46 53 51 23 48 44 32
15 -02 57 h JtIT — 58 79 27 43 40 33 22 27
11 03 15 28 58 65 33 43 51 54 02 17
21 15 49 46 79 65 — 40 52 41 43 16 15
3 26 33 53 27 33 40 — 82 52 30 00 20
4 12 54 51 43 43 52 82 — 73 48 24 33
13 19 27 23 40 51 41 52 73 — 34 20 36
EL -03 41 48 33 54 43 30 48 34 — 43 43
20 09 36 iiti* * 22 02 16 00 24 20 43 — 48
iq 03 11 32 27 17 15 20 33 36 43 48 —
sc -03 30 09 -18 78 34 14 55 37 75 18 -12
TABLE 7-16, Part II«
Study £, Intervariable OoelMTicients. Male Candidates»
Arranged accord-inn to clusters.
136.
1 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 1+ff — -27 +09 -09 +09 -35 —26 +03 -30 +04
3 1 rel. -27 — -13 +11 -30 -04 -06 +29 +49 -11
3 + p. +09 -13 — -18 -11 -32 -27 -70 -11 +24
6 - P- -09 +11 -18 — -50 -20 —26 +03 +04 +04
7 Amb. p. +09 -30 -11 —50 +20 +51 -51 -25 -25
8 Amb. p. + att -35 -04 -32 -20 +20 — +64 -10 +26 -18
9 + att. -26 -06 -27 -26 +51 +64 — -07 -22 -22
10 +03 -29 -70 +03 -51 —10 -07 — +47 -36
11 'Dist • -30 +49 -11 +04 -25 +26 +47 — -11
12 P.B. +04 -11 +24 +04 -25 -18 -22 -36 —11 —
13 P.E. 00 —45 +11 -09 +09 +11 +21 -10 -19 +15
14 F. +25 -09 +40 00 00 00 -51 -23 -30 +04
13 T. +04 -21 -02 -42 +65 +26 +25 -25 -26 +20
16 Sol. +04 -24 +14 -30 +30 +54 +41 -60 00 +33
17 Act. 00 -27 -09 -18 +27 +56 +55 -10 -07 +04
18 Out. -04 -24 +24 —48 +22 +54 +29 -33 -22 +11
20 V.P, +22 -14 +01 -13 +04 +33 -06 +06 +11 +11
21 Dep. +08 -27 +11 -18 +46 +41 W » T -10 -54 +04
4 No. rels* +25 -73 +11 00 +36 -04 -14 —39 —30 +15
IQ +15 -12 -27 —04 +29 +16 -02 +14 -03 -08
A Age -09 +30 -27 00 00 -20 -26 +17 -07 -19
EL Ed. level +06 +02 -09 -33 —06 +45 -09 -04 +07 +20
g/UBItE 7-17 Part I.
Study B. Xntervariable Coefficients, Female Candidates.
Arranged acoording to Scoring System*
137.
13 14 13 16 17 18 20 21 4 IQ A EL
1 00 +25 +04 +04 00 -04 +22 +08 +25 +15 -09 +06
3 t -45 -09 -21 —24 -27 -24 -14 -27 -73 -12 +30 -02
5 +11 +40 -02 +14 —09 +24 +01 +11 +11 -27 -27 -09
•6 -09 00 —42 -30 -18 -43 -13 —18 00 -04 00 -33
7 +09 00 +65 +30 +27 +22 +04 +46 +36 +29 00 —06
s +11 00 +26 +54 +56 +54 +38 +41 -04 +16 -20 +45
9 +21 -51 +25 +41 +55 +29 —06 +44 -14 -02 —26 -09
10 —10 -23 -25 -60 -10 -33 +06 —10 -39 +14 +17 -04
11 -19 -30 -26 00 -07 -22 +11 -54 +30 -08 -07 +07
12 +15 +04 +20 +33 +04 +11 +11 +04 +15 -08 -19 +20
13 — 00 -07 +13 +17 +13 +13 +17 +33 +05 -37 +06
14 00 — -07 -04 -18 +13 +39 +17 +17 +05 -09 +27
13 -07 -07 — +56 +36 +33 +33 +36 +36 +03 +04 +33
16 +13 —04 +56 — +30 +58 +33 +30 +22 +09 -39 +20
17 +17 -18 +36 +30 — +39 +30 +25 00 -04 -36 +17
18 +13 +13 +33 +58 +39 — +33 ./> aTTV +04 -09 -39 +30
20 +13 +39 +33 +33 +30 +33 — +39 +30 +36 -30 +50
21 +17 +17 +36 +30 +25 +48 +39 — +33 +05 -27 +17
4 +33 +17 +36 +22 00 +04 +30 +33 — +24 -18 -04
IQ +05 +05 +03 +09 -04 -09 +36 +05 +24 — +13 -02
A -37 -09 +04 -39 -36 -39 —50 -27 -18 +13 — -23
EL +06 +27 +33 +20 +17 +30 +50 +17 -04 -02 -23 ....
TABLE 7-17 Part II»
Study B, Intervariable Coefficients» Female Candidates*
Arranged according to Scoring System,
138.
1 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 1+ff «»— -05 -12 -08 +18 +17 +53 -24 +14 +13
3 1 rol. -05 — +05 -22 -33 -10 00 +53 +33 -26
5 + p. -12 +05 -39 -18 +01 -06 -10 -39 -23
6 — p # -08 -22 -39 -27 -31 -45 -10 +17 +05
7 Aab. p. +18 -33 -18 -27 — +21 +45 -52 -15 +34
8 Amb.p.+att* +17 -10 +01 -31 +21 — +100-17 -07 +09
9 + att. +53 00 -06 —45 +45 100 — —42 —09 —02
10 P» -24 +53 -10 -10 -52 -17 —4-2 — +28 -10
11 List. +14 +33 -39 +17 -15 -07 -09 +28 — -03
12 P.B. +13 —26 -23 +05 +34 +09 —02 -10 -03 —
13 P T?£rm&m +17 -52 +30 -02 +27 +01 —06 -23 -51 +19
14 F. +09 +18 +10 —04 -07 -06 +25 -10 -02 -23
15 T. +09 -27 +20 -36 +57 +23 +55 -44 -58 -02
16 Sol, +09 -27 +30 -25 +36 +33 +25 -44 -30 +19
1? Act, +27 -27 +10 —36 +36 +33 +40 -21 -30 +19
18 Out. -09 -09 +36 -77 +30 +37 +18 -14 -59 +23
20 V.P. -10 00 00 -04 +36 +23 +25 —4 4 —02 +09
21 Pep* -08 —40 +43 —18 +49 +20 +37 -46 -65 +15
4 Ho. rela. -09 -82 -08 +04 +54 +06 +04 -51 -43 +12
IQ -08 —20 +17 +12 +11 +43 +24 -32 -17 +03
A Age 00 -16 -08 +20 -19 -48 +04 +14 -16 -12
EL Ed. level -01 -30 +12 -12 +41 +20 +18 —48 —54 —03
SO Soc. class +08 -14 +22 -18 +30 +12 +06 -09 -78 -03
TABLE 7-18 Part I.
Study B, Xntervariafcle Coefficients* Male Candidates.
Arranged according to Scoring System.
139.
13 14 15 16 17 18 20 21 4 IQ A EL SO
1 +17 +09 +09 +09 +27 —09 -10 —08 -09 -08 00 -01 +08
3 -52 +18 -27 -27 -27 -09 00 -40 -82 -20 -16 -30 -14
5 +30 +10 *20. +30 +10 +36 00 +43 +Q3 +17 -08 +12 +22
6 -02 -04 -36 -25 -36 -77 -04. -18 +04 +42 +20 -12 -18
7 +27 -07 +57 +36 +36 +30 +36 +49 +54 +11 -19 +41 +30
8 +01 —06 +23 +33 +33 +37 +23 +20 +06 +43 —48 +20 +12
9 -06 +25 +55 +25 +40 +18 +25 +37 +04 +24 +04 +18 +06
10 r23 -10 -44 —44 -21 -14 —44 -46 -51 -32 +14 -48 -09
11 -51 -02 -58 -$0 -30 -39 -02 -65 -43 -17 -16 -54 -78
12 +19 -23 -02 +19 +19 +23 +09 +15 +12 +03 -12 -03 -03
V — -09 +40 +40 +40 +18 +20 +41 +73 +36 -07 +54 +37
14 -09 +04 -15 -15 +04 +30 -23 -13 +16 -15 —06 -25
15 +40 +04 — +39 +39 +43 +22 +79 +43 +27 -14 +33 -18
16 +40 -15 +39 •MM +22 +52 +22 +57 +43 +16 -43 +33 +32
17 +40 -15 +39 +22 111 WW +34 +13 +37 +22 +06 -04 +14 +59
18 +13 +04 +43 +52 — -04 +33 +13 -06 -13 +06 +25
20 +20 +30 +22 +22 +13 —04 — +16 +24 -24 +43 +18
21 +41 -23 +79 +57 +37 +33 +16 — +52 +15 —04 +43 +34
4 +73 -13 +43 +43 +22 +13 +24 +52 +33 -05 +48 +55
IQ +36 +16 +27 +16 +06 —06 +48 +15 +33 — -23 +43 -12
A —07 -15 -14 -43 -04 -13 -24 -04 -05 -23 — -37 -10
EL +34 -06 +33 +33 +14 +06 +43 +43 +43 -37 — +75
SO +37 -25 +18 +32 +59 +25 +18 +34 +55 -12 -10 +75 —
3?ABIE 7-13. Part II.
Study B« Intervagiafrle Coefficientg« Hale Candidates,
Arranged according: to Scoring System.
Tlie two common members are Level of Education and
Verbal Productivity# This cluster s§ems to represent
Fluency of Thought and Expression# It should also be
noted that the three members for the male group are
among the best predictors of the criterion for this
group#
In addition to these common clusters, there were
also three "dyads" which appeared in both of the Hierar¬
chical Analyses#






STUDY B. : INTER-SU3JECT CLUSTER ANALYSIS.
In order to see whether or not there were diffe¬
rent kinds of accepted and rejected candidates, an
inter-subject cluster analysis was carried out#
Elementary linkage Analysis was again used# Separate
first order analyses were carried out for each of the
accept and reject groups# These were followed by two
second order analyses for the male and the female
groups respectively#
Male Accepted Candidates Group#
Four clusters appeared here, but their definition
was weak, as the matrix of indices of correlation from
which they were drawn contained many ties, making alter¬
nate patterns of clusters equally plausible# When a
second order analysis was carried out several indivi¬
duals changed "allegiance" and became associated with
a second order cluster different from that of the first
order cluster with which they were originally associated#
Two second order clusters were found, and differences
between them appeared to be related to "optimism-
pessimism".
Male Rejected Candidates Group.
A total of five clusters emerged, the largest
having six members and the smallest having three# A
second order analysis of these clusters yielded two
second order clusters with three first order clusters
in the first and two in the second. The only diffe¬
rences for the second order clusters were "past events"
and "favourability of outcome".
Intercorrelations of the male clusters.
When a second order analysis was carried out on
the three clusters from the aecept group and the five
clusters from the reject group, two second order
clusters emerged*
The first cluster, which, labelled Alpha, contained
three of the clusters from the reject group in addition
to one cluster from the accept group. Beta, the second
cluster comprised the two larger clusters from the
accept group plus clusters II and V of the reject
group.
On examining the intelligence scores of these
groups, it became manifest that the second order ana¬
lysis had divided the groups according to the intel¬
ligence scores of the members* 15 out of the 17 mem¬
bers of Alpha are below the cutting point on intelli¬
gence, whereas 19 of the 25 members of Beta are above
it *
These results indicate that there is no important
differentiation in terms of "types8 for the male can¬
didates* Differences between the accepted and rejec¬
ted candidates can probably be handled adequately in
terms of differences on dimensions such as intelligence
and the TAT scores.
Unfortunately a curvilinear relationship between
m.
Word Count and Intelligence and skewed distribution for
the sum of Wyatt variables ruled out the calculation of
Pearson product moment correlations, and thus a multi¬
ple regression equation for the criterion. However a
multiple correlation of Intelligence and the sum of the
Perceptual Organization variables was calculated and
found to be #75#
The Female Clusters,
The Accepted Group produced three clusters and a dyad.
While the rejected group similarly produced three clus¬
ters and two dyads.
In order to compare the scores of all six clusters,
an index was devised by dichotomising the scores on
each variable and then contrasting the scores obtained
by the members of the cluster with the scores obtained
by non-members. This gives a twoxtwo contingency table
for which the statistic phi/phi max can be calculated.
This index then enables a comparison of the clusters to
be made, *
The indices are presented in Table 7-19,
Accepted Group i Cluster I (AI),
This group appears to be young and generally opti¬
mistic, They are the youngest of the six clusters.
They are also high on Positive Press, low on Negative
Press, high on Positive Attitude, Solution, Pavourability
of outcome and are low on distancing. They are some¬
what above average on Ambivalent Press, and Ambivalent
Press with Positive Attitude, Activity, Peelings,
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TABLE 7-19
Comparison of the Clusters for the Female Groups.
Cluster AI All AIV EI RII RIII
Kumber of members 11 4 7 9 5 6
1
A
Kore than 1 ff .24 -.04 -.45 -.15 -.62 .30
2 At least 1 ff1 -.07 1.00 -.16 .24 1.00 -.02
3 At least 1 rel^ -.03 -.11 -.49 -.21 .54 .62
4
2
llumber of rels .01 .45 -.21 -.38 .56 .24
•5 Positive press .71 .20 -.38 .29 1.00 -.78
6 Pew negative press .68 -.43 -.67 -.49 .29 .11
7 Ambivalent press •23 1.00 -.61 -.09 .26 1.00
8 A.P.** with P.A.^ .35 —1.00 -1.00 -1.00 .28 .20
9 Positive attitude .81 -.52 -.45 -.36 .17 -.36
10 Any press .45 .25 -.36 .00 1.00 -.25
16 Solution .62 -.04 -.18 -57 .58 -.29mmrnEmm m
17 Activity .27 .00 -.43 -.11 .60 -.66
18 Outcome 1f00 -.45 -.26 1.00 -.68
11 Distancing .05 -.28 -.02 .20 1.00
12 Present Behaviour .21 -.08 .06 -.38 .56 .27
13 Past events .13 -.48 .45 -.30 .62 -.04
14 Peelings .45 .25 -.36 .66 -.04 .00
15 Thought .25 .17 -.20 -.36 .01 .17
20 Verbal Productivity .24 .48 .40 —.57 .58 .30
21 Depth .48 -.48 -.70 -.77 1.00 .68
Cluster AI All AIV HI RII RIII
Number of members 11 4 7 9 5 6
Involvement .14 -.43 -1.00 -.49 .64 ♦41
Intelligence .01 -.09 #69 -.42 .13 .27
Social Class -.40 -.17 ±22 -.17 .17 -1.00
Edue. level -.05 1.00 ♦47 -.37 .37 .37




1 ff « focal figure
2 rel » relationship
3 A.P. » ambivalent press
4 P.A, « positive attitude
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(Thought, Word Count, Depth, Social Class and below
average on Absence of Dress.
Thus, they write TAT stories which are on the
whole above average but which are really only outstan¬
ding in terms of their optimism.
Accepted Group t Cluster II (All).
The four members of this cluster were in contrast
to the other two accepted group clusters, above ave¬
rage in age. They were also high on educational level,
but average on intelligence and social class. Although
they told quite long stories, these were comparatively
shallow in structure and lowish on the "Involvement"
variables generally. This latter result would seem to
be due to their low score on Positive Attitude and on
Ambiguous Press with Positive Attitude. Although they
had a high number of Ambiguous Press they were also
above average with Negative Press. Collectively this
indicates an uncertain and worried outlook which may
be due in part to the immediate testing situation*
Accepted Group i Cluster IV (AIV).
This cluster was also younger than the average.
They were high on intelligence, social class and edu¬
cational level, but low on almost all of the TAT varia¬
bles, being above average only on Past Behaviour and
the Word Count. One assumes either that they were
accepted because of their intelligence, background and
social fluency, or that they had empathetic qualities
v/hich were not revealed in the TAT. The slightly worse
than average score on Distancing is compatible with
this latter explanation#
Rejected Group t Cluster I (RI).
The members of this cluster were collectively the
oldest of the six, Their TATs were generally poor, the
only outstanding positive aspect being their perception
of feelings on the TAT# The intelligence scores were
the lowest of the six clusters# Together then, these
results suggest that the members of this cluster appea¬
red "too old" for counselling#
Rejected Group t Cluster IX CRII)#
The five members of this cluster constitute some¬
what of a puzzle# Collectively, they were the highest
cluster on the sum of the "Involvement" variables,
Depth of stories and length of stories# They saw the
environment pressures as being benign (highest on Posi¬
tive Press and high on Favourability of outcome) and
were also high in perceptions of activity# Generally
this group would seem to have a favourable TAT# When
their TAT performance is studied as a whole, however,
certain other characteristics emerge. Despite the
longer stories which they told, they were the lowest
cluster on "more than one focal figure"# This suggests
that they were -lacking in ability to see situations
from more than one viewpoint# They were also average
in their description of the feelings and thoughts of
the characters in the stories# This suggests, then,
that the high scores were the reflection of stories
14-8,
which described the behaviour and relationships of the
TAT characters and the (benign) nature of the environ¬
ment* However, their stories were concerned to a
lesser extent with the "endopsychic" level of activity,
and everything was seen from the viewpoint of one focal
figure only# In this respect, their stories are
"superficial"#
Re.lected Group i Cluster III (RIII).
Although this cluster told moderately good
stories in terms of the sum of the "Wyatt" variables,
length and "Depth", they were rather pessimistic,
seing few Positive Press in the stories, but a large
number of Ambiguous Press, with little Positive Atti¬
tude* The figures in the stories were also seen as
being low in Activity and the Outcomes were unfavou¬
rable#
In this respect this cluster seems similar to
Cluster All# There are however certain differences in
the kind of attitudes extressed# With All it is Nega¬
tive Press which is seen as being present, and this is
faced with Activity, although not with Positive Atti¬
tude. In RIII stories it is Positive Press which is
absent, and this is met with inactivity# Both clus¬
ters are similar in their perception of Ambiguous
Press and in their lack of Positive Attitude#
Second Order Cluster Analysis of the Female Candidates.
When a second order analysis was carried out, two
second order clusters emerged. One of them contained
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the two rejected groups RIII and RI, the other con¬
tained the accept groups. The other reject group RII
was equally linked with the two other reject groups and
the accept group All. This ambiguity of cluster member¬
ship, which is possible with the kind of cluster analysis
used, reflects the more "positive" TAT stories of this
reject group. On the whole the analysis suggests that
the accept groups have more in common with each other
than with the reject groups. Nevertheless the interrela¬
tions are not very high and this cannot be interpreted
as there being a unitary "accept type".
A Comparison of the linkage Analysis Clusters and
Delegate Analysis.
Semeonoff (1959) has carried out a delegate analysis
of the counsellor candidates. There are several diffe¬
rences between this earlier analysis and the present one.
Semeonoff carried out his analysis on a combined group
of male and female candidates, different variables having
been used, and the statistical techniques are somewhat
different. Nevertheless in the light of Raven and
Ritchie's finding that linkage Analysis and factor ana¬
lysis (principal components) can yield similar results,
it is interesting to compare the two sets of findings.
Semeonoff obtained four polar factors while the
present analysis yielded six "types".
Semeonoff's Factor II was found to contain the
following characteristics t
Projects readily, much endopsychic content, focal
figure shows resolution (positive attitude), does not
make slips on easy abstractions (moderately high intel
ligence ?), not too old, many different relationships,
distancing.
Cluster RI would seem to be low on almost all of





































The only discrepancies are the use of "Feeling"
and Distancing. However, although candidates high on
Factor II "put much endopsychic content into the TAT"
they also found "the emotional implications of TAT
6GF and 10 rather disturbing". This could well have
led them to be low on the expression of the figures'
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feelings* Or, seen in terms of the polar opposite,
the high stimulus pull on these cards allowed those
candidates low on Pactor II to describe the feelings
of the figures, in spite of their generally low endo-
psychic content*
There is also some indication that those high on
Factor 3 correspond to Cluster All t
Factor 3 Cluster All »~
No plot Depth -.43
Present Behaviour -.08
Past Behaviour -.48
No Positive Attitude Ambiguous Press with
Positive Attitude -1.00
Positive Attitude -.52





With the exception of the non-U variable, then,
where the variables used overlap, the two groups seem
to coincide.
Factor 4 would seem to be related to Cluster AIV






No plot on TAT 5
"too young"
Only one relation¬















No Positive Attitude Pos. Att* and















Thus, with the exception of the Endopsychic varia¬
bles! the overlap would seem to be in correspondence.



















Thus there is a certain similarity between the
two analyses. This reinforces the suggestion that,
for the female candidates, there is no one dimension
of acceptability but rather there are different types
of acceptable and non acceptable candidates.
THE RESULTS FOR INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES 3 INTRODUCTION
Because of the large number of comparisons which
are being made certain abbreviations have been used.
Only means, the probabilities of the differences being
due to chance and the statistical test used are given
in the following part of the section. Other infor¬
mation has been placed in Appendix B.
The reliabilities are based on the Spearman-Brown
Correction# Rho has been used in Study A and Pearson's
r in Study B#
The following abbreviations have been used in
Tables 7-24 to 7-58 *
S » Standard Cards NS » Hon Standard Cards
A » All 8 Cards
ns 1 statistically insignificant differences between the
means#
* j trend towards significance, p ^ .10
** t p L .05 *** % V L •01 **** * P L *0(y[
w 3 Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test,
t 3 t-test
j » Pestinger*s j-test. Unless otherwise indicated









S 302.2 243.8 •**
US 316.3 258.0 **
A 618.5 501.8 ***
»♦ <w)



















TABIiE 7-24 t Word Count,
This variable is clearly related to the criterion,
A significant difference appears in all of the compa¬
risons, except that of the unmatched female candidates
on the standard cards. This may be due to the fact
that more conventional stories are possible and it is
therefore easier to write longer stories*
A reason for the significance of the diffe¬
rences may be the high reliability of this variable,
which lies in the region of 0.9. This is comparable
to the kind of reliabilities obtained by "paper-
and-pencil" tests. It also shows that picture
effects cannot be very great, although in the case of
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women storytellers they may exist.
The word count was found to be correlated with
intelligence in Study B. The correlations (Pearson r)
were in the region of *4-3 for the male candidates and
.33 for the females# These correlations are similar to
that found by Webb and Hilden (1953). However* exami¬
nation of the scatter diagrams indicates that there is,
in fact, a curvilinear relationship# The trend is such
that length of story is linearly related to intelligence
for the lower half of the intelligence scales but is
unrelated for the upper half. This is also reflected
in the scores obtained for the accepted and rejected
candidates respectively. (The accepted candidates of




TABEE 7-23 t Correlations between length of story
^ and intelligence.
>
This result makes sense as it is to be expected
that low intelligence, or poor test taking ability, is
likely to result in a lowish performance on the TAT.
Higher intelligence on the other hand is not by itself
sufficient to produce very long stories.
The word count is, as would be expected, related
to several of the other scores. The results from
Study A yielded the following correlations i
0.73 with Perceptual Organization, 0.68 with invol¬
vement, 0.49 with Depth of Structure, 0.37 with Time
Span. The content variables were not closely related
to the word coun^?, but this may be due in part to the
lower reliability of some of these scores. The corre¬
lations were 0.27 with Goping Behaviour, 0.22 with
Motivation Index and 0.07 and 0.02 with Plans and Ego
Strength respectively.
In the inter-subject Cluster Analysis, word count
was not a characteristic of any female "aecept" clusters
but was one of the distinguishing features between the
first and the second female "reject" clusters.
The findings of Study A were also replicated in
the inter-variable analysis in Study B. Here word count
was associated in the female group with Number of Per¬
sonal Relationships, Ambivalent Press with Positive
Attitude, Feeling and Thought, Coping Behaviour and
Depth, as well as intelligence, age and especially
level of education.
In the male group it was less central, the only
indices above .29 being with Ambiguous Press, Absence
of Press, Feeling, intelligence and level of education.
It was again in the educational level/productivity
cluster.
This difference between sexes mirrors that of Dana
(1959b) who found length of story to be related to Per¬
ceptual Organization (r - .55) In a sample of female
students, but not for a male sample (r a .23). The
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pattern was different however for neurotic and psychotic
groups*
Thus the word count is related to various TAT and
non TAT variables* The relation with level of education
is not surprising and confirms the necessity of taking
this latter factor into consideration when analysing
TAT protocols* It appears to be more influential upon
the "formal scores" in the male group and the "content
scores" in the female group*
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
Prospective Span 7 5 ns (w)
Retrospective Span 10 6 ns (w)
Comhined Score 10 6 ns (w)
Reliability of Combined Score i 0*60
TABLE 7-26 t Temporal Span
The results from Study A suggest that there is
little difference between the two groups and that it
could be due to chance* It is a moderately reliable
variable and was also correlated with several other
formal variables, namely i Depth (rho » 0*64), Invol¬
vement (0*57), and Perceptual Organization (0*51)• Ik©
rank correlation with Verbal Productivity was 0*37*
Temporal span is thus a measure of the more complex
structural aspects of the story* In the light of the
relations 0f these variables with the criteria,
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Temporal Span's lack of relation is interesting# It is
noticeable that Future Events in the "Perceptual Organi¬
zation" variables was also unrelated to the criterion#
These results would seem to argue in favour of Rokeach's
interpretation that concern with the future in the TAT
is an indication of elosemindednesa (Rokeacht1960).
Epley and Kicks (1963) also noted as one of the charac¬
teristics of men with long prospective spans that their
defenses were strong and their thinking "orderly and
logical, though not often imaginative"# (p*5^)»
One possibility is that prospective span is corre¬
lated with a kind of "healthy" dogmatism, in that the
person with a high score must have a structured pheno-
menological world, but is capable of creating the neces¬
sary structure for himself and thus does not exhibit any
indications of anxiety# As Hurray (1959|P«56) has
noted, conformity to the demands of time is a necessary
requirement for adaptation to our society, and on the
whole a person who so conforms will be classified as
adjusted#
He or she would not however, in the opinion of the
selection board, necessarily make a good counsellor#
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STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
11 4 * (w)
Males
acc. rej*
S 3*71 2*96 **
NS 3,58 5,05 ns
A 7,29 6*00 **
Study A
0.66

















TABLE 7-27 t Depth.
This variable distinguishes between the two groups
as predictedf when the overall results are considered.
However there was effectively no difference using the
standard cards between the female groups in Study B*
The reliability is modest* and the results suggest that
two different kinds of effects may be being measured.
With the standard cards, storytellers who write very
conventional stories may be able to score highly on
Depth. However with the non-standard cards it is less
easy to tell conventional stories, and in this case
Depth may be a sociated with imagination.
In Study A Depth was correlated (using rho) with
Time Spam (0.64), Perceptual Organization (0.60). It
was also related to a lesser extent with length of
story (0.49) and Involvement (0.49). This bears out
the concept that it is a measure of the structure of
the story.
In Study B, a low depth score was characteristic
of members of the fourth female accept cluster, while
the main female reject cluster was also low. The two
other reject clusters were high.
In the inter-variable analysis Depth turned out to
be a central variable for the male group, being asso¬
ciated with all the variables in the "formal cluster"
and in addition being associated with Positive Press
(0.45), Positive Attitude (0.57) and Coping Behaviour
(0.57, 0.57 and 0.53). These latter relations demons¬
trate the way in which formal factors underly scores
of the "content" of the protocol.
In the female group Depth was less central and was
in a single dyad with Distancing. However it was again
associated with many of the scores in the "content"
cluster. It was also associated with the Verbal Pro¬
ductivity in the female, group only.
To summarize, this variable would appear to be .
measuring the complexity of the plot of the story and
as this becomes more complex, the scores of many of the
other variables become higher. The fact that in the
male group it is associated with level of education but
not length of story or intelligence is also interesting.
PERCEPTUAL ORGANIZATION
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
5 1 ns (w)
SEUDY B I Means (j) (p.B. absent)
Hales ffemales Combined
aco. rej. acc* rej. acc. rej.
8 .29 .55 ns .46 .58 ns .38 .57 ns
NS .58 ,68 ns .29 *71 ns .44 .70 ns
A ,88 1.23 ns .75 1.29 , £ .81 1.26 * *
TABLE 7-28 t Present Behaviour.
There is a tendency for the accepted candidates to
be higher on this variable. However significant dif¬
ferences were obtained only with all eight cards for
the female and combined groups of the unmatched sample.
In the inter-variable cluster analyses it did not
appear to be related to any other kind of variable.
One noticeable feature is that it is not associated
with the length of story, and it would seem to be a
more or less Independent stylistic variable. It is
also unrelated to the other perceptual organization
variables. Part of the reason for the "indepencfe ncew
of this variable may lie in the small range of scores
with almost all the candidates making full use of it.
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
10 6 * (w)
STUDY B i Means (J)
Males Females Combined
acc. reJ* 3.CC $ reJ. acc* reJ*
s 1.7<9 .82 *** .82 •67 us 1.31 *74- *•
m 1*50 •91 ns 1.17 .75 ns 1.33 .83 **
A 3.29 1.73 ** 2.00 1 *4-2 ns 2*65 1.57 ***
TABLE 7-29 t Past Events.
There is a tendency for accepted candidates to
make more use of this variable than the rejected candi¬
dates* However this is more true for men than for
women*
In the inter-variable analyses it was associated
with the two Personal Relationship variables for both
the sex groups* In the female group it was also asso¬
ciated with Age, but with none of the other scorers*
In the male group it was associated with a range of
other scores, including Intelligence and Level of Edu¬
cation, which may account for its better differentiating
power with male candidates*
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
5 4- ns (w)
TABES 7-50 g Future Events.
There was no difference between the two groups
and this score was not used in Study B.
STUDY A .
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
10 1 *♦ (w)
STUDY B 8 Means (j)
Hales Females Combined
acc. rej. acc. rej. acc. rej.
S 3.17 2.82 ns 2.83 2.88 ns 3*00 2.85 ns
HS 2.50 2.23 ns 2.71 2.67 ns 2.61 2.4-3 ns
A 5*67 5*05 * 5*54- 5*54- ns 5-60 5*50 ns
TABLE 7*31 8 Feelings.
A significant difference between the matched sam¬
ples appeared for this score. However there was no
difference between the unmatched female samples,
although there was a near significant difference for
the male groups.
The first female reject cluster obtained the
highest score on this variable, this being their only
"positive" characteristic, while the "intellectual"
third accept cluster were lowest# The means obtained











STUDY B t Means (j)
Females
acc. rej. acc. rej.
Combined
S 1.83 1.32 ns 2.04 1.83 ns 1.94 1*59 ns
US 2.21 1.46 ** 2.04 1.88 ns 2.13 1*67 **
A 4.04 2.77 ** 4.08 3.71 ns 4.06 3.26 ♦*
TABLE 7-32 : Thought.
No significant differences were found for the pre¬
dominantly female matched samples and the female un¬
matched samples, Significant differences did appear
for the^male groups of the non-standard and scorers
for all eight cards. These significances were also
reflected in the overall differences between the accep¬
ted and rejected groups in the unmatched sample.
Thought was related to a variety of other varia¬
bles, both formal and content, for both groups in
Study B. It would seem to be a "favourable" variable
only for male candidates however.
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
6 7 as (w)
TABLE 7-35 i Outcome,
No difference within the groups was found and
this variable was not used in Study B*
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
6 9 as (w)
TABLE 7-34 i Card Description#




Accepted Candidates Rejected Candidates
Higher Higher
11 4 *♦ (w)
STUDY B I Means (t)
Males Females Combined
ace, rej, acc, rej, acc, rej,
S 10*50 8*41 **** 9*25 8.79 ns 9-89 8*61 *♦♦♦
NS 9.65 7*91 9.65 8*58 ** 9.65 8.26









TABUS 7-35 t Total of Perceptual
Organization Variables
A significant difference was found for the sum of
all seven components with the matched sample. Repli¬
cation with the unmatched samples with four of the more
discriminating of the seven variables (present beha-
i)
viour, past events, feeling and thought) again gave
significant differences, except for the females on
the comparison with standard cards, and with all
eight cards. It should be noted that the difference
for the male groups was highly significant.
The overall "Perceptual Organization" score is
moderately reliable, particularly so for the men in
this population (0.75)•
The inter-variable analyses indicated that these
variables were not closely interrelated and in
neither group did all four Perceptual Organization
variables fall into the same clusters. Rather than
measuring one aspect of TAT performance, Perceptual
Organization would seem to be a broad measure of ade¬
quacy of various aspects.
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These scores were also used by Semeonoff (1958)#
To enable a comparison to be made, Semeonoff*s results
have been included in the tables#
Personal Relationships#
Semeonoff
Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
8.19 7.°° rbisB°*25 **
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
7 8 ns (w)
STUDY B t Means (t)
Males Females Combined
acc. reJ. acc# reJ- acc. reJ#
s 5«79 4*86 ** 5.04 4.71 ns 5.42 4.78 *♦
NS 4.46 3»73 ns 4.58 3.98 ns 4.52 3.85 **
A 10.25 8.59 ** 9.63 8.67 ns 9.94 8.63 **
TABLE 7-»36a t Total Number of Relationships#
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Semeonoff
Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
1.19 1.12 rbig » ns
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
10 4 na (w)
TABIiE 7~56b » Spouse Relationship.
Semeonoff
Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
1.49 2.45 rbig = .33
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher , „ Higher
5 - 7 • 00
STUDY B I Means (j)
Males Females Combined
acc. Rej. acc. rej. acc. rej.
S .38 *59 us #63 *46 ns *50 * 52 ns
NS 1.08 1.37 ns .83 1.46 ** .93 1.41 •*
A 1.46 1.96 ns 1.50 1.92 ns 1.43 1.94 ns
* *
TABIS 7-36c : Stories not mentioning Relationships.
On ;fche whole, two scores in this group discri¬
minated between the accepted and rejected candidates#
These were "Total number of Relationships* and "No
mention of Relationships"# There was no significant
difference in the number of times the accepted and
rejected candidates made mention of the Spouse Rela¬
tionship#
In the inter-variable cluster analyses the first
two variables were associated with each other and with
the Past Events score of Perceptual Organization# In
the female group these three formed an independent
cluster, while in the male group this cluster became
part of the broader "formal scores" cluster# In both
groups the two personal relationship scores were asso¬
ciated with Ambiguous Press, Absence of Press, Dis¬
tancing, Thought and Depth# They thus appear as formal
variables measuring certain aspects of story telling#
As with "past events" they would seem to be better dis¬
criminators for male rather than female candidates#
Focal Figures.
Semeonoff
Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
4.75 4.37 rbis » 0.17 ns
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
11 4 ** (w)
STUDY B t Means (j)
Hales Females Combined
acc. rej. acc. rej. acc# rej.
S 1.75 1*32 ns 1.63 1.58 ns 1.69 1*46 ns
NS .83 .68 ns .67 .75 ns .75 .72 ns
A 2.58 2.00 * 2.29 2.33 ns 2.44 2.17 ns
TABLE 7-57 t Number of Stories with more than One
Focal Figure.
Only one significant difference was found, namely
between the matched samples. The results for Study B
indicated however that this score is very dependent on
the pictures usedf with the score being much higher
with the standard pictures.
In the inter-variable analysis this score was an
isolate and in both the male and female groups it was
not associated with any of the clusters. It also
appears to be independent of intelligence and level of
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education, which may explain in part why a significant
result was obtained when these variables were kept
constant *
Semeonoff
Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
3*32 3*00 rbig • 0*14 ns
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
7 5 ns (w)
TABLE 7-*58 t Number of Stories with more than one "Full"
Focal Figure.
M»I iAiAM mmmmm
Ho significant difference was found for this varia-
ble, the results from Study A corresponding to those
found by Semeonoff.
Semeonoff
Moan of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
0*09 0.J6 j » 4.00 # *
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
3 5 ns (w)
TABLE 7-59 i Number of Stories with no Focal Figure.
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Although Semeoncff (1958) found a significant




Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
2.98 2.05 rb±s » .25 ns
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
5 8 as (w)
TABLE 7-4-Qa t Plot.
Semeonoff
Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
4,45 4.81 rb^s « -.09 ns
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
11 5 ** (w)
TABLE 7-40b i Situation*
Seineonoff
Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
0.32 0.52 j - 1.63 ns
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
4 7 * (w)
TABItB 7-40c t Description.
Semeonoff
Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
0.09 0.31 j » 3.44 **
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
1 1 ns (w)
TABI35 7-40d i Association.
Overall, these scores did not differentiate bet¬
ween the accepted and rejected candidates, there being





Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
5.83 4*91 rfei3 - *2? * *
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
3 6 ns (w)
TABLE 7-41a t Endopsycfaic.
Semeonoff
Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
1*17 1.36 j « -1.16 ns
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
7 4 * (w)
TABLE 7**41h 8 Concrete-Factual*
"*x
Semeonoff
Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
0*23 0*52 j » 2*26 **
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
0 2 zi3
TABLE 7-41c > Symbolic.
Semeoaoff
Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
0.69 1.05 j =» 1.57 ns
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
5 3 as
TABLE 7-41d i Conditional.
Of the four scores, two were found to yield signi¬
ficant differences by Semeonoff, but not in Study A.
Comparison of the means obtained by Semeonoff in the
pilot study indicated considerable differences which
suggests that the results may be due to inter-scorer
inconsistency.
Semeonoff
Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
1.04 0.83 j » 1.25 ns
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
5 3 ns (w)
TABLE 7-42 i Proper Names.
The difference between the accepted and rejected
groups is in both cases small. The failure of this
score to discriminate may be that it is "too obvious"
in a situation where most of the candidates are seeking
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to demonstrate their capacity for empathy*
Semeonoff
Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
0.53 0*40 j * 1.33 as
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
3 3 as
TABLE 7-4? i Conversation.
No significant differences were obtained with this
score.
Semeonoff
Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
1*70 2.50 rb±s - 0.25 **
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
2 5 * (w)
STUDY B s Means (chi^ was used)
Males Females Combined
acc* rej. acc. rej. acc. rej.
s .21 .45 ns .21 .21 ns .21 .33 as
NS .04 .32 ns .29 .17 as .17 .24 ns
A .25 *77 ** *50 • 36 ns .37 .57 ns
TABLE 7-44 t Distancing.
Although Semeonoff obtained a significant diffe¬
rence in his sample, the differences in Studies A and
B were in the main non significant. However the diffe¬
rences between the means obtained by Semeonoff and the
means obtained in Study B suggest that the two scorers
were using different implicit standards.
Distancing in both the inter-variable analyses was
associated with Depth, In the female group these two
formed an isolated dyad, while in the male group they
formed a triad along with thought, and this cluster
itself was part of the second order "formal scores"
-
, , - IS
cluster*
Semeonoff
Mean of the Hean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
2,00 2*29 rbia » -.17 ns
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
3 6 ns (w)
STUDY B : Means
Hales Females Combined
acc* rej* c&CC « rej. acc. rej.
s ♦83
1
*63 ns 1.00 •92 ns .92 .30 ns1
NS 1.25 .77 *1 1.04 *58 1.15 •67 **1
A 2*08 1*4-5 *2 2*04 1*50 ns2 2.06 1.48 ns2
TABLE 7-4-5 t Positive .Press,
Ho predictions were made for this variable and it
was included in the studies so that possible inter¬
actions with pictures and other variables could be
studied* There is some evidence from Study B however
that there is a difference between the accepted and
rejected candidates for the non-standard pictures, the
accepted candidates being higher*
In the inter-variable analysis Positdva Press was
linked in the male group with Negative Press and
(1) Festinger's j-test was used, two-tailed test
(2) t-test used, two-tailed test*
Outcome from Coping Behaviour, to form an "optimism"
cluster. In the female group it was associated wiuh
Absence of Press and Present Behaviour to form an iso¬
lated triad. As such the score does not appear to be
a central factor,
Par the female candidates, Positive Press was one
of the scores which differentiated strongly between the
different clusters,
Semeonoff
Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group - Reject Group
4.68 4.19 rbi8 » 0,22 ns
HPUBY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
7 5 ns (w)
SgUDY B i Means
Males Pemales Combined
ace. raj* acc, rej, acc, rej,
S 1.63 1.64 ns 1.79 1,71 ns 1.71 1.67 ns
US 1.25 1,18 ns 1*67 1,67 ns 1.46 1.44 ns
A 2.88 2.82 ns 3,46 3,38 ns 3,16 3.11 ns
TABEB 7-46 t Negative Press.
This was included for the same reason as Positive
Press, In this case no differences of any size were
obtained.
In the male group in Study B, this score formed an
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isolated cluster jointly with "Outcome" and "Negative
Press". In the female group it became part of the gene¬
ral "Content" cluster. Thus it would seem to be a more
central score in terms of the cluster analysis* al¬
though it is unrelated to the criterion.
Negative Press also discriminated between the first
and third female accept clusters#
Semeonoff
Hean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
0#96 0#60 j a» 1,60 ns
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
11 2 *** (w)
STUDY B t Means
Males Females Combined
acc# rej# acc# rej# aec. rej#
S 1.29 1.00 ns*2 483 1.08 ns^ 1.08 1.04 ns«*
NS 1.15 1.05 nsd #75 «8S ns$ .9* *96 ns^
A 2.42 2,05 nst 1.63 1.96 ns* 2.02 2.00 n&*
TABLE 7-47 * Ambivalent Press
Although a highly significant difference was ob¬
tained for the matched sample* this was not found in
unmatched samples by Semeonoff (1958). This suggests
that this score is influenced by "extraneous" factors.
In the inter-variable analyses this score was
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unrelated to educational level, and had a lowish rela¬
tion with intelligence (0*29) in the women's group*
In the male group it was related to educational level
and social classj hut not intelligence# It is not
evident from these relations why only the matched sam¬
ple should have given a significant difference# In
terms of clusters "Ambiguous Press" was associated with
"Absence of Press" and then the formal scores cluster,
in the male group. However in the female group it was
classified with the content variables. Perhaps the
reason for this result is that it contains both "formal"
and "content" components, making it liable to be affec¬
ted bp many situational factors.
The inter-srubject analysis indicated that the
fourth female cluster was low on this score while the

















STUDY B : Means
Males Females Combined
acc. re;}* acc* re;}. acc• re;}•
s *25 .25 ns .17 .17 ns .21 .20 ns
NS *29 *18 ns .53 #13 ns *31 *15 ns
A • 54 *41 ns *50 *29 ns *52 *55 ns
TABLE 7-»43a t Ambivalent Press with Positive
Attitude .
Although Semeonoff (1958) found a significant dif¬
ference between the two groups* no such difference was
found in the present studies* However, comparison of
the means obtained by Semeonoff and the present studies
indicates that the two scorers were using different
"intuitive" criteria*
In the inter-variable analyses it was a member of
the Positive Attitude cluster along with Positive Atti¬
tude and Activity in both groups.
males females males females




personal rels* *54- *56 Favourability *50 #22
Thought *57 -65 Depth *49 *46
Absence of press *52 .51
Posit, attitude *45 *51
TABLE 7-43b t Relations between Ambiva
Positive Attitude and other Variables.
Semeonoff
Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
0*57 0*17 j « 2*76 ***
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
8 3 us (w)
STUDY B t Means (j)
Males Females Combined
acc# rej. acc. rej# acc# rej#
s #53 #41 no .75 *54 ns .6? #48 ns
HS #63 •46 ns #75 *54 ns •69 .50 ns
A 1»21 #86 ns 1#50 1.03 ns 1*35 .98 **
TABLE 7-49 8 Positive Attitude*
A significant difference was found on this varia¬
ble by Semeonoff (1953) and also for the overall com¬
parison on Study B# However the other comparisons in
Study B and that of Study A did not reach significance#
Comparisons of the means obtained by Semeonoff and in
the present studies indicates again that slightly dif¬
ferent standards were being used»
In the inter-variable analyses it is a member of
the Positive Attitude cluster# It is also noticeable
in being unrelated to educational level, intelligence,
and length of story for the female group#
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Semeonoff
Mean of the Mean of the
Accept Group Reject Group
0.56 0.79 j » 2.19 ***
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
2 10 *** (w)
STUDY B i Means U)
Males Females Combined
acc. rej. acc. rej. acc. rej.
s .25 •64 ns .35 .35 ns .29 .48 ns
NS ♦ 58 1,00 *** .54 .88 ns *46 .94 * * *
A ♦ 63 "1 • (3^1- * * * .88 1.21 ns .75 1.41 ***
TABIIS 7-50 t Absence of Press.
Significant differences (at the 0.01 level) were
found by Seineonoff (1958), in Study A and in the over¬
all comparison of Study Bf for this score. However,
the comparisons between the female groups in Study B
did not yield significant differences. Again there
is evidence from the means that different criteria
were being used by the different scorers, a feature
common to most of the press variables.
In the inter-variable analyses its pattern of
relations differed in the two groups. In the male
group it was a member of the "formal scores" cluster
and was associated with length of story, level of
education and intelligence. In the female group it
was in a cluster with Positive Press and Present Be¬
haviour and was unrelated to educational ..level, intel¬
ligence end word count. The fact that it is unrelated
to intelligence and level of education may account for
the differences between the predominantly female
sample in Study A and the female group in Study B.
STUDY A
^ Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
13 3 *** (w)
STUDY B r Means (t)
Males Pernsles Combined
&.CC 4 rej. acc. rej. acc. rej.
s 3.04 1.05 *** 2,13 2.25 ns 2.58 1,67 **
NS 1.54 -.41 ** • 54 -.29 ns 1.04 -.35 **
A 4.58 0.64 *** 2,67 1,96 as 3.63 1.33 ***
Reliability
Study A Study B males Study B females
0.56 0.21(phi) 0*35
TABLE 7-51 j Summary of the "Involvement" Variables.
Although clear differehees appear for the male
candidates, the lack of difference between the female
groups in Study B is somewhat surprising. ( Possibly-
relevant to this discrepancy between Studies A and B
is the fact that the involvement scores are, for
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female candidates, on tlae whole, unrelated to intel¬
ligence, ag© and educational level. Thus removing
the influence of those variables should strengthen the
relationship between the involvement score and the
criterion. The low reliabilities and differences
between the two sub-sets of pictures also indicate
that the pictures used are sn important source of
variance with this score.
Coping Behaviour.
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
9 5 ** (w)
STUDY B s Means (t)
Hales Females Combined
acc. re;}. acc. re;}. acc, re;}.
S 34.79 34.46 ns 34.29 32.92 ns 34.54 33.65 ns
US 34.75 32.55 * 32.33 31*50 ns 33.54 32.C0 *
A 69.54 67.00 ns 66.63 64.42 ns 68.08 65.65 *
TABES 7-52 : Solution.
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
12 4- * (w)
STUDY B t Means (t)
Hales Females Combined
acc. £ej. acc. rej. acc. rej.
S 30.50 29.86 ns 31*00 31.13 ns 30.75 30.52 ns
MS 30.96 29.14 * 29.96 28.08 * 30.46 28.59 **
A 61.46 59.00 ns 60.96 59.21 ns 61.21 59.11 *
TABLE 7-53 i Activity.
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
11 5 ** (w)
STUDY B t Heans (t)
Hales Females Combined
acc. rej. acc. rej. acc. rej.
S 30.46 29.00 ns 31.08 50.17 ns 30.77 29.61 ns
WS 31.25 29.55 ns 30.42 28.42 * 30.83 28.96 **
A 61.71 58.54 * 61.50 58.58 * 61.60 58.^57 **
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TABLE 7-»54 : Favourability
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STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
12 4 *** (w)
Reliability
Study A Study B males Study B females
0,^1 (all 3) 0*41 0.60
TABXE 7*55 I Activity •» Favourabiiity.
Two of these variables were significant in the
matched sample A, but only Favourability demonstrated
a significant difference for the overall comparison ill
Study B* One reason for the difference is that the
non-standard cards appear more likely to discriminate
than the standard cardst but being unmatched in B,
the scores on these are likely to contain more error
variance.
In the inter-variable analysis these variables
were together in the female groups' "Content cluster"
but remained in three separate clusters in the male
group* In Study Af Coping Behaviour was linked most
closely with the Motivation Index and Adaptive Ego
Functioning*
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher




TABLE 7-36 i Motivation Index,
A significant difference was obtained between the
two matched groups* However the reliability of this
variable was lowt and it was not included in Study B,
"Coping Behaviour" being retained instead* It was
correlated most closely with "Coping Behaviour" and
"Adaptive Ego Functioning"*
STUDY A
Accepted Candidate Rejected Candidate
Higher Higher
Consequences 7 8 ns (w)
Press 9 5 as (w)
Cope 7 7 ns (w)
Social 7 6 ns (w)
long Term 8 6 ns (w)
Responsible 6 9 ns (w)
Reactions 6 7 ns (w)
Total 7 9 ns (w)
Reliability of Total » ,13
TAB1E 7-57 i Adaptive Ego Functioning,
No systematic difference was found between the
two matched groups on this variable.
It was correlated with the Motivation Index and
especially with Coping Behaviour.
Given that these two scores did discriminate bet¬
ween the accepted and rejected candidates, it is not
clear why this score should fail to do so. However it
is possible that scoring the story according to isolated











S 2.67 2.36 ns
NS 1.75 1.23 ns
A 4.42 3.60 ns
Study A
-0.18

















The results indicate two features about this varia¬
ble. In the first place the reliability is exceptio¬
nally low to the point where it is virtually non exis¬
tent. Secondly, although there were no significant dif¬
ferences between the groups in Study B, there was a
significant difference for the matched samples. This
Suggests that the variable is measuring different things
in different stories, which are not related to each
other but may be related to the criterion. However no





t.a.t. Scores and the outcome of tee selection board
One outstanding feature of the results is the com¬
plex relationship between the TAT variables and the
outcome of the selection board for women. The inter-
person cluster analysis indicates that there is no
single dimension or type of acceptability. This result
is in accordance with Semeonoff (1959$1963) who has
carried out similar analyses on this population but
using a different set of variables, including those
from other tests, and a different statistical technique
(Sandler's Delegate Analysis),
This finding is quite an important one. From a
practical viewpoint, it makes the designing of any pre¬
liminary screening procedure difficult, although it
would be possible to devise such instruments, either on
the basis of using indices to assign any candidate to a
particular cluster, or by devising separate norms for
different groups according to age, intelligence and
social background*
From a theoretical viewpoint, it strongly suggests
that the selection boards hold no one single stereotype
of counsellor personality. In particular, the evidence
suggests that relative youth would seem to be of consi¬
derable advantage. This is similar to Poser*s very
different study where young female students were more
successful in a therapeutio relationship with
schizophrenics, compared with experienced therapists
(Poser,1966). Furthermore, the findings of Truax,
Carkhuff and their associates (Carkhuff and Berenson,
1967} Truax,1963} Truax and Carkhuff,1967) suggest that
factors such as empathy may be important, and it is plau¬
sible that the younger candidates can more readily im¬
press the selection board that they have such qualities.
The role of age in depressing the pass rate of the
46 to 30 year old candidates is also interesting. A
question which must be asked is whether the acceptance
rate reflects the real absence of potential for counsel¬
ling of women of this age, or whether it merely reflects
their difficulty in the selection situation.
With respect to the TAT scores, these factors are
important because it means that the relationship between
the thematic protocols and the criterion only appears
clearly when the effect of the "extraneous" variables is
removed. This is not true of all the scores and those
which are related to factors such as age are more likely
to give significant differences in both studies A and B.
Of the individual scores used in both A and B, 12
gave differences which were at leqst "marginally signi¬
ficant" at the 0.10 level in Study A. If these 12
scores are then analysed in terms of "marginal signifi¬
cance" for the female group in Study B, and the relation¬
ship with age (taking 0.295 as the cutting point) the
following table is obtained t
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Marginally Significant Won Significant
Difference in Study B* Difference in Study B
Related to age 4 1
Not related to age 2 5
TABLE 8-1
This trend confirms that for those variables not
related to the age of the candidates* age is a source
of error variance#
The results for the male candidates show quite a
different picture and calculation of a regression
equation would be a simple matter, if it were not for
some of the curvilinear relationships between the
scores*
Another noticeable feature of the results is the
way in which the variables which were derived from the
sum of a group of scores were much more likely to show
significant differences between the accepted and re¬
jected candidates# This is not surprising as one of
the implications of the TAT being a broad-band instru¬
ment is that any single TAT score will be affected by
many factors# Most of these factors, in any particular
situation, will be irrelevant and thus a source of
error variance# However by grouping related scores
together, the reliability can be increased and the
error variance diminished# A second factor may also
be operating* In one sense the TAT is a choice situa¬
tion for the subject* Because of the time limit he has
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to choose which aspects or the picture and of the tasks
of storytelling he will concentrate on. Thus, measu¬
ring any one particular aspect of the story as a measure
of "involvement" or "goodness of response" may be mis¬
leading because an otherwise "good" storyteller may
have chosen to focus on another aspect of the task at
the expense of the one being measured. However this
problem is overcome by grouping together a disparate
group of scores as seems to have been done in Percep¬
tual Organization.
The Question of Reliability.
Three measures of reliability can be applied to a
TAT scoring system. These are inter-scorer, internal
consistency and test-retest reliabilities. There are
several difficulties in applying concepts of relia¬
bility to TAT scores (Murstein,1963.p»132)«
Nevertheless these measures can give useful in¬
formation, although the coefficients may not be strictly
ftr- *
comparable with those gained from questionnaire
measures of personality.
Test-retest reliability could not be measured for
the present sample. No quantitative comparisons of
inter-scorer reliability were made, partly because most
of the variables used were fairly simple in nature and
partly because the question of inter-scorer reliability
is dependent upon the question of the validity or
(1)
or usefulness of the score, v '
Inter-scorer reliability is a question which does
not arise with questionnaire measures of personality.
Possibly as the result of a certain defensiveness about
the "subjectivity" of projective techniques, conside¬
rable care has been taken to ensure reasonable inter-
scorer reliability in some of the recently developed
scoring methods. Although this has had a positive
result in producing good manuals for the scoring sys¬
tems, it must be recognised that interscorer reliability
can be the result of an artifact and merely the result
of very intensive training in what the "correct" way
is* For example, Child, Frank and Storm (195S) obtained
good inter-scorer reliability but poor internal consis¬
tency, On the other hand Magnusson (19^9) found that
despite low inter-scorer reliabilities quite reasonable
validity could be obtained by combining the ratings of
more than one scorer, !£hus, although inter-scorer
(1) Even very complex scores can be made reliable, from
the point of view of inter-scorer consistency, if suf¬
ficient time and trouble is taken. Such reliability
may only be a reflection of a common set of conventions,
and need not lead to greater internal consistency,
stability over time or validity. Since effort after
inter-scorer consistency is likely to depend on the
apparent validity of the score, it is in this way that
inter-scorer reliability is seconfdary to validity.
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reliability is a worthwhile objective, indicating that
the criterion has been made explicit, it would seem
best to develop this alter the "validity" of a score
has been investigated, rather than rely on a "conven¬
tional" agreements
Attention was focussed instead upon the internal
consistency, This was measured by correlating two
halves of the test and correcting for length by means
of the Spearman-Brown formula, to give an estimate for
all 8 cards.• The reliabilities obtained. in rank
order, are egiven in Table 8-2,
Reliability Score Study Sex Kind of
score
0,95 Productivity B M F
0*90 Productivity B F F
0*85 Productivity A F* F
0*75 Perceptual Organization B K F
0.65 Depth A F* F
0,63 Perceptual Organization A F* F
0*60 Coping B F C
0*60 Temporal Span A F* F
0.58 Perceptual Organization B F F
0.58 Depth B F F
0*56 Involvement A F* F/C
0.51 Coping A F* C
0.35 Involvement B F F/C
0.32 Depth B M F
0.23 Motivation Index A F* C
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Reliability Score Study Sex Kind of
score
,0.21, * Involvement B M F/C
0.13 Adaptive Bgo
Functioning A F* C
0.13* Plans B F 0
0.12* Plans B M c
0.0 Plans A T* c
Coding ; Study A « Study A, B = Study B.
Sex M » Male Sample, F » Female sample,
F* =» Predominantly Female Sample#
Kind of Score F ® Formal, C * Content,
F/C « Both#
* phi coefficient.
TABLE 8-2 t Split-Half Reliabilities.
Generally these coefficients compare quite favou¬
rably with those cited in the literature, although the
influences of picture and other factors are evident.
In Study B the correlation was between the "standard" and
"non-standard" pictures and thus the coefficients are
probably lower than they would have been had a more homo¬
geneous set of pictures been used.
One noticeable feature of these results is that the
formal variables exhibit greater internal consistency
than do the content variables. This suggests that these
scores are less influenced by the pictures used. At the
top of the list is Verbal Productivity (length of story).
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The coefficients for this variable compare favourably
with any eight-item paper and pencil measure, and a
replication with a different sample, that of accoun¬
tancy students, indicated that the reliability of this
measure is not a characteristic only of this sample and
situation* A brief TAT was given as part of an introduc¬
tory social psychology course* There were 8 male and 2
female students. Using rho and the Spearman-Brown for¬
mula a coefficient of 0.94 was obtained on a four
card test.
The Interrelationships between the Variablea.
The three inter-variable cluster analyses also sug¬
gest that the content/form distinction is a valid one,
up to a point* It is noticeable that there is a low po¬
sitive relationship between most of the "formal" and most
of the "content" variables* Furthermore, the content
variables do not really form one group for the male sub¬
jects, and the formal clusters similarly tend to stay
in small independent clusters for the females. This indi¬
cates that a certain amount of caution should be used in
making generalisations about content or formal modes of
analysis* As can be seen from Tables 7-15 and 7-16, the
predominantly formal variable Depth of Structure is
related to several of the content scores*
(1) The wide range of coefficients also indicates the
dangers of generalising about the reliability or unre¬
liability of the TAT as such.
Obviously this distinction between formal and con¬
tent variables is one which needs further investigation.
The same is also true of the variable Depth of
Structure, Although not closely related to the criterion
it does seem to have many relationships with the other
TAT scores. This indicates that the structure of the
story is an important determinant of many of the other
thematic scores. This would still hold true if the ef¬
fect of length of story were cancelled out. It is not
yet known what the relationship between Depth of Struc¬
ture and other non thematic personality variables is* It
ivould seem to be related to Educational Level in the
male group only, but not to intelligence.
Educational Level itself is related to the formal
variables in the male group although not in the female
group* It is noticeable however that Verbal Producti¬
ve" ■■■<
vity and Intelligence tend not to be* This is quite an
interesting result and could be very important if the
same held true for American samples* Analysis of the
ricClelland n-Ach scoring system indicates that various
presses, thoughts, outcomes, etc#** are scored when
these are relevant to achievement* However these varia¬
bles are in themselves related to educational level in
this sample, although they are not related to length of
story or Intelligence* This means that had the n-Ach
scale been applied to this sample it is likely that a
relationship would have been found with Level of Educa¬
tion, even when Intelligence and Length of Story were
kept constant. This relation could well be spurious,
since it would be dependent on the fact that content
measures of motivation must also be measuring aspects
of the formal structure*
If the same relationship between formal variables,
level of education, intelligence and verbal productivity
held in the American samples, then part of the relation¬
ship between n-Ach and measures of molar achievement
such as grade point average may he due to stylistic
rather than motivational variables.
The Concent of Attitude.
Study A indicated that Arnold's Motivation Index,
Coelho's Coping Behaviour and Whitely's Adaptive Ego
Functioning correlate with each other. (See Table 8-3)
(2) (3) Reliability
(1) Adaptive Ego Functioning 0.39 0.69 0.13
(2) Motivation Index — 0.53 0.23
(3) Coping Behaviour — — 0.51
(all coefficients are Spearman's Rho).
TABLS 8-3 i Relations between Attitude Variables.
In fact the relationships are quite high when com¬
pared with the reliabilities.^^ Which indicates that
(1) That the interrelations are higher than the reliabili¬
ties is not surprising when it is remembered that the
inter-variahle coefficients are based on the same 8 cards
while the reliability is based on the correlation bet¬
ween two different sets of four cards, made comparable
for length by use of the Spearman-Brown formula.
there is a certain amount of overlap between the three
scoring systems. This is interesting in view of the
diverse theoretical origins of these scores. Adaptive
Ego Functioning is based on the concepts of "Ego Psycho¬
logy", the Motivation Index is based on Arnold's
Existentialist-ThOmian position and Coping Behaviour on
Adlerian formulations.
Further consideration also indicates that these
scoring systems also contain quite diverse elements
within them. In Study B, coping behaviour split into
two elements in the female group, with Solution and
Favourability being associated with each other and age,
while Activity linked with Positive Attitude and Ambi¬
valent Press with Positive Attitude. In the male group
they split into three separate clusters. Activity was
again associated with the two positive attitude varia¬
bles} Outcome with age; Favourability with Positive
and Negative Press.
It is also noticeable that these content based
scores are also related to various formal variables.
In Study A, Coping Behaviour and the Motivation Index
were related to Perceptual Organization} in Study B,
the components of Coping Behaviour were related to Pro¬
ductivity and Depth in the female sample and Depth and
Thought in the male sample. These relationships may be
due to the fact that description of a "realistically"
behaving hero presupposes a fairly detailed story.
The failure of the adaptation of Adaptive Ego
Functioning to discriminate between the two groups is
at first sight surprising. However, closer examination
of the details of the scoring system used suggests a
weakness in this scale# The present adaptation of the
scale makes use of seven points, each of which was
scored independently# (See Section 6 for details)#
Many of these questions were complex, for example *
"V/as the hero's strategy of action one which in¬
cluded prior consideration of the consequences of his
behaviour ?"
In Whiteley's study the TATs were given indivi¬
dually. In the present studies they were given in a
group situation with a time limit {3i minutes/story)#
This results in quite short stories, from which it is
sometimes difficult to answer the above questions. As
a result of which quite a lot of error variance may have
crept into the scores. Thus, although these points
may be useful as a guide, it may not be possible to
answer them all about any one particular story.
This suggests one reason why Arnold's method may
have produced such good results in the studies she re¬
ports. By reducing stories to imports and then classi¬
fying the imports, only the salient characteristics of
any story are classified# If the story is concerned
with the way in which the hero accepts resj>onsibility
for his behaviour, it may be classified under an import
concerning this question# However, if the story is not
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relevant to this theme but instead is about the hero's
reaction to adversity then it would be classified under
a different import and no judgement need be made about
the hero's acceptance of responsibility* Thus, in both
cases a quantitative score on the motivation index is
obtained but without the scorer having to classify each
story according to all the possible imports*
Thus, in a sense, Arnold's system incorporates a
large number of scoring points, but only the ones
applicable are used for any particular story. This can
be seen more clearly when a specific example is used.
The following story comes from Arnold. (1962,p*55»
p*112).
"This boy has probably had some interest in wor¬
king with his hands. He is looking at the violin with
a eraftman's eyes* He takes in the beauty of it3
finish, the delicate manner in which it has been carved
and thinks of possibly making something like this him¬
self* This does not mean that he will become an
artist, only that he will probably always appreciate
beauty". (pp.55»56)*
Arnold gives the import of this story as t
"When a man sees something beautiful he begins to
dream of making something similar. He may not do it
but he will always appreciate beauty". The import is
classified under the score -2, Category I.B.2* (Success
despite ineffective means), d* (despite dreaming
instead of active effort#)
The difference between this method and one such as
that used by Coelho and the adaptation of Whiteley1s is
that there is no need to attemptany fating on a clas¬
sification which does not fit exactly#
The difference between the two approaches is in
0* hn!i
some ways parallel to the difference Allport makes^bet¬
ween general and unique traits# Although in Story Se¬
quence Analysis each story is not given a unique clas¬
sification, it is in fact classified only under one of
a very large number of categories# This would seem to
be an important methodological difference, as it would
seem that on conceptual grounds a method such as
Arnold*a might have considerable advantages. However
there are also several practical drawbacks.
The first is the large component of subjectivity
in the method.
The second is the very large number of stories
needed in order con construct the scoring system in the
first place*
The third difficulty is that a method such as this
contains the built-in assumption that the scores of the
different imports are equivalent# Arnold classifies the
imports under four headings t
I) Achievement, success, happiness, active effort
(oh lack of it).
II) Right and wrong.
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Ill) Human Relationships.
I?) Reactions to adversity#
The assumption that Positive Attitude in one of
these areas will he identical to Positive Attitude in the
other is contained in the scoring technique# There is
no way in which this assumption can be readily tested,
except by analysis of a very large number of protocols#
Although Arnold has accumulated protocols from qjtite a
large number of subjects, it does not comprise anything
like a representative sample, even for a North American
population. In employing the technique in another cul¬
ture one is making an even greater assumption of
homogeneity of meaning in the imports. It is not clear
that this assumption is valid for our culture, certainly
the low relation between the two halves of the scores
in Study A does not provide much reassurance*
Although cross-validation is always advisable in
adopting a test from another culture, the size of the
study needed is much greater than that normally used
for most personality tests#
Coelho and his associates have chosen another way
of avoiding the problem of scoring categories which are
not entirely applicable* By using a specifically con¬
structed set of cards which indicates with a minimum of
ambiguity what the problem is, they avoid the difficulty
of classification of stories where a specific problem
is not clearly spel.t out# The importance of the
pictures used has not been studied in detail for these
"attitude® approaches, Coelho used a special set,
Whiteley chose cards suitable for his subjects (all
subjects had the same cards)* Arnold has suggested
that the cards used do not have any effect on the
scores,
Arnold's claim that picture effects are unimportant
must depend on the assumption of homogeneity of the
scoring system discussed above. It is therefore quite
possible that in a different culture the picture
(A )
effects may become important. v J
Comparison of the means for Coping Behaviour
scores and Positive Attitude scores indicates that the
pictures used are of some importance. Overall, the
results give considerable support to the hypothesis that
the concept of attitude can be usefully applied to the
III, The scores do relate meaningfully to each other
and to the criterion,
formal Variables.
Overall, the formal variables were quite sensi¬
tive in distinguishing between the male candidates,
and also the female candidates when the influence of
(1) Allport (1957) has discussed some of the differences
between the "optimistic" American culture and the
"pessimistic" European culture.
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factors such as age was removed. It is noticeable however
that these scores only form a unitary group for the
male candidates and thus caution should be exercised in
general ahout the "formal" aspects of the stories of
fem&ie subjects. For the male candidates the formal
variables are independent of verbal productivity, and
are not closely related to intelligence.
However they are all related to level of educa¬
tion, This is one explanation of why large differences
were obtained with some of these scores between the
male candidates when the role of education level was
not removed. It also indicates that further work is
needed in validating scoring methods based on formal
scores. For example, Dana*s validation studies, based
on quite large samples, have taken intelligence into
consideration in comparing normal and clinical groups,
but npt level of education. It is therefore possible
that some of the differences between these groups are
due to uncontrolled variations in educational back¬
ground.
Study A indicates quit© a clos© relationship
between Perceptual Organization and Productivity for
the female candidates. Shis finding reflects that of
Dana (1959) who, using student samples, obtained
product moment ccrrelations of 0,23 for males and
0,55 for females. However scores on the formal varia¬
bles would not seem to be related to intelligence or
education.
Verbal Productivity.
The close relationship between verbal productivity
and the criterion in Study B was a little surprising.
It may be that this was due in part to the mutual rela¬
tion with level of education#
Kacrae (1965)t 1& a review of group selection pro¬
cedures, discusses other studies in which it was found
that the candidates who participated most in group dis¬
cussions tended to be rated favourably by the fudges#
If greater verbal productivity on the HAS accompanied
higher participation in other parts of the marriage
guidance slection conferences, then the relationship
between productivity and the decision of the selection
board could be due to this phenomenon, that is, the
tendency of the fudges to favour active candidates.
However, another possibility is that verbal pro¬
ductivity has been a "Cinderella" construct which is
always being explained away. Its reliability has already
been noted. Evidence from other studies that verbal
productivity may be a useful personality construct will
now be reviewed.
Verbal Productivity and the TAT.
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Surprisingly little systematic work has been done
on the relation between the length of TAT stories and
other personality and thematic variables. Murstein
(1963) in his detailed revue of research studies using
the TAT refers only to two previous studies concerned
with the word count, one being that of Lindzey and
Silverman (1959)* In this study the following corre¬
lations between Verbal Productivity and other thematic
variables were found * Achievement, 0*34-; Affiliation,
0.29| Dominance, 0.23? Sex, 0.28} Number of Figures,
0.53? Ideas, 0.88; Themes, 0*54-i Transcendence, 0.84;
Compliance, 0.$4; Involvement, 0.42j Quality, 0.63#
Welsh (1964) carried out a Principal Components
i *
Analysis on several thematic scores » Word Count,
T
Transcendence, Personality Revealingness, Emotional
Words, Theme Count and Hostility. He found that the.
first principal component accounted for a major share
of the variance for the first five variables. This
component Welsh interpreted as an index of "Richness1*.
On several studies the correlation between Word
Count and other variables has been treated as a source
of error to be minimised* This particularly so for
studies on the thematic measurement of need for achie¬
vement. Vejrfifx (1961) recalls how this problem arose
in the scoring of the oral TAT protocols which 13oe
had obtained from eminent scientists. To the surprise
of Veroff and his colleagues there were many low sco¬
rers, who, for the most part, turned out to he physi¬
cal scientists (chemists and applied physicists) and
a handful of very high scorers who were, with few ex¬
ceptions, dominated by that noticeable group - young
social scientists# The physical scientists, it was
argued, did not think verbally, and in fact may have
had some difficulty in verbal expression* (Veroff,
1961,p»90)» Recent findings by Hudson with school boys
supports this interpretation* (Hudson, 1966)*
An added complication is that of defensiveness*
Veroff notes that the study by Scott (1956) and that
by Euscoo (unpublished thesis) show that with an
intense involvement of motivational concern there is a
decline in the length of the stories, and that this
might be interpreted as an indication of defensive¬
ness* These considerations lead Veroff to conclude
that the influence of length of story should be removed
from the scores of need for achievement, affiliation
and power in a national (U.S#) survey.
Atkinson and his associates have found the rela¬
tionship between Word Count and need scores to vary
with the homogeneity of the responding population*^^
(1) "The obtained correlations between number of words
per story and motive scores obtained from content ana¬
lysis have been insignificant and negligeable in homo¬
geneous college groups when leading questions are
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Smith (1970) found a correlation of #59 between n-Ach
and Verbal Productivity for a non-student sample.
When there is a significant correlation, then
Atkinson also recommends that the scores be corrected
for length of protocol* While this advice has generally
been followed by studies using the McClelland-Atkihson
content analysis for need achievement, it does not
attract unanimous agreement#
While elimination of the effect of word count may
be desirable in some studies to ensure that predicted
differences are due to motivational factors and not to
fluency factors, there are ether occasions when it seems
less justifiable#
nurstein (1965) has pointed out that the decision
whether or not to partial out a variable should depend
on the relation between it and the criterion# "If, for
example, achievement in the outside world is correlated
with achievement in $A3? stories, but verbal producti¬
vity is alsp correlated with real life achievement,
we throw out the baby with the bath water in partialling
employed and four minutes are allotted for each story#
However, when the same kind of instrument is employed
in a very heterogeneous population *•«, or when a shorter
time (two and one half minutes) is allotted for writing
stories without leading questions, ... a significant
correlation between number of words per story and
motive scores is obtained*" Atkinson,195S,p#837#
out verbal productivity. Unless the relationship of ver¬
bal productivity to the criterion is smaller than the
correlation of verbal productivity to the variables
being studied, it is best to retain all the contents
of the bath, baby and all". (p.47)
A stronger conclusion, that Verbal Productivity
should not be partialled out was arrived at by Block
(196*),
One confounding factor is that the vrord count
itself is related to intelligence. Webb and Eilden
0953) found a correlation of 0.4 between Verbal Pro¬
ductivity on 4 cards and intelligence, and also a corre¬
lation with verbal fluency of 0.5 as measured by the
Primary riental Abilities Test.
Thus, Word Count, or Verbal Productivity, has been
thought of as a contaminating factor in TAT interpre¬
tation (Zubin, Eron and Schumer,1965»P*522).
This conclusion makes the implicit assumption that
the* TAT is exclusively a measure of motivation and not
of ability. This assumption runs contrary tG other
trends in this area, including the development of "Ego
Psychology", within psychoanalysis (Holt,1960), and
also Zubin, Eron and Schumer•s own conclusions that the
formal aspects as opposed to content measures of the
TAT were more promising 0965,p»462).
If Verbal Productivity is regarded not as a con¬
taminating factor but as a personality variable in its
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own right then there is at least enough evidence to
constitute a "prima facie" case for it being studied
more intensively,
Weissman (1964) has suggested that short TATs are
an indicator of acting out, and Silver (1963) found that
psychopaths told shorter stories, Llndzey and Silver¬
man, and Welsh have found Word Count to be highly corre¬
lated with other variables more directly related to
creativity on the TAT, such as Ideas, Themes, Transcen¬
dence and Quality, Furthermore, the findings related
by Veroff that the social scientists were high on
verbal productivity while the physical scientists were
low is also relevant and suggests in fact that here
is an Important difference in abilities which is being
reflected accurately in the TAT,
One important question is how closely verbal pro¬
ductivity on the TAT is related to other measures of
verbal fluency. If verbal productivity is very closely
related to measures of verbal fluency more readily
obtainable then its value a.s a personality variable is
obviously diminished. However, there is no a priori
reason to think thst it should necessarily be so
related. In particular, the findings which suggest
that length of TAT story is related to defensiveness
indicate that Verbal Productivity may be reflecting fac¬
tors such as ego-strength as well as purely intellectual
ones. In other words, Verbal Productivity on a TAT
given under stressful conditions (such as an assessment
situation) may wall be a good indication of ©motional
and intellectual functioning under stress of a social
kind. In this respect it varies from other measures of
verbal fluency in the nature of the constraints. In a
simple fluency measure such as boys' names beginning
with 0| the constraint is simple and concrete. In
the TAT situation the constraints are much more flexi¬
ble, but also more complex, (e.g. the words must form
sentences and the sentences must be meaningful and
meaningfully related as well as being relevant to the
picture)•
Some empirical support for this conceptual argu¬
ment comes from Webb and Hllden's (1955) study, where
a correlation of 0.50 between Productivity and verbal
fluency was obtained for a group of school and college
students. However the correlation of productivity
with intelligence was found in another sample to be
0.40, a figure similar to those found in Study B.
'Were the effects of general intelligence partialled out
of the 0.$0 correlation, then it would drop conside¬
rably. In any case a correlation of 0.50, although
significant (in both the statistical and non statis¬
tical senses of the word) is hardly an indication of
identity and it suggests in fact that verbal fluency
accounts for only a quarter of the variance in Verbal
Productivity.
Other Related Findings*
Cope (1969) found results similar to the present
study. Her subjects in this case were American stu¬
dents who had been judged by their professors and resi¬
dent hall counsellors to exhibit "optimal mental health"
matched with a control group of "average" students on
the basis of age, sex and Ohio State psychological exa¬
mination scores. Cope reports that various predicted
differences on several tests suggested that the "optimal"
group had in fact better mental health. Members of both
groups took part in small discussion groups, balanced
so that collectively the members of both groups had
equal opportunity to speak. (The discussions were tape
recorded and samples of the discussion were analysed in
terms of various aspects of linguistic structure. 1^
was found that only those variables which measure ver¬
bal fluency distinguished between the two groups. There
were 29 students in each group.
This study is particularly relevant to the current
study because the constraints on the members of the
discussion group are in some ways similar to those con¬
straints in the TAT situation ( they must speak in some¬
thing approximating sentences, which must be meaningful
and meaningfully related and must be relevant to the
ongoing situation).
Despite the fact that the main activity of a coun¬
sellor is talking, there is little systematic research
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on the linguistic abilities of counsellors, although
there are several indirectly relevant studies which
have been discussed in section 4.
Again the evidence suggested that the verbal acti¬
vity of the counsellor might be an important factor in
the counselling situation.
In conclusion, it would seem fair to say that there
is a considerable amount of indirect evidence to suggest





She studies reported here have shown how narriage
Guidance Counsellor candidates can be differentiated
by their TAT performance and that both "Attitude® and
"Formal" scores are relevant *
Furthermore , comparison of the results of Study
A and Study B suggests that these differences are not
the result of uncontrolled differences in factors such
as intelligence, and that the relations between the
TAT scores and the judgement of the selection board
appears more clearly when the effect of thestvariables
is removed*
Study B has also shown that although the male
candidates can be classified along a single dimension
of "acceptability", there are several types of accepted
and rejected candidates*
This indicates that in using the TAT as a statis¬
tical (as opposed to clinical) assessment technique,
the use of separate norms for different age groups and
possibly for other variables would be essential for
the female section of this population* An alternative
approach would be to select in terms of profiles rather
than of individual indices* The lack of any unitary
counsellor personality in other findings indicates
that such approaches may be necessary in other popu¬
lations as well*
The results of the studies also suggest that some
more general conclusions may be drawn*
In the first place they have demonstrated the
necessity for caution in making statements about TAT
scores in general* TAT protocols are too rich a source
of data to be easily covered by single statements, such
as that TAT scores are or are not dependent on intel¬
ligence, verbal fluency, etc...
Secondly, with the above reservation in mind, it
would appear that for this population there is a dif¬
ference in the structure of the protocols of the male
and female candidates.
Thirdly, the interrelations between the TAT scores
are not obvious and the need for empirical, as well as
theoretically based systems of classification is
shown* In particular the distinction between Form and
Content scores is not particularly clear, as far as the
interrelations between variables is concerned* Further¬
more, certain scoring systems, such as Perceptual Orga¬
nisation, or Coping Behaviour which have been used to
derive single indices, would seem in fact to be hetero¬
geneous in nature and other ways of grouping the scores
may be more useful*
In the fourth place, the need for more research
relating even the simplest aspects of the protocol to
other personality variables is shown to be essential,
The particular case of Verbal Productivity has been
discussed at some length.
Finally, the development of a measure of Depth of
Structure, as an aspect of the protocol underlying
both form and content scores indicates the usefulness
of the construct of "levels" in conceptualizing the
differences between "dimensional1* and "morphogenic"
approaches to assessment.
APPENDIX A. Limitations in the Usefulness of the H
Statistic when applied to the TAT.
Kurstein (1963) gives the following example of how
this statistic works when applied to the (DAT#
Proportion of Imagery in Stories told and Measures of
Ambiguity,
Card 1 Card 2 Card 3
Aggression 0.93 0.25 0.50
Sex 0.01 0.25 0.10
Achievement 0.01 0.25 0.20
Affiliation 0.01 0.25 0.20
H 0.26 2.00 1.75
H » Sum p(i)log2p(^) an;i P(i) proportion of cases
in any i category.
Because E will obviously depend upon the number
of categories used, Kurstein has used H / H max where
E max is the maximum H theoretically obtainable from
that number of categories.
One weakness of this approach is that the H or
E / E max obtained in practice must dDpond upon the
classification system used, assuming that there is not
a "natural" classification, Por example Hurstein (1963#
1964, 1965) reports an experiment in which college men
and women were shown TAT pictures projected onto a
screen. The students received booklets, asking them to
describe a) who was in the picture in terms of age,
b) sex and c) what the relationships between the
characters were, if any, d) what was happening in the
dtiory, e) why it was happening and f) how the story
would end.
In the case of sex the categories are fixed and
there is no difficulty in interpreting the meaning of
H. However with some of the other variables, particu¬
larly d),e) and f) there are no self evident catego¬
ries. Taking f) as a hypothetio&l example - imagine
that for a particular picture the fallowing frequen¬











However, the researcher might decide that these
8 categories were too many and might decide to com¬
bine various categories. Depending on his criterion,
however, the result for the particular card might be
quite different as we can see below.
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(iv) to (viii) 0*97 0.26
(iv) 0.25
(i) + (ii) + (iii) + (v) 0.23
(vi) + (vii) 0.26
(viii) 0.25 2.00
(iv) + (viii) 0.50
(i) + (ii) + (vi) 0.10
(iii) + (vii) 0.20
(▼) 0.20 1*75
Although, this example is somewhat improbable, it
does demonstrate that it is not sufficient to talk about
ambiguity of a picture with respect to a particular
need, personality trait or any other conceptual cate¬
gory in general terms, without specifying the exact
scoring method which is going to be used.
Consideration of the same problem from a d5.fferent
angle shows that there is a substantial problem here,
and it is not Just a matter of chooling the right sta¬
tistic to measure ambiguity. Part of the discussion
in the literature has focuased on the value of highly
unambiguous cards. It would seeia plausible that if a
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card obviously represents an "achievement" situation
then this picture might fail to discriminate between
subjects with differing levels of achievement motiva¬
tion, because, assuming the absence of defense provo¬
king anxiety, all the stories would be governed by the
stimulus situation. This argument makes the assumption
however, that the stories are scored on a presence /
/ absence of need basis, li/here the score on any one
story lias several gradations (as has the McClelland
n-Ach score) then a highly unambiguous card may have
high discriminative power, as indeed has been found for
n-Ach (Murstein and Easter, 1965)•
Thus any particular measure of ambiguity may only
be relevant to the score which it was bused upon, and
could have rather limited goneralizabi1ity. Phis may
go some vrc.y towards explaining the contradictory
results obtained by Hurstein (1965) when using the H
measure discur"-e& above, be obtained support for the
hypothesis that "a very useful test would consist of
clearly structured cards where the figures v/culd be
readily identifiable as to age, sex and their rela¬
tionship to each other, but the pictures would be ambi¬
guous in depicting what is going on and also ambiguous,
therefore, for v/hy this is happening and how it will
end" (1963,p.193). when cards varying in structure,
were given to patients who were being seen in psycho¬
therapy, and the criterion was congruence between a
Q sort carried out by the therepist and by a
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psychologist from the TAT alone, somewhat different
results were obtained* When the cards were structured
with regard to the emotions experienced, but were am¬
biguous as to the age and sex of the characters, the
average correlation was 0.30. Next highest was the
^vorage correlation for the cards which were struc¬
tured with regard to sex and age as well as emotion
(0.20). Third..;r was the set where the age and sex were
structured, but the emotions were ambiguous (0*14) and
finally where all three variables were ambiguous (0.06).
Prom these studies frurstein considers that he is
reasonably safe in speculating "that extensive ambi¬
guity of picture is more of a hindrance than a help,
for most purposes". (1965»p.223) However, since he
fails to indicate the nature of the Q-soxt items used,
apart from revealing that they were such that "one
might reasonably expect would have relevance to both
the therapist and to the TAT interpreter", it is not
clear in this case what his purpose was.
APPENDIX B, The "Depth" and "Plans" Scores
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These scores were based on certain explicit theo¬
retical assumptions# The first was that motivation
need not be construed in terms of basic drives and
their derivatives# Secondly, it was assumed that
information about the storyteller's personality could
be gained by analysing the internal structure of the
story# Thirdly, it was assumed that the model of beha¬
viour as being hierarchically organized could be use-?
fully applied to the TAT, Several different theorists
have used the concept of hierarchical organisation but
the theories which were used here were those of Hiller,
Galanter and Pribram (1960) and Schroder, Driver and
Streuffert (1967), The latter was in turn based on the
earlier work by Harvey, Hunt and Schroder (1961), The
main difference between these two theories is that the
former is about the organization of behaviour as such,
and essentially suggests that human behaviour, like
that of a computer, is controlled by hierarchically
organized program, while the latter is specifically
about thinking and cognitive complexity. Particularly
seminal is the proposal in Schroder and his associates
that essays can be scored in such a way as to provide
a measure of the writer's complexity of thinking on the
essay topic. However, as the content of TAT stories is
usually more concerned with the overt behaviour of the
focal figures than their thoughts, the method of
analysis used bears a closer resemblance to Miller and
his associates than to the Harvey approach.
The first stage was the analysis of the story into
a series of hierarchically arranged actions. The number
of levels involved provided the basis for the "Depth of
Structure Score% The highest level of the structure
also provided the goal of that sequence of actions and
was labelled the "plan".
After a certain amount of experimentation the
following rules for quantifying the levels were used.
Descriptions of the details of the motor actions of the
figures were not counted as additional levels. The
most complex plan in the story was taken and the number
allotted was one less than the number of levels in the
hierarchical plan. Thus, in the given examples, the
scores for candidate A were 2,1,1 and for B were 0,0,0.
The seores for all 8 cards were 9 for A and 3 for B.
The mean length of stories was approximately the same
for both candidates. The first candidate was accepted
and the second was not.
Example 1. Uanaidato A.
"This picture shows a young man breaking the news
to his grand mother with whom he lives, that he has the
opportunity of a splendid Job abroad - he has wanted to
leave for many years, but has been reluctant to do so
because he knows she will miss him and that she is depen¬
dent on him both for financial and moral support - but
he feels he can wait no longer. She accepts his
departure to the best of her ability"#
(This story was analysed as follows s
Plans of the young man#
1# Give financial and moral support to grandmother#
2. Leave#
2a# Sake up opportunity of splendid job.
2ai# Peel one can wait no longer#
2aii. Break news to other.
Plans of the grandmother#
1# Accept decision of other to the best of one1®
ability# (Depth Score i 2)
Example 2# Candidate B#
"This could be several things. Perhaps the one
more easy to imagine from the facial expressions is
grief. (The young man has just told the lady (to build
a story, his best friend*s mother) that her husband
has been trapped down a mine ana there is little or no
hope of him surviving"•
Plans of the young man#
1# Tell other that spouse is fatally trapped*
(Depth rtcore : 0)
Example 3. Candidate A*
"This is a young girl - worried about her final
examination at University - her parents sacrificed a
great deal to give her the opportunity of getting a
degree, the work has been a little more than she was
capable of - and she finds it difficult to sleep at
nights with so much on her mind"#
Plans of heroine<
1# Get university degree,
1a, Find work difficult*
1b, Worry about final exam*
1c* Find it difficult to get to sleep,
(Depth Score i 1),
Example 4 I Candidate B,
"This young lady is very worried. She is auon©
and her husband should have been home a long while ago.
She has had the good sense to go to bed but has not
been able to sleep, she put on the light and we see her
almost distraught with worry*- We think that the worry
stems from the fact that the roads are very icy and her
husband could Just be a little urunk as he was visiting
a pal's house, He had ???? the friend's house at a
known time hence her very real worry"•
Plans of heroine.
1, Try to sleep* (Depth Score s 0)*
Example 5* Candidate A.
MA mother with her little girl - a glorious day «•
so she decides to take her daughter down to the town
to visit the zoo » which she has been unable to do
because for many years they lived miles from the town -
and the mother has always been fond of animals, and
wanted her daughter to have the same interests"*
Plans of mother*
1. Have daughter like animals*
1a, Go to zoo* (Depth Score i 1),
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Example 6* Candidate B*
"This could be the Queen showing her son Prince
Andrew to her daughter Princess Anne* The ???? would
be very homely and still very proper in the eyes of
the masses* "Oh I Mummy he is so small, do you think
he will ever grow up to be as big as Paddy*"
Plans of mother.
*U Show son to daughter*
Plans of daughter.
1* Ask if brother will be as big as father*
(Depth Score s 0)*
An assumption underlying the "Plans" score was
that the plans would fall into some kind of "natural"
classification which would enable the plans typical
of accepted and rejected candidates to be compared*
However this assumption turned out to be unwarranted*
A second system of classification was devised along
the following lines* The plans were divided into bi¬
lateral and unilateral categories* Bilateral plans
were those in which the "cooperation" of two indivi¬
duals was required if they were to be successfully com¬
pleted. This category included unequal relations
such as domination-sub mission since even domination
of another person requires their eventual acceptance
of the situation.
The Rogerian model of the counselling relationship
emphasizes the importance of concerned acceptance of the
client without interference with his autonomy. The
bilateral plans were then subdivided as leading to,
being neutral with, or being incompatible with this
goal.
The unilateral plans were classified according to
the scheme put forward by Ilaslow (1954). These are
Physiological Needs, Safety Reeds, Love and Belonging-
ness Reeds, Esteem Reeds and Self Actualization Reeds.
A single numerical score was obtained by giving a score
of +1 to the "non-dominating" bilateral plans and to
the Esteem and Self Actualization Reeds and a score of
-1 to the "dominating" bilateral plans and the physio¬
logical and safety needs. This part of the scoring
system was difficult in practice and the results of
Studies A and B indicate that the "plans" score was
measuring very different and even opposing factors, if
it was measuring anything at all.
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